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• PREFACE.

In November 1908, I was required to ac-

company the Feudatory Chief of Mayurabhanja
on an Archaeological tour in the interior of his

territories. We paid a Visit to Khiching, which
Avas once an important seat of the Bhanja Eajas.

I mixed with the humble people of the neigh-

bouring villages, and from this close contact

with them observed some curious customs and
manners amongst them which bear little affinity

to those of the Hindus. At this stage a band of

merry lads of the Pan caste entertained me Avith

their songs, Avhich Avere all upon the texts of the

Dharmagita. The songs interested me very much,
as in the texts I found distinct indications of the

tenets of Mahayaua Buddhism. Shortlj^ after this

I met some old men, Avho recited the songs of the

Pala Kings of Bengal. These also belong to

the period of the Buddhistic ascendancj\ I was
noAv couAdnced that Buddhism AA^as not alto-

gether a lost religion in Orissa. ls\y curiosity

being thus roused, I hunted after and soon

laid my hands upon some old Oriya MSS.
Avhich proved that Buddhism flourished in this

part of the coimtry so late as the 16th and 17th

centuries. I noAv studied Avith care the sacred

books of the Mahima-dharmists and some other

sects, Avho inhabit Khiching and various parts of

Keonjhar, Dhenkanal and other gadajats; and
found that these people unmistakably profess

Buddhistic tenets inspite of their not being

recognised as Buddhists by the people. In
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comparatively recent times there has been a

revival of this school of Buddhism.
The subject of the book has already been

incorporated in my Mayurabhanja Archaeological

Survey Reports, Vol. I. I now publish it sepa-

rately with a preface by Mahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Shastri M.A., whose researches in

this direction 20 years ago brought to the noticc\

of the world for the first time, the existence of

Buddhism in modern Bengal. My researches and
the results attained thereby only substantiate

and supplement his theories and conclusions

arrived at from a different stand-point. My
grateful acknowledgements are due to him
not only for the learned introduction with which
he has embellished this treatise, but for the light

which his original researches threw on my sub-

sequent work in the same field.

I have also to express my indebtedness to

H. H. the Chief of Mayurabhanja. Without his

aid and encouragement it would have been
impossible for me to conduct these arduous

researches in the jungly tracts of Mayurabhanja.

I am also thankful to my friend Babu Dinesli

Chandra Sen for his ready suggestions whenever
I have had to consult him.

Since writing the book, I have come in pos-

session of a number of Oriya MSS. which elabo-

rately prove the facts to be found in this book.

If a second edition is called for, I shall incorpo-

rate these in the book next time.

VicvAKosA Office, ]

20. Kantapukar Lane, Bagbazar. i NAGENDRA XATH VASU.

Calcutta, June 31st, 1911, J
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INTRODUCTION.

* Caijkaracharya drove away Buddhism from
the soil of India'. This was the verdict of

historians, sixty years ago. Buddhism—the

religion of over forty per cent of the entire

population of the world, professed in all

countries, in the north, east and south of Asia,—
was swept away from its birth place by the

•exertions of one single individual

!

These historians, however, plainly contradicted

themselves, for when they said that, ' Caijkara-

charya drove away Buddhism from the soil of

India,' they also said that the Palas, who reigned
in India in the 9th and 10th centuries were
Buddhists. This is a pure contradiction for no
body ever imagined that Cai)karacharya flourish-

ed after the fall of the Pala Dynasty.

The sixties and the seventies were periods of

the greatest activity for Archaeological re-

searches under Sir Alexander Cunningham.
His researches, his excaA'^ations, and his dis-

coveries all ov^er Northern India, showed in

unmistakable terms that Buddhism lingered in

many parts of Northern India for hundred years
after the Muhammadan conquest.

From the early eighties commenced the mi-
nute and scholarly investigations in all matters
that related to India, both in Europe and in
this country. The credit of initiating this ac-
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curate and sympathetic movement belongs to-

Hofrath Biihler. He and his nnmerons followers

investigated very carefully all the available

sources of information about India and then
pronounced their opinions. The late lamented'

Prof. Bendal examined the wonderful collection

of Palm-leaf Mss. in the University of Cambridge
and found that many of them belonged to the

Pala period. Babu Carat Chandra Das travelled

in Tibet and showed from Tibetan sources that

a large number of Pandits, especially, from
Eastern India, went to Tibet in the Pala period.

Amongst other facts that were brought to

light, the chief were that ;—a Buddhist temple
was erected at Cravasti in the year 1276 A. D.;

Buddhist priests from Tamluk went to the

Pagan and reformed the Buddhist church there
;

the Budh-Gaya temple was repaired b,y the

King of Burma in 1331 A. D. ; Buddhist books
were studied in Bengal even by Brahmins in the

earlier years of the 15th century ; Bnddhist books
Avere copied for Buddhist priests and laity during
the middle of that century ; abont the end of the

century a Bengali Brahmin of the Katyayana
Gotra who was expelled from his country for

his Buddhistic tendencies, w^as made Bauddha-
gama Chakravarti in Ceylon and a biographer
of Chaitanya said that at the birth of the

infant God, Buddhists rejoiced greatly.

So traces of Buddhism in Eastern India were
discernible up to the time of Chaitanya i.e., the

early part of the sixteenth century.

About the end of the sixteenth century Lama^
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Taranatlia, sent emissaries to India, to examine
the state of Buddhism in that country. These
reported that Buddhism was still to be found in

Orissa and Western Bengal. But where is all

that Buddhism gone ?

The Muhammadan historians never speak of

Buddhism ; the historians of Mughal period do
not even know its name. The historians of the

British power in India, refers but scarcelj^ to

Buddhism. Where is all that Buddhism gone ?

Yuan Chuang tells us that there were ten

thousand Saijgharamas Avith hundred thousand
Bhiksus in Bengal. To support this vast mendi-
cant population at least ten millions of lay

families were required, and they would be all

Buddhists. The Chinese pilgrim further says that

there were also heretics in the country, by which
term he means the Brahminists and the Jainists.

The number of Brahminists in Bengal was very

limited. The Jains never made Bengal their

stronghold. More than three-fourths of the

population of Bengal were Buddhists.

Full one hundred years after Yuan Chuang, the

original five progenitors of the present Eadhijm
and Varendra Brahmans in Bengal came from
Kanoj. Their religion was not a proselytising

one. In the middle of the twelfth centuiy

Ballala Sena took a census of the descendants of

these five Brahmins and he found only eight

hundred families in all. They lived mostly on
grants' of lands made to them by the Eajas or by
fees for services rendered to the State. Servants

and maid-servants were supplied to them by the
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State. They practised their own religious rites

with pomp and grandeur befitting their position

as well-to-do men. But they rarely interfered

with other people's religion. History tells us of

defections from their ranks but of no additions

to their strength. The masses w^ere almost
entirely left in the hands of the Buddhist
priests, both married and unmarried, and there

is reason to suppose that the married priests pre-

dominated in number. But the monastic orders

were rich and powerful. They were very learned

and their schools and colleges were celebrated

all over the Buddhist world. The Monastaries

of Nalanda, Vikrama9ila, Jagaddala and other

places were the best seminaries for the diffusion

of Buddhist learning and Buddhist religion. It

was from these monastaries that Tibet, Burma,
Ceylon and Mangolia received their Buddhist
preachers and Buddhist authors and translators.

But there were the married priests who
officiated in the religious ceremonies of their lay

brethern ; these composed the litergy, worship-

ped Bodhisattvas and Gods, and officiated in

marriages and funerals. They gradually in-

troduced mantras or set formulae for every

religious ceremony and called this cult, Mantra-
yana.

The word Manfcrayana requires an explanation.

People are familiar with the terms Hinayana, and
Mahayana,but not with Mantrayana. Hinayana,
though a proselytising religion, concerned itself

only with moral training and moral regulations,

and thought only of individual salvation, while
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Mahayaaa embodjang the liighest and noblest

truths of philosophj^ and rehgion, extended

salvation to all classes of men and like the

Theosophists of the present day, comprehended
within its fokl men of all shades or opinion and
faith. But is it possible for ordinary people to

comprehend the noble truths of philosophy
which required close study for years ? Certainly

not. What sort of Mahayanists were the

ordinary people then ? These implicity believed

in the superior talents of their masters, followed

the course of conduct chalked out for them by
them, repeated the vows and hymns which
appeared most sacred to them, and studied the

short works called Dhdranis invoking the spirit

of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas and of the truths

formulated in standard philosophical and reli-

gious works. There are more than six hundred
Dharanis extant. The higher and more ancient

class of these gives the pith of the noble works
produced by the masters. But the lower and
more modern chiss of these invokes the protect-

ing Bodhisattvas and guardian deities for the

attainment of worldly objects.

Gradually the language of these Dharanis
became antiquated, and difficult of comprehen-
sion, so Mantras were substituted for them.
They Avere something like algebraical expressions

of the Dharanis. How the Mantras were farmed
from the letters of Indian alphabets is a curious

study by itself. It would be out of place to

speak of them here. The Mantras were given
to the ignorant laity. The repetition of the

Mantras was considered equally efficacious with
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the study of the deeper problems of life. Thi&
is Mantrayana. Yuan Chuang saw little of it in
India in the 7th century. It flourished in the
subsequent times. Then it was superseded
by another and more attractive form of religion,

half mystic, half philosophical and more sensual^
than the previous forms of Buddhism, This is

called Vajrayana

How Vajrayana arose from Mahayana is clear-

ly indicated in the works of Vajrayana literature.

The human soul bent upon the attainment of the
highest knowledge progresses from the lower
regions of earth to the higher, till all flesh

disappears and it rises above the Avorld of

Kama to the world of RTipa or form. The mind
bent upon Bodhi passes on through a variety of

forms till it reaches the highest of the Etlpa

heavens, still Bodhi is not attained. It goes
higher and higher to the region where form does
not exist. This is called the Arupaloka or the
formless world. In its progress higher and higher
in this formless world it rises to the top and
vanislies in the infinite void. That is the idea of
Nirvana of the Mahayanists, but the Vajrayanists
at this stage mystically conceives the existences

of Niratma Devi at the top of the formless

(Arupa) heaven. She seems to all intents and pur-
poses a metaphor for the infinite void. From
the top of the formless world the mind bent on
Bodhi leapes into the embrace of Niratma Devi
and enjoys something like the pleasures of the

senses, and disappears in her, as salt disappears
in water. Thus Vajrayana is a curious mixture
of mysticism, philosophy and sensualitj^. The
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sensual part of this doctrine made it exceedingly

attractive and soon superseded the dry Mantrayana
and the difficult Mahayana.

In a work entitled Adikarmarachana by
Tatakara Gupta, embodying the doctrines of

Subhakara Gupta, a distinguished professor of

the Vikramapila monastery we find a complete
account of the daily duties of a Buddhist of the

Mantrayana school. In that book we are told that

Mahayana has already become one of the Siksa-

padas or vows or sacraments. It is no longer the

school of philosophy studied with care for years

but a set of religious ceremonies by which in a

moment all the benefits of that patient study are

supposed to be attained. Mantrayana too has

become a sacrament. This book was written in

the ninth century A.D. or earlier. In modern
times the Nepal Vajrayanists (none of whom lead

a monastic celebate life), considered Vajrayana
to be the last sacrament after which they can
seek female companj^ for the practice of religion.

They do not call it marriage exactly, but some-
thing like taking a Cakti. From the sketch given
above, it will be seen how in India the great

religion of Buddha rose to the soaring height of

metaphysical speculations and how the necessity

of keeping within its fold a vast number of igno-

rant lay people made it climb down to the

Dharanis, to the Mantrayana, and to the Vajrayana.
The spread of the religion to people of even lower
strata brought in the Kalachakrayana. Dr. Waddel
considers Kalachakrayana to be prior toVajrayana,
but this is opposed to all Indian tradition. The
Nepal Buddhism, as apart from Lamaism, is still
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Vajraj^ana in the main, having only a small

sprinkling of Kalachakrayana. But what is Kala-
chakrayaua ? The word Kala means time, death,

and destruction. Kalachakra is the wheel of des-

truction, and Kalachakrayana means the vehicle

for protection against the wheel of destruction.

AVaddel describes this as demonology, or devil-

worship, and so it is. Even Buddha is a demon,
and in the Asiatic Society's library there is a

book entitled Buddha-Charita which describes

Buddha as demon. Though the book was written

in Ferok Shere's time at Benares, it certainly em-
bodies much older tradition. Bibhuti Chandra
of Jagaddala Vihara who was a great master of

Kalachakrayana, flourished in the 13th century.

Unless Buddha was mentioned in Kalachakrayana,
one would be inclined not to call it Buiddhisin at

all.

Thus we have briefly indicated how Buddhism
degenerated, from its great philosophical and
speculative height, even to demonology. But
there were other forms of religions which
the Buddhist community gradually absorbed
within itself. One of these is the Nathamarga
or Nathism. The leaders of this sect w^ere

Nathas who practised a form of Yoga much
inferior to that taught by Buddha or by
Patanjali, both of whom considered the concen-

tration of the mind to one definite point as the

chief process to attain salvation ; bnt the

Nathas tried to restrict the internal air and to lead

it from what they called Muladhara below the ab-

domen to the forehead, and attain success (Siddhi)

in the world rather than salvation. Manv Nathas
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are mentioned. They are also called Yogis. They
came from outside Buddhism ; one of the principal

Nathas is Matsyendranatha or Machchhaghnapada.
A book attributed to him has been found written

in the 10th century character. It is not a Buddhist

book, yet Machchhendranatha is worshipped as

an incarnation of AvalokiteQvara at Patau ; the

Buddhists of Nepal all attend the festival held in

his honour. A Machhagiina or fisherman cannot be
a Buddhist because he is a habitual animal-killer

and Tatakara expressly excluded Kaivarttas from
the pale ot' Buddhism. Thus the Nathism of

Matsyendra arose outside Buddhism, but was at

last absorbed into it. On the other hand Ramana-
Vajra was a Buddhist of the Yajrayaua school,

but when he became a Natha, he became
Goraksanatha, and was regarded as a heretic by
Buddhists, so Goraksa's Nathism was originally

within Buddhism, but it was not incorporated into

it. It is said that of the seven Xathas, Goraksa
was the only heretic.

In the 9th century sprang the sect of Sahajiyais

who made salvation easy by reaching it through
carnal enjoyments. How the sect arose i&

lost in obscurity, but it had so many features

common with Vajrayana, that it soon became
absorbed in that system. The Sahajiyas found
the great world i. e. the universe within the
human body.

A great Sahajiya exponent in Buddhism was
Krsnacharya or ivanhu who wrote both in
Sanskrit and in Bengali. He is still worshipped
in Tibet as a great w^izard with a bald head
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and a flowing beard. Another exponent of the

Sahajiya sect of the Buddhist school was Lui,

who is mentioned in Nagendra Babu's '' Modern
Buddliisni. " His Bengali songs have been re-

centlj^ discovered, and goats are sacrificed to

him in the Radha country at the worship of

Dharma on the fulhnoon day of Vai9akha. There
are manv other Sahajiyas who are worshipped in

Tibet.

The Sahajiyas had three different ways of

salvation, the Avadhuti-marga, the Candalimarga,

and the Dombimarga. In the Avadhuti-marga,

the idea of duality is predominent. Avadhuti,

though she lives apart, still mixes with people

and therefore represents duality. The ChandalJ

lives apart but she has a community to mix
with. She is therefore not so strong a represan-

tatiA^e of duality as Avadhuti, but she is not yet

absolutely one. But Dombi lives far away from
the inhabited locality and has no society. Therefore

to a Sahajiya to go to the Dombi means to be

absolutely undual.

Tantra:—The word Tantra is very loosely

used. Ordinary people understand by it any

system other than the Vedas. But it really

means the Avorship of Cakti or Female energy.

The female energy is worshipped in conjunction

with male energy. The union of male and female

energy is the essence of Tantra.

Tantra came from outside India. Most likely

it came with Magi priests of the Scythians.

In the old Samhitas such as Ni^vasatattva Sariihita,

a wonder is expressed at the novel mode of
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initiation enjoined hj the Tantras. Vedic initia-

tion was known, but people wondered how could

there be a new initiation other than Vedic.

It came from outside India and spread on the

outskirts of the Aryan world. The five original

places of Tantra in India are Jalandhara, Pana,
Criparvata, Odiana and Kamakhya.

The Cakti-Saggama Tantra, a later work,
declares that the object of that Tantra is to root

out Buddhism and establish Brahminism, while

Buddhist Tantras equally denoimce Brahminism.
The theory was current twenty years ago that

the Brahmins derived their Tantras from the

Buddhists, but of late it has been ascertained

that neither did the Buddhists derive their form
of Tantra from the Brahmins nor the Brahmins
from the Buddhists. Both received their Tantras
from the same source. But it spread more
rapidly among the Buddhists than among the

Brahminists. A popular religion like that pro-

pounded in the Tantras cannot but be attractive

to the masses in Bengal and in Eastern India,

where Buddhism prevailed. The Buddhist
priests, especially the married classes, were
not slow in taking advantage of this new form.
The Tantras did not at first spread much
among the Brahmins and their followers. It

became in fact a recognised initiation only
in the sixteenth century, and even then it was
regarded as a subsidiary initiation designed
more for the women and the Cudras who had no
olaim to ; the Vedic initiation. Practically the
prevalence of the Tantric rites among the
Brahminists was conterminous with the total
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disappearance of Buddhism. Even in tlie very
best of the Hindu Tantras we find the worship
of many Bodhisattvas and gods and goddesses
of the Buddhists. Maiijugri of the Buddhists is

Avorshipped as Manjughosa. Aksobhya of* the
Buddhists is regarded either as a form of Civa
or a Rsi to whom the Tara-mantra was revealed.

Ekajata and Nila-sarasvati was bodilj^ taken from
Buddhism. The Bhuta-damara Tantra mentions
the Bodhisattavas as objects of worship. One
of the Hindu Tantras says that A^a^istha was
anxious to attain success or Siddhi in the Tara
mantra, but failed to do so in India. He had to

travel all over the snowy mountains to China,

where Buddha taught him how he could be an
expert in that mantra. The Tantras, manj^ of

them at least, discard all the acharas prescribed

by Brahmins and enjoin the acharas of the Chinese.

Even now the Tantric deities prefer to be
worshipped by the lower castes than Brahmins.
In many localities Durga is worshipped
first by the untouchable classes nnd then by
Brahmins. Brahmins have to wait in some
villages till the Puja has commenced at some
Hadi's house in the neighbourhood. The
Jaj'adratha-yamala says that the Devi likes to

be worshipped by the oil-pressees; the Tai-

lakaras. Three men in the sixteenth century

and one man in the seventeenth made
Tantras popular with the Brahmins. These are

Tripurananda, Brahmananda, Purnananda and
Krsnananda. The first three belong to*

Eastern Bengal and the last to Nadia. The
Sarvavidya familj^ of Jessore too did much
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to popularise them in Central Bengal but at a

later period than the others.

From all that has been said above it is

apparent that in the twelfth centurj^ there were
the following forms of religion in Bengal and
in Eastern India.

(1) Brahminism. It was followed by 800
families of Radhiya and Varendra Brahmins
and about a hundred families of other Brah-
mins, the descendants of many Kayasthas
who came from the west and those of the lower
classes who served these families.

(2) Hinayana. This was followed on the west
of the Ganges and especially in Tamluk.

(3) Mahayana. It was a religion of the higher-
class Buddhist monks and higher-class Bud-
dhist laity.

(4) Vajrayana. This was the religion of the
middle-class man and the married Buddhist
clergy.

(5). Nathism, which was professed by the
Yogis who had numerous followers amongst
the Buddhists and a few among the Brahmi-
nists.

(6) The Sahajiya cult. It had numerous fol-

lowers below the middle-class Buddhists and
some among the lower class Brahminists.

(7) Tantrism. It had its followers among all

classes, but among the higher-classes it was a
subsidiary form of worship, among the lower
it was the chief form.

B
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(8) The Kalachakrayana. It was purely

Buddhist and more a religion of fear than of love

or faith and was followed by the lowest classes.

In the closing years of the 12th century,

India was overrun by the Muhammadans. They
destroyed the Buddhist monasteries of note,

appropriated the monastic lands for the use of

soldiers and massacred monks by thousands, and
burnt libraries wherever found. Mahayana was
practically stamped out from Bengal. It lingered

however in nooks and corners for two centuries

more and was then lost altogether. Brahmins
who lived on the lands granted to them by the

Palas, the Senas, and other kings lost their lands

by the Muhammadan invasion ; and they also

lost the chief source of their income from Govern-
ment service. They were compelled from this

time to extend the sphere of their activity as

priests and teachers.

The Muhammadans called the Indians,

Brahminists and Buddhists alike, Hindus or

Indians. The Brahmins were not slow to take

advantage of this and to make it appear that

the Buddhists did not exist. All the intellec-

tual followers of Buddhism were either massac-
cred or compelled to fly away from the country.

The Brahmins foimd themselves masters of the

situation in the Indian or the Hindu com-
munity. Muhammadans either by force or by
persuation converted a large number of the Bud-
dhists into Islam. The vast number of Buddhist
were like so many lambs without a shephard.
The Vajrayanists, the Sahajiyas, the Nathists and
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the Kalachakrayanists for a time maintained a

separate existence, but many of their followers

were either converted to Islam or forced to join

the Brahmins. But the exclusive spirit of the

Brahmins made the admission of only such
people into their fold possible as would consent

to be their out and out followers. They took

these within the pale of their society and called

them NavaQakha or the new branch. Those who
tried to maintain a separate existence were
excluded from the pale of their society and these

formed the Anacharaniya Jati or the depresssed

classes.

It has been already stated that the Kaivarttas

were expressly excluded from the pale of Bud-
dhism except those that renounced their profes-

sion of the slaughter of animals. But the

Kaivarttas were a powerful race. The Ancients
called them Dasyus i,e„ powerful foreigners who
troubled by their raids the inhabitants of the

Aryan lands. In the eleventh century the Kai-
varttas formed a powerful confederacy in the

North Bengal under the leadership of Bhima,
expelled the Palas from their capital Gauda, w^here

they occupied a suburb and temporarily became
rulers of Bengal. The Palas considered the

rising of the Kaivarttas as a revolt. After a

long struggle they suppressed the revolt with a

strong hand, yet the Kaivarttas were a power; to

be counted with. With their aid Ballala conqiiei^ed

Northern Bengal, and tried his best to make a
clean caste of them, and divided them by sending
the more turbulent ones to defend the Southern
frontier Daksinaghata. Their leader was MaHe^a
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whom he made a Mandalevara from which fact the^

Dakhinaghata is still known as the Mandalaghata.

Those of the Kaivarttas who lived by fishing

were not Buddhists, but those who took to the
profession of agriculture and to the profession

of arms were Buddhists and became to a great

extent civilised and educated. They patronised
men of letters equally with the Palas. A me-
dical work composed under the patronage of

Bhima is still extant. Their priests, the descen-
dants of the Buddhist married clergy, still

form a community by itself. At the present
moment they call themselves Brahmins, because
none but the Brahmins are recognised in the

Hindu society as priests. The Kaivarttas for-

getful of their past and forgetful of their old

tradition are now attempting to call themselves
Mahisyas and thereby raise themselves to the
position of Vai9yas, though degraded in status.

One Avho knows the past history of India cannot
forbear a smile at this.

What is true of the Kaivarttas is true of

other degraded classes. The Yogis are now try-

ing to take the holy thread and become Brahmins.
They do not know what they were. They were
real Yogis, being descendants of the Nathas,

that influencial class to which belonged
Matsyendranatha, Goraksanatha, Minanatha, Ayi-
natha, Chauraijginatha, and others. Their an-

cesters had numerous followers. Princes and
potentates bowed before them. Many Nathas are

still worshipped in temples and holy places in

N^epal and in Tibet. Goraksanatha is still wor-
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shipped as the principal deity by the Gorkha as a

race. His temple at the Gorkha hill is still the

resort of thousands of pilgrims. His temple opposite

to that of Pa^upatinatha is kept clean with scru-

pnlons care. He has many temples in the plains

of India. The Nathas do not seem to have
observed any distinction among the several

classes when taking in followers. It appears
that their faith was accepted as a subsidiary

faith, subsidiary more to the Buddhists, than to

the Brahminists.

The Dharmagharia Yogis are to be found
in large numbers in South-Western Bengal.
The so-called Brahmins who beg with the

image of Citala in their hands and come from
Howrah and Midnapore districts are all Dharma-
gharia Yogis. They do not put on the holy thread,

but they use copper in some form or other on
their person after their initiation to religious life.

They worship Dharma at Dharma temples. From
the locality they come, they seem most likely to

be the survivals of the Hinayanist monks of the

Tamralipta country. One of their community
with his followers went to the Pagan in

the thirteenth century and reformed Buddhism
there (see Kalyani inscriptions). These are

Buddhists to all intents and purposes. Dharma
is more widely worshipped in this part of Bengal
than in others. Many of these Dharma temples
are maintained by lands which were granted to

them many centuries ago.

Guptas.—Tatakara, Subha-kara, and Prabha-
kara have already been mentioned. They composed
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works on the Buddhist rituals of the Mantrayana
school, and so they must have been learned Bud-
dhists in the 9th century. Sadhu Gupta was
a Sthavira of some note at Nalanda. He got a

copy of Astasahasrika made at his expense
and presented it to a Buddhist monastery at

Batagrama. There is evidence to show that many
Giiptas were Buddhists. Dipaijkara, the writer

of A9vavaidyaka, was a Buddhist and belonged
to a wellknown Buddhist family. The Karas
are not much respected among the present Vaidya
class. The men of this caste studied Sanskrit

in those of its branches which are enmner-
ated in the commentary of Ramachandra Kavi
Bharati's BhaktiQataka. They belonged origi-

nally to Bengal and Eastern India. They
seemed to be the survival of the lay, learned

and married Buddhist priests or Aryas. They
never cared for the holy thread. Their claims

to the VaiQyablood dates from the middle of the

18th century and at the present moment they are

advancing claims to the Brahminic rank. This

may be justified in the sense that some of

them were priests and still there is a large

number of the Vamachari Tantriks among them.

Some of them became followers of Chaitanya and
have adopted the calling of Gosvamihs or reli-

gious preceptors. Thfe Vaidya community may
not perhaps like the idea that they were at one

time Buddhists. But they cannot explain their

origin. They say they are a mixed caste formed'

by the cross-breeding of ferahhiins and Vai^yas.

But their genealogies tell a different tale. They
are descended from the: fifty-'one Vijapurusas who
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cannot be placed before the eleventh century.

Theit title Kaviraja shows that they knew Sans-

krit, and they were superior Kavis by which term
medical men in Bengal used to be designated.

How Buddhism fared under Brahminic sway
is best evidenced by a study of the Buddhist
community in Nepal, To the Brahmin the

Buddhists are Anacharaniya. The King acting

under the advice of the Brahmins may make
some particular families or classes clean castes^

but the bulk of them are outside the pale of Brah-
minic society. The descendants of the married
clergy w^ho still occupied Viharas meant for monks
and who cannot find sufficient work as priests,

take to such arts and callings as would bring
respectable wages without hard manual labour.

Thus in Nepal, Goldsmiths, Carpenters and
Painters all belong to the descendants of the
married clergy. By an analogy of Nepal one
can easily detect why Chhutars and Sekras have
become Anacharaniya in Bengal. Formerly these

two castes formed a part of the Buddhist com-
munity in Bengal and so the Brahmins have
excluded them from the community. It is a

curious feature in tl^e Brahminic community that

however unfavourable they may be to the Anach-
araniya castes they are ^till more unfavourable to

their priests now raiscalled Brahmins. In Nepal
too the Buddhist priests are subject to a greater

share of the Brahmin's ire than their lay followers.

The merchant community in Nepal noted
for their personal beauty, all belong to Buddhism
and are for this reason excluded from the Brah-
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minic society. For the same reason the mer-
chant community in Bengal who stood by their

Buddhist priests have been exchided and made
Anacharaniya, while those who changed their

priests have been taken within the Brahminic
fold and made clean castes. But a study
of the clean and unclean merchant community
will show that both were originally Buddhists.

The Kayasthas, if we exclude the descendants
of those who are recognised as Kulinas among
the Daksina Radhiya and Vaggaja communities,
and who were Brahminic in their tendencies were
mostly Buddhists. These are all Maulikas, i, e.

they originally belonged to this country, a

Buddhist country. In Dharmapala's time there

was a Vriddha Kayastha who wrote Buddhist
books and so late as 1436 A. D. the Kayastha
zamindars of Benugrama in Sohinchari pargana
were Buddhist. They had Buddhist Bhiksus
with them and they studied Buddhist books.

But below the Anacharaniya there are several

castes still in Bengal, who do not even pretend
to have the so-called Brahmin priests. They
raise one of their caste-men to the priesthood
and give him the title of Pandit. We read in

the Vratamalavadana of the Buddhist that there

were three classes of priests, Panditas, Cramanas
and Brahmanas. The position of the Panditas who
are placed first in the compound is more honour-
able than that of either Cramanas or Brahmanas.
From the facts given above, which can be
indefinitely multiplied, it would appear that

in ancient Bengal before the Muhammadan
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conquest, the descendants of the five Brahmins
and the five Kayasthas were the only Brahminists.

They had either induced or compelled others to

come into their society. The rest of the commu-
nity were Buddhists.

The case of the Sonar-Vanias is decidedly a

good one. They were Buddhists. Their leader

in Bengal in the 12th century was Vallabha
Adhya who had two forts Sagghyakoti and
Chandramayuta. He was enormously rich,

being the richest banker in Bengal. He married
his daughter to a king of Magadha and the

kings of Magadha were notoriously Buddhists.

In the first part of his reign Ballala was a

Buddhist. It is said that he kidnapped the

daughter of a Chandala off on inimoral purposes
in order to attain Siddhi or success in life. The
worshippers of Tara, the Cakti of the Buddhists,

think that long life may be attained by repeating
hymns to that goddess after sitting on a Chandala
woman. This shows that in the beginning of

his reign Ballala though not a Buddhist directly

had a strong tendency towards Tantric Bud-
dhism ; but later on Siiiihagiri a Caiva ascetic

from the Josi-Matha in Garhwal became
his Guru and under his advice Ballala became a
Caiva and a patron of the Brahmins. As long-

as Ballala showed Buddhistic tendencies Vallabha
lent him money which enabled him to conquer
the five Bengals. But in his later life after

becoming Caiva Ballala wanted money for a war
against Magadha, Vallabha refused to advance
money. This led to a quarrel and Ballala drove
the Banias away. They settled in the adjoining
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kingdoms of Tippera, Orissa, Behar and others^

Those who remained in Bengal were degraded.
Brahmins were prohibited from teaching them
and officiating in their religions ceremonies.
Thus the only chance for the Sonar-Banias to*

be admitted into the Brahminist society was
lost. The Vaidika Brahmins from the South
sympathised with the Banias and they incnrred
the displeasure of Ballala and were not admitted
to Kulinism.

It is a well known fact that Buddhism does-

not make any distinction of caste in India. But
in Nepal in the present day there is a sort of

distinction between the priestly and the non-
priestly occupations, and the different occupation

of the laity. The distinction however is not so

pronounced as in the Brahminic society. In
the remote days, when Bengal was a Buddhist
country, a distinction was observed among the

several classes of the Buddhists. The unmar-
ried monks were regarded with the greatest

reverence, and the married clergy was regarded
as the highest of castes. Next to them were
the ruling and the merchant communitj^ But
there was a large class of labourers who be-

longed to the lowest occupations :—sweepers
and others who enjoyed very little of the advan-
tages of the social life. To these were denied

the services of the barbars and sometimes of

washermen. The necessities of the times some-
times made it imperative to ex-communicate
persons, families and even clans of a locality.

These swelled the ranks of the lowest com-
mimity. . ; )

'
:'

^ : ,
:-. , ,....: >\ . . .
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After the Muhammadan conquest Brahminic
ideals were super-imposed on the Buddhist ideals

of society. The distinctions among the classes

became more and more prominent till they de-

A^eloped into a regular caste-system. People
forgot their old history, the history of their own
distinction and began to think with the Brahmins
that all distinctions were due either to cross

breeding or to ex-communication. Thus a social

edifice was built up in Bengal with the Brahmins
forming the top-most part. The existence of

Buddhism was forgotten. Masses of the Ana-
charaniya classes are the survivals of the for-

gotten Buddhism. These classes are depressed
only in the eyes of the Brahmins and those who
have come under the Brahminic influence. The
more one would study the social historj^ of

Bengal, the more will one be convinced that

the classes are not really depressed. They con-

tinue to be what they were, only they have lost

their consciousness of a great past, intellectually^

morally and socially. It was people of these

classes that carried Buddhist ideals to Tibet

and China, held commercial relations with the

countries of Eastern and Southern Asia^.

and were great in trade and in industry.

We hear of long sea-voyages made even in the

fifteenth century by the Bengal Banias, glowing
descriptions of which are to be found in work&
of Manasar Bhasan written by various poets of

Bengal. With the advance of research the so-

called depressed classes will regain the lost

consciousness of their former glory. It is there-

fore necessary that Brahmins should take steps
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to conciliate them, and take them into their

confidence.

Before the Muhammadan conquest, Bengal was
divided between the two communities of Brahmi-
nists, and Buddhists, and after that the entire

population was divided into the two great classes

of Hindus and Muhammadans. The word Hindu
literally means Indian, and is therefore capable

of a very wide significance. The depressed
classes are now as good Hindus as the Brah-
minists, though they have no common faith and
common social organisation. If they are orga-

nised as a homogeneous commimity with common
interests and common aspirations and receive the

common appellation of Hindus, why should the

Mahomedans, the domiciled Mahomedans, the

GhristianSj and the domiciled Christians not be
called Hindus as well, because they too have
been living in India for many centuries and
have the same interests and aspirations. If the

depressed classes regain their consciousness and
position in the Hindu society, the Hindu society

will in near future include all the inhabitants of

Bengal and thus the term will regain its radical

and real significance.

Ask a Nepalese Buddhist how many religions

are there in the world, and he will answer" there

are two religions Gubhaju and Devabhaju " ix.y

the worship of the Gurus and the Devas. The
Buddhists are Gubhaju for they worship their

great Guru Buddha and the Brahmins are Deva-
bhaju for they worship Devas. Buddhism and
Hinduism have influenced each other greatly and
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now pure Gubhajus and Devabhajus are rare.

When a Brahmin in the morning repeats his

Vedic Sandhya, he is a Devabhaju, but when he
performs his Tantric Sandhya or when he looks

upon his Guru as the living embodiment of his

God on earth he is a Gubhaju. The key-note of

the distinction between Brahminism and Bud-
dhism is the worship of God and the worship
of Guru. But is there any one in Bengal who
does not worship both. Even the unitarian

Brahma is no exception when he prays to one
God, he is a Devabhaju, but when he observes

the birthday of Rammohan Raya and of Kesava
Chandra he is a Gubhaju.

Now the distinction between the ancient

Buddhists, and ancient Brahmins being this, it

is possible to say what amount of Buddhism
and Brahminism there is in the doctrine of any
particular sect now flourishing in Bengal. As
I have shown above all people are to some extent

Devabhaju and to some extent Gubhaju. In-

tellectual people seem to be more Devabhaju than
Gubhaju, but the less intellectual people are more
Gubhaju than Devabhaju. The followers of Chai-

tanya making a pilgrimage to Nadia on the full-

moon of Phalguna and keeping a complete record

of the birth and death of the great preachers of

their faith, are more Gubhajus than Devabhajus,
they are more influenced by Buddhism than by
Brahminism. The Karttabhajas to whom the

Guru is the only Truth and every thing else illu-

sion are most prominently Gubhaju ; that is,

Buddhist. That they do not use the word Buddha
need not deter us from calling them Buddhists

;
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for in later times Buddhists were not known as

Buddhists but as the followers of Guru con-

tracted into 'Gu'. Do we not call the Buddhism
in Tibet Lamaism ! But what does the word
*Lania' mean ? It simply means Guru. So the

worship of Guru means direct or indirect

influence of Buddhism and here is a criterion of

the utmost importance. For an analysis of the

doctrines of the various religious sects inhabiting

Bengal and Eastern India, and the consequent
determination of the amount of Buddhism that

have entered into them, the presence or absence
of Buddha's name does not matter at all.

Under these circumstances the discovery

of a new sect in Mayurabhanja pre-eminently of

the Gubhaju tendency and using some of the

terms current in Mahayana Buddhism by Babu
Nagendranath Vasu is of the utmost importance

to the social and religious history of the country.

It shows how tenaciously the people still cling

to their ancient faith though all memory of it

seems to be lost. A trained eye can see through
things, and Nagendra Babu seems to be eminently

endowed with such a trained eye in matters relat-

ing to the social and religious history of this

country.

For a long time, all thinking people of India
wondered what became of Buddhism which had
played so important a part in the history, life and
literature of the country in olden times. Babu
Aksaya Kumara Datta considered that the

worship of Vithoba and Vitthala was a survival of

Buddhism. These deities are worshipped in; the
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'Godavari districts as the 9th incarnation of

Visnii, Jagannatha at Puri is still regarded as

Buddha incarnate or Visnu incarnate as Buddha.
It was, however, only about twenty years ago

that researches in regard to the survival of

Buddhism in Bengal began with some earnest-

ness and I took some interest in the matter.

These resulted in the discovery that the ptija

of Dharma Thakur, so common in Western

Bengal, is a survival of Buddhism. The dis-

covery was held with delight in certain quarters

and with strong opposition in others. But the

researches continued and it was found that

many of the Tantric cults came to Brahminism
through Buddhism and the whole of the Tantric
Literature was greatly influenced by it. The
study of Buddhism in Nepal under Hindu
supremacy showed that the Anacharaniya classes,

at least some of them, were the remnants of the

Buddhist population. Sahajiyas in Bengal had
always been regarded as a recent development of

Vaisnavism, but the study of ancient manuscripts
in Nepal showed that there were Sahajiyas also

even in the Pala period, and that they were
strongly imbued with later Buddhist ideas.

The Vaisnava Sahajiyas are really a continuation

of the old Buddhist Sahajiyas.

The Nathas too were to a great extent a
survival of Buddhism. It was subsequently
found that life in Bengal, even the most orthodox
Brahminic life, showed traces of Buddhist in-

fluence and Buddhist ideals. Balarama Hadi who
preached a new cult at Meherpur in Nadia at the
beginning of the last century and died in 1857,
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and whose followers number by thousands in>

the adjoining districts, got his ideas from the

still surviving Buddhism in the nooks and cor-

ners of Bengal. A few years ago, Mr. Gait
placed in my hands some materials from which
it was found that the Saraki Tantis who not only

inhabit the Tributary Mahals of Cuttack, but are

to be found in the settled districts of Cuttack
and Puri, still worship Buddha along with the

Brahminic Gods in all their religious ceremonies
and that the word Saraki is simply a Prakrit

form of the word Cravaka. The Sarakis are

to be found in Bankura and Burdwan too.

Although they bear a Buddhistic name, they
seem to have forgotten all their Buddhism.
The Cuttack Tributary Mahals were supposed
to contain many relics of later Buddhism.
The State of Baud named after Buddha
was supposed to contain still a remnant of

real Buddhist population. The researches of

Babu Nagendra Nath Vasu in the jungles of

Maj^urabhanja have proved that these supposi-

tions were not wrong. He has not only traced

the existence of Buddhism from tiie time of the

persecutions by Purusottama and his successor

Prataparudra, but discovered a new reformed
faith, preached only during the last quarter of

the 19th century. His book is exceedingly in-

teresting and opens a new vista of research.

26, PATALDANGA STREET, \

I Hara Prasad Shastri.

Calcutta, May 17th, 1911.}



MODERK BUDDHISM

FOLLOWERS IN ORISSA.

CHAPTER I

Rise of the different schools, from the 1st to the

15th Century.

Towards the end of the 1st Century of the
Christian era, the Scythian King Kaniska held a
council of Buddhists at Jalandhar. At this

council the Buddhists were found to be divided
into two schools, one following the purer doctrine

of Buddha himself, in spite of all the difficulties

and obstacles that he had placed in the way of

attaining salvation ; this was named Hinayana or
the Little Vehicle. The other,—while idealising

Buddha with all his attributes,—introduced
innumberable gods and demons, and added to the
list of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. This was
styled the Mahayana or the Great Vehicle.

The Hinayana and the Mahayana schools of

Philosophy then claimed Buddhism between
themselves ; and these, again, were subdivided,

—

the former into Vaibhasika and Sautrantika,

and the latter into Madhyamika and Yogachara.
The Mahayana school, however, had the
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predominant voice ; and the essence of its

doctrine was " Sarvam Anityam, Sarvam Cu-
nyam, Sarvam Anatman (All is transitory, all

is void, all is non-ego.")*'''*

Nagarjuna, the founder and expounder of the

Madhyamika philosophy, flourished at the time

of the Third Council. The end and aim of his

philosophy was to bring about a compromise,

as it were, between the Cramanas and the Brah-

manas, and to find out a midway where the

adherents of these two, could meet and shake

hands with one another. " Nagarjuna both

by examples and theory, taught that Brahma,
Visnu, Civa, Tara and other deities possessed

the attributes which Brahmanas had assigned

to them, and therefore were the proper objects

of worship for help in worldly concerns. ^ *'•*

:•:- -:•:- -:•:- gincc his time the Brahmanas began
to regard the Mahayana Cramanas as their

brother religionists."!

The doctrine of the Mahagunyam, as ex-

pounded by Nagarjuna, as being the basis of

the Madhyamika philosophy, is to all intents and
purposes but a reflection of the Great Brahma-
Vada, as inculcated in the Upanisads and the

Gita. And Dr. Kern is quite right when he
observes that the Yogacharas and the Madhya-
mikas, the two true descendants of the Maha-
yana school, are but idealists in their own way.
The former admits as reality nothing but

* D. T. Suzuki's 31aliayana Buddhism^ p. 44.

t Carat Chandra Das's Land of Snow, p. 7.
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VijjBana, consciousness, and are in consequence,
often designated Vijnana-Vadins. But the

Madhyamikas are more sweeping in their pro-

nouncements. They are absolute nihilists, carry-

ing the theory of Name-and-Form to its extremes
and denying all existence whatsoever, regarding
the whole of the phenomenal world as a mere
ilhision. This nihilism of theirs may well be
taken as the Buddhistic counterpart of the

Scholastic Vedanta as taught by Cagkara.'*'*

After Nagarjuna, and second only to him, the

chief expounder of the Mahayana philosophy was
Vasubandhu. He was less wildly speculative than

.many of his predecessors and composed many
commentaries, and was thus greatly successful

in recasting, so to speak, the nihilism of the

Mahayana school by giving it, as it were, an air of

reality and tangibility. Thus Dr. Waddel says :

—

'^ This intense mysticism of the Mahayana
led, about the fifth century, to the importation

into Buddhism of the pantheistic idea of the

soul (atman) and Yoga or the ecstatic union of

the individual with the Universal Spirit—

a

doctrine which had been introduced into Hindu-
ism by Patanjali."t

The Yogachara School also, in its later deve-

lopment, received and assimilated some magic
circles with mantras or spells about 700 A.D.,

and hence received the new appellation of Man-
tra-yana.

* Dr. Kern's Manual of Buddhism^ p. 127.

t Dr. L A. Waddell's Buddhism of TiUt, p. 128,
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But the Mahayana School did not stop there.

Having once commenced the work of importation

and assimilation, it went on with it, with all its

zeal and vigour, and was before long almost a new
thing. About the seventh century A.D. the deve-

lopment of the infatuating Tantrism, which practi-

cally verges on sorcery claiming a religious basis,

attracted the notice of the Mahayana School, and
ere long the idolatrous cult of ' female energies'

was found grafted upon the theistic Mahayana
and the Pantheistic mysticism of Yoga. And
this Tantrika phase of the Mahayana School

reached its climax when it adopted, and assimi-

lated with itself, the theory of the Kalachakra.

Though laying no pretensions whatsoever to the

consideration due to a philosophic system, this

Kalachakra has an importance of its own as a
doctrinal basis and deserves a passing notice

here. It wants to establish a mysterious union
between the terrible goddess Kali of the Tantrika

system, and the Dhyani Buddhas, nay, the

Adi-Buddha himself, of the Buddhistic system,

and attempts to explain creation and the secret

agencies of nature in the light of this union. In
the tenth century, the Kalachakra system of the

Mantrayana School, as the result of further and
further retrograde developments, passed into the

system of the Vajrayana or the thunderbolt-

vehicle. This is the most depraved form, that the

Buddhistic doctrine on its downward course of

importation, assimilation and compromise, had
ever assumed. According to this, the devotee may
hope to attain the spiritual powers of siddhi—

a

stage admittedly far below Arhat-ship—with the-
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joint aid of the supernatural Buddhas and the

Dakas and the Dakinis with their appropriate

magic circles.'**

As Dr. Kern rightly observes
—

" The doctrine

of Buddhism in India from the eighth century

downwards nearly coincides with the growing
influence of Tantrism and Sorcery which stand

to each other in the relation of theorj'- to practice.

The development of Tantrism is a feature that

Buddhism and Hinduism in their later phases

have in common."!

This is the history of Buddhism in India, as it

rushed headlong towards superstition and decline.

But a change, pregnant and comprehensive, was
soon to pass over it, making it bright and
glorious again. Towards the latter part of the

eighth century, Dharma Bala I of the Pala Dynasty,

was occupying the masnad of Gauda. He was a

Buddhist, and grieved to find his religion sunk
in superstition and grossness. He made up his

mind to have its downward course arrested,

:and the faith purged of all the impurities

and unwelcome elements. His spirit was pro-

jected, as it were, into the minds of his succes-

sors, and systematic and earnest endeavours

were made by the successive wearers of the

crown to restore Buddhism to its former height

and grandeur. And considering the galaxy of

good and pious souls flourishing at the time of

Dharma Pala II, Mahi Pala I and Naya Pala who

• Dr. Waddeirs Buddhism of Tibet, p. 152.

t Kern's Manual^ p. 133.
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reigned from 1015 to 1060 A.D., we cannot but
pronounce that their endeavours were largely

crowned with success. The first and foremost
amongst this group of great men was Dipagkara
Crijnana, otherwise known as Ati^a. He wa&
at the helm of the Vikram^ila monastery from
1035 A.D. to 1038 A.D. Other notable names
are Ramai Pandit, Hadi Siddha, Kamala Ku^ila,

Narendra Crijnana, and Dana Raksita. Belong-
ing to and professing the Tantrika cult, they
rose much above it and made themselves dis-

tinguished by their teachings and lives of piety,

self-abnegation and self-renunciation. They
were not, thus, to be ranked with the followers

of the black Tantrism who made the enjoyment
of material comforts their goal of life.

The irreligion and corruption which followed

in the wake of the Tantrika cult in its onward
course, the latter taking the place of the spirit

of its teachings and practices, permeated through
and through the lives of both Hindus and
Buddhists of the time, and deadened their

spiritual sense. A tide of reaction, in the case

of Buddhism, had already set in, as we have
seen, with Dharma Pala I, towards the end
of the eighth century. And before the eleventh

century had come to its close, divisions were
effected in the camp of the Tantrika Buddhism,
owing to a revival of the religious spirit by some
of the greatest thinkers and men of the time.

The principal divisions were—the way of Pra-

vrtti, and the way of Nivrtti. The goal of life

which the Pravrtti-margin (those who took to-

the path of Pravrtti,) desired to set before them^
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was emancipation attainable only through en-

joyment, life being indissolnbly linked with weal
and woe. And they proceeded to collect autho-

ritative works in support of their view, to appeal

to the hearts of the masses and win them over

to their side.

The goal of the Nivrtti-margin on the other

hand was entire deliverance of the soul from the

Pravrtti. which is constantly at work—the source

of all our pain and sufferings,—and the sub-

sequent attainment of the blissful state, called

Nivrtti,—a complete annihilation or deadening
of all the appetites and desires. Habitual abs-

traction of the mind from all pleasures and
pains, will enable a man to know what Nivrti

is ; and Tapas and Dhyana are set down as

the means for the realization of this habitual

abstraction. But the highest ideal that this

class of Buddhists set before their mental eyes

was the acquisition of the knowledge of the

Great Unconditioned Void or Maha-Cunyam. It

was the highest flight of the Madhyamika phi-

losophy, and the fountain-head of all ideals and
inspirations to its followers. Once more, in-

spired and fired with zeal and enthusiasm, they

set about to collect the cardinal doctrines of

the Madhyamika School, and set them forth

again in a more attractive and popular form.

Amongst this class we find such names as

AtiQa Dipagkara, Narendra Crijnana and
others.

As stated above, these two margas or ways
were essentially different from one another, the
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former aiming at the realization of the unity

of the Adi-Bnddha and Adi-Prajna (Purusa

and Prakrti) through the love and enjoyment
of the world ; and the latter, at the absorption

of the soul in the Great Cunyam through purity,

love and renunciation.

It was in Gauda that both these systems

of theology and religion first germinated and
developed. Only a few years ago Mahamaho-
padhyaya Haraprasad Castri came across several

ancient Bengali manuscripts in Nepal, dating

from eight to nine hundred years back : and on
examination these were found to belong to the

Pravrtti-Marga School, recording the develop-

ment of its thoughts and ideas in their several

stages.

When Buddhisim had practically vanished

from this country, the pernicious system pro-

pounded by the Pravrtti Marga lingered in the

Sahajia cult of the Vaisnavas and did incalcu-

lable mischief to that society. The influence

which these two schools of thought exercised

upon the minds of all sections of the community
was considerable. Advocating the fullest enjoy-

ment of life the Pravrtti Marga system soon

became a powerful instrument of vice in the

hands of many inculcating the noxious practices

of the Sahajiya cult. The Nivrtti-marga

system was a no less potent factor in

moulding and regulating the thoughts of

society, as is evidenced by a critical study of

the Cunya-Purana and Dharma-Maggala litera-

ture and several other Oriya manuscripts, recently
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brought to light from some of the backward vil-

lages of Mayiirabhanja. Remnants of its for-

mer influence are still discernible in the man-
ners and customs of the Bathuri tribe and the

Mahima-dharmin sect of Mayurabhanja.

What we aim at in this chapter is to discuss

briefly the influence which the Nivritti-Marga

once exercised upon the minds of the country

and the part it played in the history and
growth of a comparative religion. The
writings extant on the subject are, however,

very frequently enveloped in a peculiar mysti-

cism. They ascribe, for instance, to Crijnana,

Eamai Pandit and the other sages of the time,

we have referred to above, all sorts of miracles

and supernatural feats. Whatever may be the

value of these assertions, it is at any rate true

that the goal of life they aimed at and taught

others to aim at, was the attainment of Bamhha
Nihhdna^' which really refers to the Buddhistic

idea of Salvation.

It may not be out of place to note in

passing that the reputation and influence of

Ati^a extended over the whole of lower Bengal
and from there up to Bhota (Tibet). The fame of

Eamai Pandit spread over the whole of Radhat
and Hadi Siddha's name exercised for long a

magic influence in the eastern provinces of

Bengal.

• Vide Eamai Pandit's Cunyapurana published by the Bangiya
Sahitya Parisad, 1909.

t Mayurabhanja, is situated close to Karha. Nay, to the people of

Orissa, Mayurabhanja itself is known as Rarha.
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It has been proved beyond all shadow of a
doubt by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Castri,

that the Dharma cult which even now counts
amongst its followers a good many people of the

lower classes of Bengal, was founded and in-

augurated by Ramai Pandit. We shall try to

show later on that the result of the endeavours
made by the Pala Kings to improve the depraved
religious tone of the country and more especially

the personal influence of Ramai Pandit in this

direction, were not confined within the limits of

Mayurabhanja, but pervaded the whole of Orissa.

M. M. Castri has clearly shown that the

central force of Ramai Pandit's works was the

doctrine of the Maha-Cunyam or the Great Void,

which is again the heart and soul of the Madhya-
mika philosophy. The bright and sparkling

description or Dhyana of Dharma in which he
indulges, is itself a strong and clear proof of

this. Nowhere in the whole range of Buddhist
scriptures do we come across, a more luminous
passage than the one in which he describes the

Cunyam. And we cannot do better than quote
a few lines from it :

—

'*He who has neither a beginning nor an
end, nor a middle ; who has, further, neither

hands nor feet, neither body nor voice ; neither

form nor image ; and who is afraid neither of
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birth nor death :—He who is knowable only by
the greatest of the Yogis, sages ; who underlies
and upholds all classes of men ; who is the sole

lord of all the worlds {ix. the whole creation)

;

who brings about the realizations of the
desires of his devotees, and confers boons upon
gods and men alike. Devoid of all forms and
figures as the void itself, he is to be medi-
tated upon/'

We also find a similar passage in his Cunya-
Purana :

—

''Thou art destitute of all forms and images,
and art the destroyer of all perils and disasters

;

thou art above everything and the god of gods.

Hence mayest thou be pleased to confer boons
upon us."

Svayambhu-Purana of Nepal is a Buddhistic

work of wide renown and some merit. Amongst
its prefatory Clokas we find the following, the

underlying idea of which is a distinct echo of

that conveyed in the above quotations :

—

'•t^ ^1T^ "^Hl]^ ^W^^T?? t ^w. I

"All obeisance to thee who art Buddha,

Dharma, and Saggha personified and who
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art self-existent, and who art in Cunya,
the sun itself—all serene and sublime ; and
the essence of all religion. All obeisance to

thee who art both existent and non-existent, and
also omniscient ; and whose form is Cunya and
who art but one and the same with the Name
itself."

But of all the existing Buddhistic writings of

the Mahayana School, by far the most important
is Prajfia-paramita. This is to the Buddhists what
Vedas are to the Brahmanas. Prajna-Paramita,

as mentioned above, is a Sutra Castra of the

Mahayana School, and is mainly devoted to an
elaboration of the doctrine of Cunyata. In the

chapter on Buddhistic Philosophy in his cele-

brated work of Sarvadarfana-Samgraha, the

renowned Madhavacharya has dwelt at some
length upon the theory of the Cunya. The
following is a quotation from it :

—

*'The ultimate principle, then, is a void eman-
cipated from four alternatives—from reality from
unreality, from both reality and unreality com-
bined, and from neither reality nor unreality."'''*

But in spite of all this. Buddhism, other-

wise known as Sad-Dharma, gradually lost its

hold upon the minds of the cultured classes of

Bengal as M. M. Haraprasad Castri has shown.
In its deteriorated form it merely retained a

* Sarva-Darcana-tSanigraha, translated by E. B. CoWell and A, E.
Gough, p. 22--23.
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lodgment in the minds of the superstitious

priests of the Dharma and Citala cults and their

numerous followers, and there it still lurks.

Dr. Kern also writes to this effect :
—

"After

the invasion of the country by the Mahomedans
in A. D. 1200, the monasteries of Odantapura
and Vikrama-Cila were destroyed, and the monks
were killed or fled to other countries. The learned

Cakya-9ri went to Orissa and afterwards to Tibet."

But Buddhism also found a hiding-place,

as it were, in the Deccan, as we are told by
the same author.

—''Many emigrants from Ma-
gadha rejoined their brethren in the South
and founded colleges on a modest scale, in

Vijayanagara, Kaligga, and Kogkana."'^*

Dr. Kern is one of the best authorities on the

history of Buddhism. The above quotations from
his ''Manual" establish it beyond doubt that after

the Universities of Nalanda and Vikrama-^ila

were destroyed, and the wave of Muhammadan
conquest had swept past Magadha and Gauda,
the surviving ministers of Buddhism migrated
to Utkala and there built new monasteries. And
these citadels, in the wildernesses of Orissa, not

only acted as a bar to arrest the tide of

extinction, but largely helped the growth and
gradual expansion of the religion.

The zeal and enthusiasm of these emigrants
did not end with the construction of monas-
teries. Right earnestly did they devote them-
selves to a study of both the ancient and modern

* Manual of Buddhism^ p. 134.
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scriptures of the faith, and fought hard and
long against the tide of extinction that threaten-

ed to engulf them. Even when the Tibetan
pilgrim, Buddha Gupta Tathagata Natha, visited

Utkala towards the latter half of the 17th cen-

tury, he found old chaityas, stupas and various

other relics of the faith which once had so strong

a hold upon the minds of the people residing

there. He also met some living priests of the

Dharma Cult.

Under these circumstances, we fully hoped
we should find sufficient materials to prove

the enormous influence that this religion once
exercised upon the minds of the people in Utkala.

And indeed it affords us no little satisfaction to

report that within a short time and without

much trouble we came across very many evi-

dences of the sway once exercised by the various

sects of Buddhism in Mayurabhanja. In the

forest tracts adjacent to Badasai and Kiching

in Mayurabhanja we have discovered several

Oriya manuscripts shedding a flood of light upon
the later phases of Buddhism. Both from what
we are able to glean from these manuscripts,

and as the result of our ethnological researches,

we have come to the irresistible conclusion

that the influence of the Dharma Cult and the

later phases of Buddhism still lingers in the

hearts, and regulates the lives, of the people

of this place. Unconsciously, as if instinctively,

they follow the manners and customs and
observe the rites and ceremonies that gathered

round the Mahayana School in the days of its

decline.



CHAPTER II.

ETHNOGRAPHIC DISCOVERY.

The Buddhistic relics discovered in the

village of Badasai, owed their preservation from
absolute destruction and oblivion entirely to the

commendable zeal and care of the Bathuri tribe.

This tribe, which is known in Mayurabhanja
as Bathuri, has, in Keonjhar and the remaining
Gad] at States, received two other appellations,

viz.^ Bahuri or Bauri.

Balarama-dasa, in his commentary on Gane9a-
vibhuti, entitled Siddhanta-dambara, written
in the 16th century, thus refers to the Bathuri
tribe :

—

"f^TT^T?: ^fk^^ ftTf '€k 9fTcf I

<!T^tfi ^W^m^ft ^Tcl ^^ II
^t; * * *

^m^ Tt% ?ftr ^Tt ^^i^f% II
'^'^

'«ra "Icr^ wf% t^ ^ft: ^tt^ ii ^^

^'^ TT ^f^W^ «fT^ ^ft ^f% 11^8 * *
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^K ^c[ 3!^ ^t ^Tft q# if^ (1 ^«:

W^ wPt^ ifiS ^f^^T ^Tq^TIKe I
* * * *,

flmq^?^ 31^ llw qfft ^f^^^firf I * * * *" q?^!^RJT

ft^m C|-f% cTT^ ^f'T^ H^ ^f% I

^^li3l ftr^ mX ftTT H^ ^f^ II

q fcf^f ^T«fK, ^TWT T^ II

%ftBT^ fcfiT Icf ^Tf STTT II

qt qt ^f^f^T cfT^lW^ 'Tm I

%i5^^ w^iail ^%w ^m ^f^ I

^^iT qrcfqr^2\ ^f^^ gg ^ff H

^T^^fT ^f^ ftfST lc|?C ^ Tm I

nmfn ^T^^ ^m ^Tn ^gqi^r a

^Tf^^T fcTT IcT ifT^l t^T ^fi? I

^^^5^! ftr^ mrs icf€t ^s? a

^^T^^tg flf^ qft 3!^ ^^ a

q fcTT if^T % ^^T, ^zf^ i

^si ^l^f^ ^^ ^mK ^irrfif a

^T^ ^iftr qr^ft ^ qf^ nf<i<tq i

f«^ fw qrft q^T sTTfci «Ft^ ait^ a
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^ ^ift ^f^cTT ^m ft% ^!? II

q^T^qi ^T'^T ^m ^»3w€t iff I

ftTT^?: ^f^^ '^w^ ^icT 'rti[ II

^sq^aft sftm^qr clT^n ^l€t ^1^ H

q fcT^r % ^^\^^^ ^i# ^ ^zT^ ii

^m^\^ "fit ^^ ^*Tt^ ^^^ II

ft^^ ^1^ t I^f^ H'^l^'^ II

^WTIK iTift fl^ ^W cfTf f^t I

q^^^ ^1^ gm ^IIT^ ^?l% II

^T^ ^^ ^T?[ '?;ai W% ^ ^T^ I

ft^Tft ^TfT^^t 4jm ^^T %ft ii'' ( n ^ S^}^)

Whatever may otherwise be the value of these

lines, they possess at least some historical interest.

From them we obtain glimpses into the

origin of the Bathuris or Bauris. Similar stories

about origins are also to be met with in the

Puranas,—but the story of Siddhanta-dambara is

not corroborated by any Pauranika work, whether
Hindu or Buddhistic. In all probability it is

either a traditional history of the tribe, passing
for generations from mouth to mouth, and given
a tangible literary shape by the poet,—or based
upon materials drawn from some other work
existing at the time, but now either buried in

oblivion or quite extinct.

2
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The author has traced this tribe back to

the fountain-head of all vitality and creation.

He says :—From the right side of the Nirakara
sprang the Vipras into existence and from his

mouth Vi^vamitra ; and from this Vi^vamitra the

Bauris came into being. The Vipras were, in their

turn, divided into seven classes, e.g., Cri, Ratha,

Dasa, MiQra, Acharya, Pani and Pati. All these

are mentioned as sons of Vagistha. From the

right side of the Nirakara also sprang, in full

bloom, the goddess Padmalaya, who was mar-
ried to Vi^vamitra. The fruit of this union
was a son, named Ananta-kandi Bauri, and
afterwards Duli Bauri. It is also said that

Duli Bauri and his descendants studied the

Vedas with the Brahmanas, who were regarded
as their elder brothers. Bayokandi, Parama-
nanda Bhoi, and Radhosasmala—the three

descendants of Padmalaya—are the Duli
Bauris. Chitrorva^i was the second wife of Vi-
^vamitra, by whom he had three sons, viz,, Ku^a-
sarva, Vidhuku^a and UrbakuQa, from whom
the Bauris are descended. Vi^vamitra married
another wife, viz. Gandhake9i, who, too, blessed
him with three sons—Prayaga, Udyama and Sa-
dhudharma ; and these came to be known as
Baghutis. Vigvamitra had yet another consort in
Vayurekha, who also was the mother of the same
number of sons. They were named Jayasarva,
Vijaya-sarva and Vijaya-ketu, and founded the
Cavara tribe. These four castes, viz., Duli Bauri,
Bauri, Baghuti and Cavara, came afterwards to

be divided into twelve sub-castes. Although no
Hindu or Buddhistic scripture is available to
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support the theory of the origin of the Cavara,

in its entirety, yet it may be recorded here

that in the Aitareya Brahmana of the Rgveda,

the Cavaras are described as descendants of

the sage Vi^vamitra. Hence we are of opinion

that the description of Siddhanta-dambara is

not entirely wanting in historical importance.

While describing the origin of the Bauris,

the author of Sidhanta-dambara has incidentally

touched upon a very important fact. He says :—

•

Of the three sons of Padmalaya, the eldest had
once a friendlj^ meeting with Visnu, who killed

Saijkhasura and gave him the Sagkha. In a
similar way five of the descendants of the same
goddess by these sons received various friendly

favours from Visnu, while the nine remaining
sons of Vi^vamitra by his three other wives had
not been favoured even with the privilege of.

touching Visnu's person.

We scarcely think it would be very wide of

the marl^ to infer from this that the word Saijkha
here means nothing but a Buddhistic Saijgha.

In this interpretation of Saijkha as Saggha, we
are supported by the ^Cunya-Purana, in which
Saijkha is very frequently used for Saggha.
The common people in their ignorance of the
teachings of Buddhism and its terminology,
either misspelt Saijgha as Saijkha, or mistook
Saijkha for Saijgha which really means a congre-
gation of Buddhistic monks. The only probable
interpretation of Visnu's killing Sagkhasura
and fgiving Jthe Sagkha to Padmalaya's son
is that the eldest "member "o£ the Bauri commu-
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nity became a Saijgliadhipa, i.e,, chief of a Bud-
dhistic fraternity, after destroying the enemies
of the Saijgha. Thus, we believe, it Avas

that the sons of Padmalaya and their descen-

dants obtained admittance to the fold of

the Buddhistic Saijgha, while the remaining sons

of Vi^vamitra by his other wives, with their

descendants, were thrown into the shade, and
occupied an inferior position in society, merely
because they could obtain no such admittance,

or, in otli^r words, had not themselves converted

to Buddhism.

The author of Siddhanta-dambara makes this

clear in the following lines :

—

''q^T^??iH^ ^ftr ^T^ft ^3pti^mw w %^ ^^^^^Vr\ \ -^m^ %-^

^THft ^f«T^ I q q^^-fet ?mT iTc^iq^^lT 31^ ^W ^ft \fW

''Duli Bauri was Padmalaya's descendant ; he
would read the Vedas with the Brahmanas. The
Brahmana was older than he. The fact of the

Bauri studying the Vedas was kept concealed

from King Prataparudra."

Hence it is evident that the Bauris were
regarded as equal in rank with the Brahmanas
and that they observed the rites and followed the

observances of Buddhism until the time of King
Prataparudra Deva of Orissa.

We learn from Mr. Sterling's Orissa that

although the followers of Buddhism were at first

received with form and treated with marked
consideration by Prataparudra Deva, they were
afterwards persecuted by his court. Now, read-
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ing the history of Utkala together with that of

Siddhanta-dambara, one must accept, as the only

natural conclusion, our belief that it was the dread
of persecution by the king that compelled the

Buddhist priests of the Bauri caste to seek shelter

in concealment. And to evade these persecu-

tions and avoid incurring the displeasure and
disfavour of the Brahmanas, they plaj^ed the

liypocrite by adopting the religious observances

and practices of the latter. Further, in order

completely to hoodwink these vigilant dragons of

the Brahmanic faith they substituted the names
of Hindu gods and goddesses for those of their

own. Notwithstanding all this apparent hypo-
crisy, however, they sincerely believed that

Buddha was in reality an avatara of Visnu, and
as such they felt justified in substituting the

name of Visnu for his.—Even then, Cunyavada
was the highest goal of their religious aspirations,

and they consigned Brahma, Visnu and Civa

—

their adopted gods—to inferior positions. But
placed, as they Avere, under ban and anathema by
the king and the leaders of society, their social

status was no higher than that of the Domas
and the Donia Pandits of Bengal who professed

the Dhajma cult.

We find the following lines in Siddhanta-

dambara :

—

'*^f^g^^ ^ f «2i I ^T^ft w^% ^^^ m^^ ^^''%t '-' - -

^r^ f^^^Tiqi ^Tk ^^ ^ft: tftf ^'^Tm \

^t^ ^^m^T^ft iTK ^Tfef sTT'^'Or f4«lf m^pTT ^fj\
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'' They are not to be touched in the Kaliyuga.

But a touch of their bodies will extirpate all the

sins. Hence Visnu, through his maya, has kept
them in concealment."

Here, in the same breath, the author both
decries and extols the Bauris. Probably to com-
plete their disguise and help them to conceal

themselves, he says the Bauris are unworthy of

being touched. Yet in the next line he speaks of

them in such high terms as can fall only from the

lips of one who has himself been either a staunch

believer in Buddhism or a Baiiri Pandit like so

many Doma Pandits of Bengal. The positions

of these two classes of Pandits were almost

identical, although differing widely in their

religious systems. Dharma occupied the highest

place in the pantheon of the Doma Pandits
;

while, as we learn from Siddhanta-dambara,.

the Bauris, not unlike the Mahayanists of yore,

held Maha^unyata or Cunj^a-Brahman as the sole

cause of the entire universe. We obtain sufficient

glimpses of the Cunyavada from the writings

of the votaries of the different sects and sub-sects

that sprang from latter-day Buddhism.

We have seen before that in the 16th century,

up to the time of Raja Prataparudra of Utkala^

Buddhism was the prevailing creed of Orissa.

Although, owing to persecutions at the hands of

the king, its influence began subsequently to wane,
Buddhism was never wholly extirpatecl from the

province. The crusade carried on against its

followers, no doubt, compelled them to take

refuge in the impregnable hilly parts of the
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country. Speaking of Mukunda Deva, the last

independent King of Orissa, whose dominions
extended from Triveni in the North to Ganjam
in the South, Pagsam Jon-Zan, a Tibetan work
written by Sampo Khampa, states that this King
favoured Buddhism, and Buddhists were found
in large numbers residing in his territories. We
quote from it the following :

—

'^ Mukunda Deva (Dharma-Raja) King of

Otivisa (Orissa) who favoured Buddhism, became
powerful. His power extended up to Magadha.
He, too, did some service to the cause of Bud-
dhism."

In Siddhanta-dambara the Bauri is men-
tioned as one of the nine classes of Brahmanas,
although, it is added, he was, in the time of

the author, regarded as * unworthy of being
touched.' Now the question is whether, as stated

by the author of Siddhanta-dambara, the

present Bathuris are in any way connected with
the Brahmanas. To this, from the various mate-
rials that we were able to glean in the course

of our ethnological survey in Mayurabhafija, we
are in a position to reply that the Bathuri tribe does
really belong to the Aryan race. Ample proofs

of this are scattered all over the country.

To select at random from amongst a long list

of such proofs, the fine specimens of architec-

ture in the impregnable Simlipala hills of Mayura-
bhafija, the ancient stone temple named Athara-
deula, and similar other buildings, and the great

stone fort of Joshipur or Daspur are unmistakable
indications of their past culture and civiliza-
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tion, and go far in establishing their Aryan
connection. It was only a few years back
that this people were said to occupy the exalted
positions of rulers, ministers and commanders.
Bathuris themselves believe that the Aryan
blood runs in their veins ; and are strongly
convinced that thej^ are in all respects on a par
with the Brahmanas. Even now they are found
wearing the sacred thread ; and like the Brah-
mins they observe the 'ten days' mourning ' and
perform the fvddh ceremony on the eleventh day.

On the day of the cradh, Brahmanas and Vais-
navas dine in the house of the performer of the
ceremony. The greatest personage of this tribe is

now-a-days honoured with the title of Mahapatra.
On the occasion of the marriage of a son or a

daughter, the Bathuri house-holder has to give

away a piece of cloth, ten betel-nuts and one
hundred betels, as marks of honour to the Maha-
patra. And so great is the honour that he enjoys

among his own people that on every festive

occasion his approval has first of all to be sought
and obtained. The Mahapatra family of Mayura-
bhafija proper is believed to have descended from
the eldest branch and those of Adipur and Dasa-
pur from the youngest. Although occupying an
inferior position in society, they themselves

jealously regard their tribal self-respect and
family prestige. No true Bathuri will ever be
induced to partake of the food cooked even
by a Brahmana. If ever any member of

their society in any way violates their social

rules or is found to have illicit connection with

any woman of any other caste, he suffers the
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extreme penalty of excommunication. They offer

their religious homage to Dharmaraja, Jagan-
natha^^ ( Badam ), Kinchake^vari and Bauri

Thakurani.

No writer has yet fully dw^elt upon the eth-

nology of this ancient j)eople. We therefore

propose giving here rather a detailed accoLint of

their manners and customs. As has already

been observed the Mahapatras are the foremost in

rank among the Bathuris. Their ancestors w^ere

the rulers of Simlipala, where remnants of

their past glory may still be seen. Of these

we have already spoken. Branches of this line

are now hving in Bamuria, Joshipur or Dasa-

pur and Adipurgarh. From Mahapatra Sacchi-

dananda Dasa of Adipurgarh we have learnt that

his ancestor of the fourteenth remove with his

tw^o brothers left his ancestral home at Jamuna-
kula among the hills of Simlipala, owing to the

ravages of tigers. The eldest, who was the ruler

of the state of Simlipala removed to Bamuria
near Khunta Karkachia in Bhanjabhuma. The
second and the _third ( youngest ) migrated

respectively to Adipurgarh and Daspurgarh.

Their descendants are still living in those

places.

Another branch of the Bathuri zamindars

is to be found at Karafijiagarh. This family is

related to the Mahapatras spoken of above, though
sprung from a different stock.

* To the Buddhists of Nepal Dharmaraja and Jagannatha are onl}^

other names of Buddha.
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We have heard both from Mahapatra Sacchida-
nanda and his Vyavaharta (counsellor) Ananta
Dasa the following story of creation :

—

Cunya Mahaprabhn alone existed before crea-

tion. From Him sprang Vedamata, of whom
were born the fifty-six crores of beings and the
world. They added that this account of the
creation was to be found in numerous manu-
scripts of Simlipala. Of these they themselves
once possessed a large number, all of which
had, however, been destroyed by fire. They also

famished us with an account of the ori-

gin of their own tribe. The following is

the gist of what they said. In the beginning
there was nothing but Cunya ; and from the
arm (bahu) of Cunya Mahaprabhu sprang into

existence the founder of their tribe. And it was
for this (i.e., their origin from the bahu or arm
of the creator) that the tribe came to be known
as Bahuri or Bathuri. In course of time this

tribe began to branch off into a large number
of Khilis, i.e,, families, such as ;

—

KuQamalia,
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Khatna, Jamiindia,

Raaasiya, Danayik,
Jharial, Rupjitmarai,
Ramagadia, Mrdiya,
Bagjadia, Baraganiya,
Paniyadiya, Gambhariya,
Barsaliya, Kalpadiya,
Mnshapaliya, Kolapadiya,
Tandakhaliyabigala, Rai-thaniya,

Rant, Nimbal,
Bagchampiyapatra, Pichhaliya,

Sundarghariapatra, Khejarpatiya.

Each khili is regarded as one integral family,,

no miptial alliance being allowed between mem-
bers of one and the same khili. Bnt such an
alliance between members of different khilis is not

prohibited. On the contrary they are very liberal

on this point. One maj^ even marry the daughter
of his mother's own brother. Each of the khilis

has again its gradations of rank, consisting of

four orders, viz., 1, Mahapatras, 2, Nayakas ; 3,

Paiks ; and 4, Muliyas, or the labouring class.

They have fotir gotras, viz,, Para^ara, Naga9a,
Ka^yapa, and Pardhya. Ku§amaliyas and Bi^alas

occupy the foremost rank among the khilis
;

Khalpariyas and the rest are all below them.
Ku^amaliyas are reported to be descendants
of Ramapala or Rama Raja of Simlipala.

From Siddhanta-dambara we learn that from
the Formless sprang Vi^vamitra from whom
there descended Kupasarba, Bidhukuga, and
Aurbakuga. These latter are looked up to as

having been the three Ku9as or the earliest
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known progenitors of the Bathuri tribe. The
Ku^amaliyas of Bamuriya, Adipiir and Daspnr
also claim descents from Kii^a.

Let ns next turn our attention to the customs
of the Bathuris. Various ceremonies are gone
through to solemnise the nativity of their

children. Just on the seventh day after birth

the body of the babe is besmeared with
an imguent consisting of ground turmeric and
mustard oil, and bathed in water : on the ninth
clay it is shaved, bathed and purified. Then
on the twenty-first day the child is given a

name (which corresponds to being '

'christened '')

and wrapped in a new piece of cloth. And on
this day the family preceptor and Vaisnavas are

feasted, a horoscope of the child is cast by an
astrologer, and worship is offered to Kala^a,
Gane^a and the tutelary deities of the ten direc-

tions. In the tenth or eleventh month the Anna-
pra^ana ceremony (when the child for the first

time in its life takes rice and other solid food)

is celebrated. Fresh cooking utensils and brand-
new pieces of cloth are distributed and friends

and relatives feasted on the occasion. Then
several years are allowed to elapse, but when the

boy comes to be seven or eight years old, he has

to pass through a ceremony which is known
as Karnabedha, i.e., the piercing of the ears.

Again, on reaching the age of ten or eleven, his

period of study commences, but does not continue

long. The marriage ceremony is generally cele-

brated in the twelfth or the fourteenth year, the

ceremony of Upanayana or, conferring the sacred

thread, taking place immecjiately before wedlock.
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Girls are generally bestowed in marriage

between the tenth and the twelfth year, though
cases are not rare when they are married

a little earlier or later. When both the parties

close with the terms of marriage, they enter into

what may be called an agreement, a lekhapatra^

equally binding upon both of them, to the

effect—that if either of them fails or declines to

give his son or daughter in marriage on the day
appointed, the bond is forfeited to the other and
the defaulter becomes liable to the payment of a

certain hue, also specified in the contract as

penalty. After this, and in order solemnly to

ratify the terms of the agreement, a peculiar

ceremony, known among them as 'eating rice', is

observed. It consists in the fathers of the bride-

groom and the bride giving each other a handful
of rice and swearing that if either thereafter

decline to give his son or daughter, as the case

may be, in marriage to the daughter or son of

the other, as agreed upon, he will have not only
to pay the fine to the State but be liable to

excommunication. If circumstances do not per-

mit the father of the bride to celebrate the

marriage in his OAvn house, he first despatches a

goat and three khandia (thirty seers) of rice, for

a feast of w^hich both the parties are to partake,

to the bridegroom's house and, then, accom-
panies his daughter there. The Padhariya,''' as

the priest of the Bathuris is styled, has to

recite the nuptial mt^ntra^, and both the bride and

* The padliariyan have their houses in Daspur, Karaiijia, Mamnria,
Noagaon, Cilakorhi, Sarda and Vispuri. Those of Adipur have become
extinct. Their duties have now devolved upon the Brahmanas.
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the bridegroom wear on the occasion cloths which
^re tinged with turmeric. But before the couple

are finally united in w^edlock, yet another

ceremony, in the form of an episode, has to be
performed. It is what is called by them ''gua-

paita"—conferring the sacred thread, with a

betel-nut, first upon the bridegroom and then the

bride. Here the outward manifestation of the

nuptial tie is a thread wath some mango-leaves
fastened to it, which is tied by the priest round
the waists of both the husband and the wife.

When the ceremony is over, the happj^ couple play

with conch-shells. After that the bridegroom
cracks his betel-nut of the 'guapaita' to pieces

and offers a piece to his wife and himself begins
to chew another. Then they put on new clothes

and go to the house of the former. Here mar-
ried women perform the ceremony of 'varana,'

i.e., they bless and welcome the newly married
pair and play various practical jokes upon them.
A few days after this the friends and relatives

are again invited to a feast in which rice touched
by the bride is distributed amongst the guests.

This is perhaps the most important feature of

the whole marriage ceremony. It is only after

this has been done that the bride is really looked
upon as a member of her husband's family ; but
thereby a restriction is also put upon her : she
will never more be allowed to cook food in the

house of her father. After she has become a

w^oman she is not allowed to touch anj^ food or

drink for seven consecutive days ; on the eighth
day she takes a bath, offers worship to the

gods and becomes thenceforward entitled to a
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place in her husband's bed. In the fifth month of

her pregnancy the sadha is performed and in the

seventh month what is known as karya bandha.

There was also a peculiarity in their manner
of disposing of the dead. When an aged per-

son died, he or she was consigned to the flames

;

but when the deceased was young, it was the

practice to bury the body. The obsequies
observed on the two occasions w^ere also different.

Before the old man was placed on the funeral

pja-e, he was covered with a new piece of cloth,

a tidasi plant was tied round his neck and gold
and cows were given away. Ten days were set

down as the period of mourning. The chief

mourner, whose duty it was to set fire to the pile,

and the other relatives of the deceased^ were
not to touch fish or meat during this period ; and
it was more particularly enjoined upon the former
to have a pure body and a pure mind during this

time. He had, besides, on each of these days
of mourning to offer as oblations to the manes of

the departed, a few sticks and some fried paddy.
On the 10th day all the male members of the

deceased man's family had to be shaved, the

barber being allowed to take away the cloth of

the chief mourner. On the 11th day Vaisnavas
were feasted with curd and fried rice, and were
each given some of the latter uncooked. On the

12th day, to bring the ceremony to a close, the

friends and relatives of the dead were fed, and
cloths and other presents made to the more
respectable guests as marks of honour.

It is alleged by the Bhathuri Mahapatras that
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it was their ancestors that brought the Bhanja-
Raja family from the west and helped them in

establishing themselves in the place of the

Virata family. Formerly there were twenty-

two zaminders or samantas under the Bhanja-
Raja. Four of these were_ Bathnris, viz,^ the

zamindars of Simlipala, Adipnr, Daspur and
Karanjia ; and they were all honoured with the

title of Mahapatra. They were also each presented

by the Bhanja Rajas, with a flag, a silver um-
brella and a clidmara—which they used to display

on festive occasions. But all these are now gone,

and the families are now trembling on the

verge of poverty and ruin, being over head and
ears in debt. The poor Bathuris dragging on
their miserable existences in the hills have fallen

so low that they look no better than the Kols,

the Santals and other aboriginal tribes. In some
places they are even found to observe the rites

and manners of the latter ; for instance, they eat

handias, domesticate cocks and hens and marry
widows. It is for this, we think, that they are

regarded by some as descendants of the original

non-Aryan inhabitants of the place,'-''' although

in reality descended from the ancient Aryan
stock. The truth of this would become evident

if the appearance and nature of the members
of the higher families of the Bathuri tribe

were carefully examined. For the information

of the public we give below a representative

picture of each of the Daspur and Karanjia

families.

* H. H, Bisley's Tribes and Castes of Bengal, Vol. I.
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Many Bathuris live also in Keonjhar. They
say that in bygone days they exercised a great

influence over all the parts of Orissa. Their
degeneration and decline commenced in the

time of Raja Prataparudra. It has been shewn
above by extracts from Siddhanta-dambara,
written four hundred years ago, that in ancient

times they and the Brahmanas were upon a foot-

ing of equality. Balarama Dasa,'''' the author of

the work, says that they used to study the

Vedas side by side with the Brahmanas. Since

the time of Prataparudra they have come
to be regarded as *gupta' (krypto, veiled) and
unworthj'- of being touched. Yet they are

believed to be in the good books of Visnu or

Buddha.

The story of Creation by Cunya Maha-
prabhu and Vedamata, as narrated by the

Bathuris, closely resembles that told by the
Buddhists of the Mahayana School. In the,/

Svayambhu Purana of the Buddhists of Nepal,
Cunya Mahaprabhu has been given the name of

Svayambhu or Adi Buddha, and Vedamata or

Adimata Dharma or Prajna. In Siddhanta-
dambara the vija-mantra of the Bathuris is said

to be ''^ ^sii^m ^w'' (Om, salutation to

Cunya-Brahman). It need hardly be pointed

out that this is exactly the vzja mantra of the

Buddhists of the Mahayana School also. Not
only. this vija-mantra but the gayatri of the

• A detailed account of Balarama Dasa and the Buddliists ^of his;

time will be given below, >£Lh! ^ !
•

3
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Bathtiris is also to be found in Siddhanta-dam-
bara. It runs as follows :

—

""^ ftg^- P^gH'Jr: ^TWIT^ Tft^^ I

vntf^T T?tTn ^ft ^ f^g^r^gr u'^t^mH ll
" (Chap. XII)

'' Om, let us meditate upon Him, who is

self-r@vealed and self-sustained, who is Siddha-

dhruva {ix, ''the soul of Siddhabhiksu-saijgha),

who controls and directs our understanding, and
who is the only object of adoration by all this

animate and inanimate world."

It has been gathered from the lips of an aged
padhariyd of the Bathuris that in good old days
(jayatrz was taken and observed by the great and
pious Bathuris at the time of their initiation

into the religious life ; but owing to ignorance
nobody nowadays cares to practise it.

Just as it was enjoined upon the Buddhists
of yore, at the time of their initiation to take

the tricarana-mantra of "^* tit^ot u^afTfiT, ^^*

"arr^if if^QfTftr, ^* "ajT^sr* ir^afTftr "
—

*^I resign myself to

Buddha, I resign myself to Dharma, I resign

myself to Saggha," so in later times the krypto
Buddhists had to take this gdyatrl, composed in

imitation of the Vedic gdyatrl. It goes without
saying that this newer form of gdyatrl is simplj^

another version of the tri^arana-mantra quoted
above, its Siddha Deva, Siddha Dharma and
Siddha-Dhruva, meaning nothing but Siddhartha
or Buddha, Dharma or Prajna Paramita and
Siddha-Saijgha respectively.
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In the remote past the Bathuris were also

known by the name of Bathnla orBatula. Images of

the gods and goddesses worshipped by this people

have been disinterred from the ruins of Simlipala

and Adipurgarh. Amongst these are found
images of- Acokanta Marichi and Prajna Paramita
(broken). From the strange combination of

the gods and goddesses worshipped by them one
might very reasonably consider, they belonged

to the class of the Tantrika Buddhists spring-

ing from the Mahayana School. A broken
image of Prajna Paramita has been preserved in

a hut in Adipur on the banks of the river

Baitarani. Under the name of ''Bauri Thaku-

rani" (Bauri goddess), this image w^as wor-
shipped by the Padhariyas or i)riests of the Ba-
thuris. I learnt from the old ''Dakuas" of the

Mahapatra family of Dasapurgarh that there

was also here a magnificent image of the
*Bauri Thakurani.' It is only about forty-five

years ago that it was taken away by the

Dharuas. In the first chapter of Kaulavali

Tantra we find a reference to another w^ork of

the class, called Batula, or Bathula-tantra. In
Madana-Parijat^"''"' also we find an extract from, it

is said, a gre^t tantra named Bathula. Maha-
mahopadhyaya Haraprasad Castri has discovered

an ancient tantrika work in Nepal, and refers

to it under the name of ''Batula Mahatantra.t
Another work of this class, entitled Sarvajnanot-

* Madana-Parljata published by the Asiatic Society of Beii.uval,

:p. 47.

t H. 1*. Castries Nepal Catalogue, p. Lxvi.
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tara Tantra, and written in the Gupta characters^

has also been discovered in Nepal. In this Civa
is the speaker and Sadanana and Ganega are the
listeners. 'This was spoken after the comple-
tion of the Bathula-tantra"''** The speaker in

Siddhanta-dambara (from which the origin, the

Gayatri and the vtjamantra of the Bauris have
been extracted above,) is also Civa and the

listener Ganega. It is a matter for earnest

consideration whether or not the word 'Bathula'

in 'Bathnla-tantra' was in any way connected
with the Bathula or Bathuri tribe.

Though the Bathnris had to give up (living

as they did, under the sway of Hindu kings,

moving in an atmosphere of unlimited influence

of the Brahmanas, and labouring under many
other untoward circumstances) many of their

ancient manners and customs,—nay, though
some of them went to the length of renouncing
their old religion and are now found offering wor-
ship to Rama and Mahavira, yet their faith has
not been w^holly shaken, nor have they entirely

given up their ancient beliefs and prejudices.

They still worship Dharmaraja and Jagan-
natha who is popularly known as Buddha. In
some places they are also found paying the

homage of their heart to Cunya-Brahman (vulgarly

known as Badam).

• H. P. Castri's Nepal Catalogue, p. Lxxiv.



CHAPTER IIL

BUDDHISM IN THE 16TH CENTURY.

In dwelling upon the history of the Bathuris
we have attempted to throw a sidelight upon the

existence of a Buddhistic Society in the backward
districts of the several Gadajats. We have
then hinted that even so far back as the 16th

centurj^, although in its fallen condition, Bud-
dhism was a prevalent and highly influential]

creed in Utkal, influencing the thoughts and I

lives and purifying the hearts and minds
of many thousands of her neglected children out-

•v^ardly professing other creeds. This side-hint,

we are conscious, must have raised, in the

minds of thoughtful and inquisitive seekers after

truth and knowledge, such questions as, how
could the religion of Gautama-Buddha have for

centuries held its own under the terrible perse-

cutions of the bigoted Brahmanas and the no less

bigoted Hindu kings ; how were these mute
votaries of the Mahayana faith able to hoodwink
the argus-eyed Brahmanas and their followers,

and inwardly cherish a loving memory of the

defunct creed and offer the incense of their

loyal devotion at the altar of their god enshrined
in the recesses of their hearts ; how and
where were these unknown and unrecognised
little bands of crypto Buddhists maintaining
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their ground, suffering, as they did, innu-
merable tortures and persecutions, and driven
further and further beyond the pale of
civilization and society ?—These questions and
many more must have presented themselves to
every student of the history of the Bathuri
tribe ; so we shall take this opportunity to
solve them in the light of the records which we
have been fortunate enough to rescue from the
jealous clutch of concealment or oblivion.

The names of AchyutSnanda Dasa, Balarama
Dasa, Jagannatha Dasa, Ananta Dasa and Ya9c-
vanta Dasa are held in high esteem by the pious

Vaisnavas 'of. Utkala—so much so that they have
almost come to be household words with them.
Besides those, there was also another, equally

famous and equally honoured, viz., Chaitanya
Dasa. These six are the principal poets who,,

with hearts stirred by religious fervour, sang the
glories of Cri Krsna, and have, in consequence,

been generally regarded (although, wrongly^
as we shall . show hereafter ) as interpreters

and champions of Vaisnavism in Utkal. The
pious poet Achyutananda has left us an immortal
effusion in his Cunya Saihhita. From this we
learn that he flourished in the Nilachala in the

reign of King Prataparudra of Utkal, about

the same time as Chaitanya. Here we also find

mention of BalarSma Dasa, Jagannatha Dasa,

Ananta Dasa \ and Yagovanta Dasa,*-*'* as his

contemporaries. But nowhere does he refer to

*' Cunya Sainbita, Chap. X.
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the illustrious Chaitanya Dasa. This fact, to-

gether with the unmistakable sketch that the

latter has drawn of himself in his Nirguna
Mahatmya,''- leads iis to believe that he was not

their contemporary but flourished shortly after

them, and before the reign of Prataparudra had
drawn to a close. It is in any case beyond
doubt that by the presence of all these six Ddsas
(lit., followers or servants)! Utkal was honoured
and sanctified early in the beginning of the 16th

century.

We have already remarked that these six

great souls, permeated through and through
with love and devotion towards their Maker, are

generally recognised as the principal Vaisnava
poets of Utkal, and their works regarded as the

principal Vaisnava literature of the country. But
we hope and trust we shall be able to make good,

from their own utterances, the fact that though
they outwardly professed the Vaisnava faith and
propagated the Chaitanya cult, yet in their heart

of hearts they were but sincere and staunch

pioneers and champions of the long neglected,

and almost forgotten, religion of the Mahayana
SchooL

* Nirguna Mahatmya, Chap. XV^L
t The word ' Dasa' means here 'one who has known Brahman as he

is*—a Brahmajnani. Thus we find in Cunya Samhita

—

^m^aTf ^ff ^m^ '^z^ ^^^K ^T% ^t« h" u ^: i

— He only, who lias known the secret of nama as well as the secret of

the soul, ego, and has rested all his hopes in Brahman as re):)resented by
//fn/ie, is the real seer of Brahman and can only be said to be the
staunch and' faithful follower or servant (Dasa) (of the lord).
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In his noble work, the Viratagita, Balarama
Dasa who is regarded as the foremost among
these, puts the following lines, expressive of the
tenets of the author, into the mouth of x^rjuna,

while speaking to Cri Krsna

—

^^^t ?rmf€«!T irif^ i t^it ^^^ fti^ kT% h"

^'Thou hast no form or figure. Thou art but
the void personified and embodied. Though
possessed of a body, thee I know to be Cunya,
Void. How couldst thou have other names ?

Brahman dwells in Cunya, where there is nothing
but name, i.e., sound."

These lines, if properly construed, can hardly
mean anything but a clear enunciation of the

doctrine of Cunya which is the kernel of the

Mahayana Buddhism.

Further on we again hear Arjuna say :

—

^

*'Cunya, the Void, is thy form ; Cunya is thy

body. How is it then that thou art carrying

the name of {i.e. art called) Daityari, Extirpator

of Demons?"

And in reply to this, Cri Krsna himself is

made to say :

—

^^ €^ip wTi\m I ^tfcft «!m m7\ ^m ii"
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^'Cunya is my resting-place, i.e., when 1 give

up this image, I become identified with Cunya ;

and that is, I say, my real name. I am also

puzzled to think how and where the name (you

speak of) was given to me."

Not only in Viratagita, but in all his works

we meet with clear and unmistakable proofs of

his belief in the Great Void as being the origin

and the end of all the created world. Upon
this one point is founded the whole fabric

of his theology and religion. Thus in his

Brahmanda-Bhugola-Gita, we find Cri Krsna
giving the following description of himself to

Arjuna :

—

'' There was none (prior to me) Arjuna. I

owe this life of mine to the Great Void, i.e., I

•came out of it, or I am one with it."

At length in the maijgalacharana of his

Sarasvata-Gita, Balarama Dasa delivers himself

of the following prayer to the Maker

—

^\fx ^^3 ^^ ^x ^ft'sr^^^ I U^j: ^"^k Tt«f ^^m n^

'R'T-^W-f^cT-^ffT 'TTft? ^K I ^^ ^^ ^^ Zlt f^^ T HI?: H 8

( ^if %j\^m I

)

aAH glory to thee, the soul of religion, the

blessed First Being. I pray to thee, the
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self^sustained Brahman of Brahmans. . Ye unre-
vealed Person, Hari (the Destroyer of; all

troubles and. cares), Lord, than hast no form,
no body. Yet thou art existent inside all bodies,

assuming the forms of their souls. ,0 Mighty
Omniscient -Being, having no form, no image,
Tliou dost yet reveal thyself to Visnu. Thou
art destitute of the mind, the eyes (the senses),

the heart, and consciousness, and thou art

always above and independent of all works and
air religious , observances and practices. Thou
art (appropriately) styled the Great Void or

Cypher. We learn from the Vedanta, that the

letter ^ first originated in the void.''

—An exposition of the Divine Power, wholly
after the doctrine of Buddhism! He is not

described^ as a cypher in the sense of being
an airy nothing, but as the essence, the total

abstraction, of all powers and activities. God is

not a whit denied; on the contrary He is

acknowledged to be the arigin and the soul of

all existence. The drift of these lines is clearly

tiiis—God is Nature suspended.

That this was the cardinal principle of his

religion is. further .proved, if .further proof be
necessary, by the following words that Cri
Ivrsna is made to say to Arjuna in, the same
work (a little below the benedictory preface)-

—

w^Hf^m ffit ^f^^T %^\^ II

' t ^^w ^?^T f^^^'T fT^ H
'
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fiTT^T 31^ t^T q?:?T '?(2(cfK I

'^Cri Krsna said *lfear me, son of Pandu. I

shall tell you in detail of the glories of Brahman.
The Great Void which is said to be Brahman,
(once) assumed the form of a human heimj

(Kiranjana). And thus (out of the Great Void)
came out a grand and glorious Being."

Thus is the theory of incarnation of the

Great Void maintained and explained by
these veiled followers of Buddha, largely in-

fluenced, as they were, by the religion of Cri

Chaitanya. .

From the above extracts it is evident that the

Cri Krsna and Brahman of Balarama Dasa is

absolutely one and the same with his Maha-
Cunya, Cunya-Purusa and Nama. All that

can be said in defence of those who regarded

these pious and devout souls as Vaisnava

poets is that their religious lives and views were
moulded and regulated, to a considerable extent,,

by the preachings of the Vaisnava masters. And
no wonder, considering the atmosphere they

breathed and the pressure brought to bear
upon them. Besides, the want of a living

example and influence of the Buddhistic faith

in their midst helped the Vaisnava creed

to gain the upper hand in regulating their

faith. :
; ;

'

:
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Thus we find Jagannatha Dasa expressing

himself in his Tula-bhina

—

'^^-^m ^^ ^^ 'siiT I ^tir^ ^5^ 5 fl^i'ur II (p. 20.)

^^ -^Tj^* 'ft qi^^ I
'^ ^«f ar^t ^^Prf ii (p, 20.)

«T^T¥rilT^ SI^ gricT I % 11^ R'5^ ^»M cT ll

v^A ^K^^ ^f% ( ^^m ^T^ t fr^rf ll" (p. 21.)

'' The drift and aim of all mantras, pilgri-

mages and knowledge points to the validity of

Cunya."

'' All those that I have spoken to you of,

Parvati, do but dwell in (i.^., are but manifesta-

tions of ) the Void."

" Out of the Great Void came the Void : and
from the Void itself came Pranava (Oih), which
is said by all the Castras, to be the Parama,
the Finale.'^

Chaitanya Dasa also says in his Nirguna
Mahatmya

—

"^imr H^'f «»T^lT I ^loRT ^qt ^Tf f^T II
\^o

^ "^xmi vtt '^T^ 1^ I f^f¥% ff^ir A^^ II ^«:^

^ ft? T% ^^ H^% I ^^T^'llt ff^T»!^ II t^^

% %ji^r ?r^w ^ffftf I
^ir^ ^^^T iJT^ ^fff H t^8

ft^^ Wiff^%^m I %^Z^^ 'TtT^^ II t«:*

Ti'^H^'f ^^ ^^^ I ?atr^t ^T^ ^ ^\\^ ii" t^^

**Atma Purusa, the soul, is the Bhagavat (the

repository of all attributes). But know Him (the
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Nirgima) to be above and independent of the

soul, i.e., the attributes. Brahman is above this

Atman ; by knowing Him all the worldly ties

are cut asunder. After leaving this body, we
go to, and mix up with, Brahman, and rest

(eternally) in the Great Void. The soul is ever

conscious of, and living in. Brahman and is as

though smarting under the (physical) restraints.

When the life will depart from the body, the

body will become Maha-Cunya. (But) I shall

live on in the Ciinya-Purusa, never to be found
even after careful searches."

We find from the above that Chaitanya

Dasa's Nirguna-purusa clearly means a total

abstraction of all phenomenal activities. tli&

Nirguna does not mean ^devoid of attributes/

but above and independent of attributes, of which
the worlds are but manifestations.

Achyutananda Dasa's treatment of this doc-

trine of Cunya in his Cunya-Saiiihita is more
lucid and more philosophical. His Cunya Purusa
is the only actor on the illusory stage . of the

world. He observes :

—

'*«^T q^if^ !iqcT ^T^ I
'^^^^ ^^ qt ^^ h

m^g^^ ?m^ ^2« I X'^H^^ H^^J xTx II

^i^3^q ^t ^z ^J I ^'^H^^ ^i^ i^^2 II

'n^^'^% ^^t M\K\ I M\fK ^^ ^111 ^fir ^K?: u"

" The hidden mystery (of creation) has been

well laid bare to me. (It is this). The Ctinya

Purasa has become (as it were) a prisoner in
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Gunya. Though He is the master of all these illu-

sions, having power to. spread and draw them in,

yet He Himself is quite indifferent to, and keeps
Himself quitealoof from, all these. He is exceed-

ingly kind, being always anxious to free iis from
the influence of Maya and dwells inside, every

created thing. From here He, well versed in

craft and cimning, stirs up all the differences

and discords (out of sheer kindness, so _ that

we may not lose Him in the illusions). And
when in the course of these one murders another,

it is really He who murders Himself (the same
C^unya Piirusa being inside both the murderer
and the murdered) and frees the nlufdered from
all bondage and gives him the reward of a happy
emancipation."

Then he goes on to describe mystically how
the C;unya Purusa as Jivatman has created a
world of bondage for himself and how he is

ireigning there.

^Tj ^^M ^T^ ^ftf rrq i

^]Tk^J ^^T ^2^ Hf^lft II

^cT mPrT *<?|[ ^m msjt II

^m ^^ iftT ^1^ mi^r^ II

qf^^ flfifcT ^W il'TcT II

aifj X\% T^^ ^K\ KiW 11
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^^Cunya Purusa can be taken only through the

Cunya Mantra. He is a king with all the emblems
of royalty. (These emblems do, however, mean
but restraints put upon himself); and such is the

strength and force of these restraints and bonds,
the sources^ of all evils, that though lord of

them all. He cannot shake them off. He has
innumerable opponents and enemies, and is very
anxious to free Himself from them. With
goodness, mercy, love of peace and forgiveness,

about him, : He is passing his days, as it

were, inside, a dungeon, always trying to

get out and always opposed. Lust, passion and
(mental) infatuation are keeping watch at the
gate ; and twelve watchmen are in charge of the
fortification. The twenty-five causes, the five

minds, thi six mystic circles of the body and the
fifty letters; and the seventy-two veins and
arteries—^all these are mounting guard near and
about the fortification. By these sentries the
Cunya Purusa is surrounded on all sides. how
great is the prowess of the Cunya Purusa !—
Though ia pure and simple abstraction, yet He is

exercising all the rights of royalty^: He is^ how-
ever, quite aloof from all these, and only diverts

Himself thus—in no way affected or polluted by
them. He is nbt within the reach of the twenty-
five causes, father' ^^ He^ 'cfeaitfei differences

among them from ; afar. The Cunya Purusa is
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living, as it were, inside a Cunya castle, pray-
ing to, and meditating upon, the imageless
Cunya, by means of the thirty-two letters."......

These lines, however crude the philosophy
underlying them, mean that the Cunya Purusa,
living within ourselves as our soul or Ego,
can be realised only if we can throw off the

shackles of nature and her concomitant fears and
temptations ; and that, though living within us,.

He is no party to any of our natural propensities

and can be reached only by annihilating the mind
and resting all our thoughts upon Him as Cunya
Purusa.

Then he clearly and unhesitatingly rejects

the accepted forms of worship, and formulates

others which will be hailed as bright and undying-

sparks from the great fire of Buddhism. His
words are :

—

fTfT^i?: ^Tm ^T ^Jil tit I ^^ ff^qii ^\^^\T^ ff^ ii

^*2ii^ ?ftf^ ^^ I '5f5 I '^j^^^ ^ft ^?: 1^^ II

fsT^T^T^ ^^ ^^ '^^^ I fr^ 1T\^^^ gi^ 5^t II

^jf-^n ^'^ ^^K ^K I ^^^ T ^^5 f^m ^sRi:
II

^^t §^% Tf^K x% I 'qtrS it€% ^^^ «n3 II.'

^'^% ^niT fif^^ ysfK I ^5^3^^ g ^tt ir^ 11
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" He is above the fourteen worlds ; and being
himself void goes up to the Great Void. Mother
Dnrga is worshiping the Formless and is always
engaged in praying to the Nirlepa, the Absolute.

Thou hast laid bare the deepest and most
valuable secret. We do now know that the
religious injunctions of meditation, steady mental
abstraction and the like, the touching of certain

parts of the body and certain gesticulations

of the hands in worship, the peculiar intertwining

of the fingers for the same purpose,—all these

are absolutely void and meaningless. We have only

to fold our hands together and to lift them up,

palms upwards, and with the face decorated

with the sacred marks on the forehead and
turned up towards the heaven, to offer our prayers.

The muttering of set prayers, the telling of

the beads of the rosary, are all done away with
;

and we have, instead, only to look inward—within

ourselves. With upturned face, we have to utter

the Ctinya mantra from the mystic circle in

the throat. And this mantra is nothing but to

utter the thirty-two letters, with the eyes fixed

upon the circle midway between the eyebrows.

When the temple of the body will be motion-
less, then has the motionless lord of all lustres

to be meditated upon. Then the mind has to be
made firm and steady and fixed upon and
absorbed in the Cunya Purusa. Then will you
see the bright and beautiful Cunya form of Him
who has no form, no figure and yet has a body.''

Although professing to be Vaisnavas, they
interpret the cult of Radha-Krsna in a new
way, and one quite different from the ordinary

4
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Vaisnava point of view. The following extract

from the writings of Achyutananda and Jagan-

natha will show how under the veil of Vaisnavism

this sect propagates in reality some of the

doctrines of the Mahayana School :—

(a) *'^^ ^ToRT ^1^ ^r^ ^^^ ^^ift l" (ar^^fi^m ^^ "^l |)

^* Radhika is the Jivatman and Murari the

Paramatman.

^"t^^ r*r^ ^¥T ^f^ I ^'^ t^^ ^ ft^it H*'

" One and the same with Radhika, as being
part and parcel of the same body, Brahman,
approachable only through the heart, resides

in Golaka which is nothing bnt the Cunyadenl or

void." (Jagannatha in his Tulabhina.)

qf^fe '^i^qiT^ ^.}^ ^^ -sm I

"Know the Paramatman to be the Maha-
Ounya. Know him, in short, to be the formless

source of bliss, to be nothing but the name
itself." (Cunya Samhita, Ch. 22.)

Here Achyutananda makes a clearer statement

of his doctrines. Hence it is evident that the

interpretation given to the cult of Radha-Krsna
by these writers does not at all tally with the

mythological accounts of the Vaisnavas. The
whole subject has been idealised and elaborated
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in such a way as to signify the relations of man's
soul to Paramatman. Jagannatha Dasa has openly
declared that Vrndavana, Mathura and other

holy places should not be localised on any map
or identified with the actual villages of the same
names. In reality they signify Maha-Cunya or

the Great Void :

—

—"Such is the meaning of the love-feats of

Krsna. Vrndavana is really a secret place.

Mathurapura means nothing but the Great Void,
and this is also the meaning of Gopanagara."

(Tulabhina, Ch. 9.)

The following extract from Brahmanda-
Bhugola-Gita of Balarama Dasa reads like

another version of the origin of the universe
given by Ramai Pandit'** during the ascendancy
of the Pala Kings :

—

"8 m% «T fei^T ^mK I ^ fq^T ^^ f^A^^K \

T ftt ft^^ ^^^"t I T ftj^T t^ ?r^^ 11

^ ^f ^JAK ^A^ I «T ftjS ^1 ciTTFrw II

'r ft?t ^^r^K ^T.
I «f fti% ^mK m^ix u

«T ftit ^^ ^^ ^^ I ^ ftit ^^T ft^ ^t II

It ^it 33;^ iftT ^<^
I ^m^ T^T ^fe^^ II

* Vide Cunya Purana, published by the Vangiya Sahitya Parisad,

pp. 1-2.
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^^^ *t ftT ^5^ I ^m irftr^T ^t f^* ii

t fk^ t^t §-%
I f^ ^^^ iT^nfe II

t f^^ f^^ «m %^T I f^fi^ ^^ ^mr^j II

f^^sr^ f^5T t^ I "ftT,^ ^w f^^ fti^ ii''

—"When the world was not in existence, when
there was neither the sun nor the moon, neither

day nor night, neither land nor water, neither

the fixed earth nor the inconstant wind, nor were
there the sky and the stars in it, when there was
no god, no demon, no human being ; when there

was no world, no ocean, no force, no fire ; when
there was no Brahma, Visnu or Hara, then was
Ciinya my form, and thus did crores of kalpas

pass away. Then did I assume the form of

Brahman with the Brahmanda inside me. There
was none, Arjuna, (to bring me out). I came
out of the Great Void. After a pretty long time
had thus passed away, my heart was moved
and I felt inclined to create the world. Then
out of my person did seed begin to ooze. I

brushed it off with three fingers of my hand. The
seed, thus brushed off, became divided into

three parts, charged with three different qualities

and out of these three parts of the seed did the

three gods of Brahma, Visnu and Civa come."

In his GancQa-Vibhuti-tika, we find Balarama
Dasa attempting at a description of his Cunya
Purusa. He says

**^iT^RW ^^ ^'Q- ^w ffTwr: I
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"The Cunya is devoid of all forms and shapes.

In the centre of this Cunya is Niranjana, a

formless and brilliant figure. It is that shapeless

and formless brilliant figure which is Bhagavat,
the master of all attributes."

Achyuta Dasa in his Cunya-Samhita, Anadi-
Samhita, and Anakara Samhita, uses the

terms 'Anakara,' 'Nirakara', 'Niranjana', 'Ajara',

*Anadya' and 'Aksaya' as synonymous with the

term Cunya ; and these terms have always been
employed to describe the indescribable Divine
Being. But he has not, like the other Buddhistic
preachers of this age, been completely able to

shake off the belief in the gods and goddesses
as intermediate beings between man and Cunya.
He exclaims :

?r^T T^^ ^5^ m qt ^t!^ ^mT^ ^t$^ ?r« i

"Guru, the spiritual preceptor, says—Hear
me, Vrajasuta, I shall explain (it) to you in

detail. Aim, at the outset, at a knowledge of

the Guru, leaving aside all attempts at an
acquisition of the knowledge of the Brahman.
Know Brahma, Visnu, Rudra and Durga as the
first preceptors, being embodiments of the
different attributes of the Godhead, and you will

gradually learn of the primitive Thakura, the

first and foremost God, by studying the Sama,
Yajus, Rik and Atharva Vedas."
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But his highly spiritual culture convinced hinj^

of the uselessness of merely studying books, and
he draws a nice distinction between the mera
reading of them and an intelligent assimilation of

the principles therein laid down with the whole
head and heart. The mind will have to be
annihilated, and only those principles which help
us in identifying ourselves with the Brahman,
should be scrupulously observed.

'' You have learnt, although not without great
trouble, the alphabets of religion and the words
produced by their permutations and combinations,
whilst your mind was completely under the
influence and control of the lower attributes of

ignorance and passion. These attributes, as

opposed to the third and highest attribute, viz.^

Sattva, i.e., the spiritualistic tendency, drag us
down and keep us bound to the way of karman,
work, for salvation. So having the mind absorbed
in work (materialism), you have not been able to

find the real nature of the Brahman.''

"^m inn^ci ^xm ^f^^J ^U^J ^i^t\ fti^ i

^'(Unless you are bent upon the salvation of
your soul) you will read the Gita, the Bhaga-
vata, the Puranas and yet learn nothing but
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tricks and cunning (to impose upon the worldly-

minded people). All your pains will be fruitless.

You will know nothing of the mystery of the con-

ception of Godhead as devoid of all forms and
images, which means a complete unification and
identification of the name and the conception of

Brahman."

It is evident from these lines that Achyuta
Dasa laid no stress upon the study of the

Hindu religious 9astras. We may study them as

much as we like and yet be not a whit improved.
Until and unless we thoroughly digest the

knowledge that Brahman is absolutely nirakara

and is wholly identical with the nama itself, we
shall be grovelling in the darkness of ignorance
and passion. It is also doubtful whether he
had any faith in the Brahmanic customs, though
he had not been completely able to rid himself of

allegiance to them.

At the end of his work he refers to the

scriptures, the main themes of which, he
says, are to sing the glories of Cri Krsna

;

and his own Anakara-Saihhita is simply an
epitome of all these. Moreover, the Cri Krsna of

these scriptures is not the Cri Krsna of

Yaisnavism : it is a pure and simple pseudonym,
so to speak, for the Anakara Cunya Purusa
of Buddhism, adopted, as appears likely, to

throw dust in the eyes of the jealous Brahmanas.
Except for occasional glimpses, to be found in

his works, of the spiritual region of the class of

thinkers to which he belongs, we have no other

proofs to establish their faith in Buddhism. It
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is for this that they have generally passed for
devout Vaisnavas. But to any careful student of
religion these glimpses will be quite sufficient to

illumine the whole course of their religious
tendency. Thus he says :

—

''^^T^TT S ^^w^TrcJT ^^ ^% ^?; «!?:
I

q^ q^T^r^t ^'g ^^ T^7^ ^^ ^"^fiwrf^i^T i

U[ ^^T^ ^qcT ^fttir ^fm^ f^t f^ if^T3i
i

^^Only do think of (^.e., firmly adhere to the
injunction laid down in) the Great Brahma-Sam-
hita which deals with the Anakara. And with
this advice to you all, the low and sinful Achyuta
Dasa (meaning himself) resigns himself absolute-

ly to the grace of Cri Krsna. All the scriptures,

viz.^ the thirty-six Saiiihitas, the hundred and eight

Gitas and the seven series of the Vamganucharita,
the twenty-two volumes of the Upa-Vamganu-
charita and the thirteen volumes of the Bha-
visya, all the religious hymns and songs and
lyrics, and hundreds of thousands of other books,

—

all sing the glory of Cri Krsna. son of

Vraja {i.e., devotee of Cri Krsna), I have
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already told you of the subject-matter of Brahma-
8arasvata-Gita. But this chapter (meaning pro-

bably a full discussion of Cri Krsna) has been
kept secret from you—only to be divulged here-

after. And now the mean and humble Achyuta
Dasa bids adieu to you taking refuge at the feet

of Cri Krsna (i.e., resigning himself to His
grace). And now, through His grace, not only

he, but the whole line of Vraja-Sutas, will

be saved. In the realm of Anakara dwells the

unrevealed Hari, and Achyuta has thrown himself

completely at His mercy."

From the above quotation, it is clear that

this class of Vaisnava poets did not attach

much importance, if any at all, to the Vedas
and the Puranas of the Hindus. They had their

own scriptures, composed by the highest and
greatest amongst them ; and a scrupulous
adherence to the injunctions and principles here
enunciated they considered a better passport for

the attainment of Moksa.

However veiled the religious views of these

poets may have been generally, they, sometimes,
out of the fulness of their hearts, allow the

expression of their faith to flow in clear and
limpid streams. Thus in his Visnu-garbha, we
find Chaitanya Dasa saying :

—

^^^^ iT Ttt ^ ^^^ cnx t^ i

^^K ^w% % ^^ rtt Hnt II
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flfcT g^ ^^I tiif ^lf^% ^TfV I

arjtrt ^Tt t w^^ cR?:t %^tt n"

'' Devoid of all forms and figures, He is no
subject of experience. There is nothing beyond
or above Him in the whole of the Maha§unya."

*' He has no form, no colour. His body may
be said to be the absence of all forms and struc-

tures. He is Cunya, being one and the same with
Cunya."

'' He is devoid of all forms and destitute of all

colours ; amongst the thousand and one gods
there is none to be any match for Him.
Search the whole of the fourteen worlds but
nowhere will you find any limit to Him. Even
hundreds of thousands of gods will be no whit
of a rival for Him—so great is the glorj^ and
greatness of that Formless Person. He is mixed
up with Cunya, He is Cunya, His form is Cunya,
and identified with Cunya, He is ever over

the whole of space."

'' His proper home is in Cunya ; and dwelling

in Cunya He makes Himself manifest in Cunya."

What more convincing proof of their staunch

faith in Buddhism can one expect ? Here
the author has risen above all dread of

persecution, and, for once at least, makes bold to

announce himself clearly, and without the least
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shade of ambiguity, as embracing the doctrine

of the Void.

But the above are not the only passages that

betray these krypto Buddhists. In their scrip-

tures numberless pebbles of faith lie on the

shore, and one has only to pick up and examine
a few to know that they are but fragments of

the mighty Buddhistic structure.

Balarama Dasa thus expounds the theory in

his Brahmanda-Bhugola-gita by way of an
address to Arjuna.

—

*' Listen, Arjuna, with attention—I am
going to explain to you (the principles of) the

Bhagavata. Out of the Great Void came the Void
and out of this came moha, illusion/' (Chap. II).

''That which is called nigama is in reality the

Great Void. It is simply because the end of the

Vedas cannot be reached, that they were given
the name of Nigama. That which is called

Kalpataru (lit. a tree bearing, as its fruits, the

objects of our desires), is really an embodiment
of the Formless !

"^

^"^T^J^T^ ^^ t^T I
# ^^ qi^ ^^ ^^T ll''

( ^q ^«IT^ I )

*T«r«riT ^ftr mt'^t ^P5 1 ii^T»^«^ % ^2« ii

( 8^ S^JK I )
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The above quotations from the great poets
of the 16th century leave little room for

doubt that Mahagunya, the Great Void, which
is the cardinal doctrine of the Madhyamika
Philosophy, was also the highest goal of their

religious aspirations. It is indeed the case that

we very frequently meet with such words of

Hindu Philosophy as Bhagavata, Nigama,
Jfianatattva, Haribhakti, Krsna-katha and others

in their works ; the most casual student
of these will, however, admit that belief

in Maha^unya, the Great Void, is still the

mainspring of their religious life. Balarama
Dasa himself has unmistakably hinted that

there is nothing of any value whatsoever in mere
nomenclature. His point is, whatever name we
may apply, we always refer to one and the same
Supreme Being, conceivable in the form of Om
and identical wdth Cunya Brahman. It is for

this reason that the pious Vaisnava poets are

found frequently to allude to the name as the

sole essence of the universe. Balarama Dasa gives

the following account of himself in his Guptagita
or ChattiQa

—

''Highly pleased to hear this, Arjuna fell

prostrate at the feet of Cri Krsna and said 'How
will the occult Guptagita be made known ? Be
pleased, my Lord, to tell me through whose
lips you will make it public. Cri Hari answered,

*'Hear me Arjuna. I have a favourite son

( disciple ) named Paduma. He will have a son

under the name of Aniruddha. He will, in his

turn, pass away in coarse of time. I, who am
known in the Vedas as Brahman Himself, will in
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the Kaliyuga, assume the form of Daru-Brahma
(Jagannatha). There will then be a king under
the name of Prataparudra. In his time from
Somanatha will descend Aniruddha by his wife

Jamuna. In one of the chapters of Guptagita

it is given out that he will be named Balarama
Dasa, through whose lips, says Balarama Dasa,

will pour out the nectar of the precepts of- the

Guptagita."^

The following lines, also from his Pranava

Gita,* are well deserving of quotation in this

connection :

—

''The Brahmanas listened attentively to my
discussion of the principles of the Pranava Gita,

which are in reality the occult principles of the

1 "^Pa %ws\ s^fcT ^^^T I ^^^gt ^^^ ^'^\^K^ ii 8^

^^Tk ^%m m^ ^^ I "^^^ ^^^ ^"^ ^"^^ II »*

?J!^T< 1?T ^f'T^^ i^ I t Hf^ ^^t ^^ "ftt^ II 8<

g ^ ^^^ ^?i ^^?ITT I
wf^gtt I^T^maifl^ II

8<0

^^«TT^ 'Tl^ H^ ^IT^K I ^fH^>^ ^m m^TT ^^ II 8<

^^TT TTt tTTTTT ^\Tk^\ I ^fT^^ "Sw cH^?: fl^^J II l(o

<TT¥1T 'Tm ^^X\^ ^T€ I
gqcT^?!! ^«n5 fl^T^ II 1(1

^^TTiT^T^ ^q?f *ft I ^WT^ ^f?: tf f^t ^^ft: II «t^

cTT 5% ^^T^^T ^ficTTT^ I W^^ Mf^Ut ^I^KI^T^ ll'' ^^

( ^tn ^WT^ I >

* In some MSS. the name is Pralamba-Gita.
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Oita based upon the Vedanta Castra, from upon
the Mukti-mandapa. But when they found that
it was I who had done this, ceaseless was the
torrent of abuse that poured upon me. Even
Maharaja Prataparudra scolded me severely in

great wrath and said ''What right have you, a
Cudra, to utter the Pranava (Om) and discuss the
principles of the Vedas ? Certainly it is wrong on
your part to do so." Hearing this I smiled gently
and said " Hear me, protector of men and
master of elephants,—Cripati (lit., husband of

Cri, goddess of good fortune, i.e., Bhagavat) is

in no body's exclusive possession (as birth-

right). He is his who is a good and pious
man—be he a Brahmana or a Chandala by
birth; of the kind and merciful Jagannatha no
body has any monopoly. The vipras are simply
boasting, King, when they say that he is theirs.

Vain men, they say this out of moha, sheer
ignorance. I can make good my case by quoting
at random from the Vedas. Upon this the vipras

got furious and cried.:
—

''Ask him immediately to

do this." And at this the king ordered 'Well then
maintain your position, Vaisnava, as you
say.' I replied, 'Hear me, King, You seem to

have been highly annoyed. However, be pleased,

King, to go to the place of our King
with the whole troop of your Brahmanas.
With the grace of our Lord he will explain by
quoting lines from the Vedas and the Vedanta
all that you may be pleased to ask of him.'

Then the King strengthened himself upon his

point as far and as much as he could, and
triumphantly went there. In the meanwhile the
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visayi ( adviser ) went and informed chhSmu-
karana (private secretary) of what had happened.
But afraid to go back home, I remained at the

foot of the banian tree. At dead of night Narahari
smiled pleasantly and said merrily, 'I do always
dwell in the heart of the great lotus ( sahasra-

dala-padma). Not aware of this the king and
the Brahmanas quarrel with my votaries. (But
they should know that) my votary is my
life (so to speak).' Saying this He went away.
The next morning the king remembered (my
challenge) and came (to my place) with the vipras.

Dull and ignorant from birth and fond of quarrel-

ing, the king was very angry and quarrelled with
the votaries. He had a §udra brought before him
and ordered him again to explain the Vedas.

Upon this I became all of a sudden unconscious

of my body, i.e., became absorbed in a trance and
lived in the soul. And thus I thought within
myself, ' I have been slighted before the king.

The vipras about him have laughed me to scorn.

Murari, the destroyer of all fears and dreads

—

Narahari, do come to me. I do beseech Thee.'

And when I was thus praying within myself,

1 heard the reassuring voice of Hari—Damo-
dara, dotingly fond of his votaries—standing

before me in a vision out of pity and kindness.

Then thus reassured, and concentrating my mind
upon the thought of Cri Hari, I said *' Hear me,

best of Kings, it is no fault of ours then

that you want to hear the principles of the Vedas
from the lips of a Cudra. If you do this, you
will lose in virtue. This Jada is dumb and
ignorant and maintains himself by begging
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alms in Ksetra. You yourself know this and
will not therefore, I pray, be offended at

what I say.' But Krsna whispered Sarasvata

knowledge in the ears of Jada and I placed

my hand upon his head. He looked up and
smiled. The Vipras said, ' If he can say this,

we shall acknowledge ourselves defeated by
a dasa ( ^udra)

.

' Hearing this my indwelling

spirit got enraged and called aloud, *Be pleased,

my friend Jada, to say your say.' Then Jada said

*Hear me, king, I shall clearly tell you the

details of creation. From the Nitya, the Eternal

and Absolute, sprang Cunya into existence, out

of which came Pranava. From this Pranava again

did Cabda, come out and from the Cabdas the

Vedas were developed ; and from these again

the whole creation came into being. This is

what we learn from the Vedanta." At this the

king and all the vipras present were completely

taken aback. After a pause the king said

out of great delight, ' Hear me Dasa.

Siddhi is certainly within your reach. You are

no doubt a very great man blessed in the posses-

sion of all knowledge. It cannot be that this

^udra has said all this
;

(he must have done so

under an inspiration from you) who are the

master of all secrets. Be pleased to delight me
by pouring into my ears the honey of Bhedajnanay
(knowledge arising out of the consciousness
of difference). This §udra Jada is a great

dullard. He can never speak of the beauties^

of the Vedas ; otherwise these will be disgraced
and lowered in the estimation of the public.

You are a well-informed and wise man. Please
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explain to me the beauties of the Vedanta."

I was much pleased to hear the words of the king
and thus prayed " Chakradhara, Damodara,
you w^ho are so fond of your votaries, and w^ho

are the overthrower of the proud and the vain-

glorious, and the extirpator of demons, you have
saved me in this crisis. Be pleased again

to help me up so that I may so successfully

explain the essential principles * of the Vedanta
before the vipras that the king will be highly

pleased to hear me." My mind was then filled

with delight at the idea that wdth the kind favour

of my Lord I shall be able to disperse the cloud

of doubt that had gathered o\;pi* the minds of

the vipr^§ ; and it was soon concentrated upon
the thought of the Lord. Then slowly, but
steadily He became vi&ible before my mental
eyes and the Bhedajnana,:in the form of a dialogue

between Cri Krsna and Arjuna, illumed the

recesses of my mind. And this mstruction; deli-

vered in response to the request of Cri Samanta
Deva, which I learnt from the lips, as it;VV^ei:e, of

the Creator, is the honeyed essence of thePranava
Gupta-Gita of this humble Balaram. Dasa (i.g.,

my humble self)." ^^

U^\K nf^Tm €>Jt? I
«^^w5ii^«TiT f^'^rtii 4

5
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From Balarama Dasa's account of himself

we learn that it was during the reign of

Raja Prataparudra Deva that he first came
into prominence. For some time he was held

in esteem and treated with consideration by
this king, though afterwards for certain reasons

^'^ ^^^ g'^ ^T I

^ifn^T q^ ^?5 9tT I

^^Tft sft^r^ ^tqfe II \^

«T^ ^^fsff ^q«(^ II U
%^ ^f%^ '^^'^m II \^

q ^l' ^^ ?:¥T ^^ II ^«

gnT n ^^ ^^ ^q II te

^qfcf f^^^ ^jq^ II
'^o

^^ M^if t^ifn^ 11^^

^^tft fiqi^ T?^ II ^R

flvi^ ^?;^ ifiTf^ II ^^

^f€ ^^f^^'^ft II K<

^^^ tW^ ^frf'rf H R'^

TR^f f^^T^ ^^PrT II ^ I

«tnr^ ^^ «i^^ft II ^^
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he had to retire from the stage of the Court and
pass his days in disguise and concealment.

Tw^enty two years after the death of Pratapa-

rudra and at the accession of Mukunda Deva in

1551 A.D. the political firmament of Utkala began
to be convulsed with stupendous changes.

Mukunda Deva was a zealous supporter of the

cause of Buddhism. Under his auspices Balarama
Dasa re-entered the arena of religion which he had

^^' ift^ «T^T ^f% I

fn^f w^ ^Sm ^? I

?fT ^f^ ^1"^ ^"^T §ft 1

f«^f!Ef^ ^;^ ^tq mj^ \

^«^ ^^T^ ^TT^ I

g'sT iT^?! ^^ ^^ I

^ffwfg ^T'T T^tft II ^-O

^f^ ^ ^f%% ^q% II
^c

^^Wf ^fT q ^Tt II ^e

^ihTz i]^ i ^T^ II 8(

#^R^ iTTk ?rr« II

q «tT Ttq f T^?: II 88

^?m «lT«^cI tTT^ 1181

?^Tt% f«T^«T ^^^W II 80

^/ftif^ ^T «T^T «rT?[ II
8c:

fff^g 3Rfi5ff fjf^ ^5Z?t II 8

<

^iT^ t^l'Tf f^T? II ^-R

^T^^ ^ ^t 'i^T II a,^

^nj % ^it f%% ^T^ II V,8

^iT ^^^ 'giig^ II 11

g^ ^^m ^Tk^i^ h i< .

XrP?I ^T Tl?f B'tflq u i^o
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left during the latter part of tlie reign of Pratapa-

rudra. And this has probably been represented

as his second birth. From the following extract

we get a faint glimpse into the political condition

of Utkala during the reign of Eaja Pratapa-

rudra :

—

" A very curious anecdote is related of his

conduct, which seems to show that the followers

of Buddha continued to form a sect of importance

in this part of India until the beginning of the

sixteenth century. It is said that a serious rob-

bery happened in the Raja's palace, and that he
( Prataparudra ) being anxious to discover the

perpetrators, assembled together all the wise

men, both of the Buddhist and the Brahminical

3TJ qi^^ \^ m^J I

f^^w ^^^ f^Tz^ \

^f\yi^ q? ift ifift I

:^^W ^^T ^>1^ \

^^X U^c{ lf«^ H »i^

«T€T ^9^c{% U^\X II 40

^fw ^'^^ ^^1 i^T II ^^

«^^f|^^ ^T^fi^^ II <^

^^T*ftgT^^i»f?:^
II ^4

«?% fgf^^ q?iqK \i <^

i?53T 'flir^T ^^t II <e

iT% lit ai T^T M^ 11 o^-

fl^^ ^^iftfll^H II ^Q^
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persuasion, to obtain their assistance in prosecut-

ing an investigation. The Brahmins could tell

nothing, but the followers of Buddha, through

their knowledge of the occult art, were enabled to

point out both the offender aod the place where
the stolen property was concealed. The Raja
was induced by this incident to form so high an
opinion of the learning and skill of ihe Buddhists,

that he became for some time a warm supporter

of that sect. His Rani, on the other hand,

espoused zealously the cause of the Brahmins.

It was at last determined to make another formal

trial of their relative skill as men of science

and magicians. Accordingly a snake was
secretly put into an earthen jar, the mouth of

which being covered up, the vessel was produced

in a great assembly at the palace. Both parties

were then asked what the jar contained. The
Brahmins answered,

—

'' It contains only earth ;
"

and sure enough, when opened it was found

to contain nothing but earth. This specimen

of skill entirely changed the Raja's opinions,

but he now became as violent against the

Buddhists as he had been before prejudiced in

their favour—so much so that he not only withdrew
his protection and countenance, but violently

expelled the whole sect from his dominions,

and destroyed all their books. It is added that

about this time Chaitanya Mahaprabhu came
from Nadia in Bengal to visit the temple of

Jagannatha, and that he performed miracles be-

fore the Raja".'*-'

* sterling's Orism, (Edition of 1904) pp. 80—81.
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Though' the Buddhists were persecuted

during the time of Prataparudra Deva, yet they

succeeded, as we learn from other sources, in

securing largely the patronage of Raja Telagga
Mukunda Deva. Thus the Tibetan work Pogsom
says

—''Mukunda Deva ( Dharma Raja ), king pf

Otivisa (Orissa) who favoured Buddhism, became
powerful. His power extended up to Magadha. He,

too, did some service to the cause of Buddhism."

Indeed we may, on the authoritj^ of Pranava
Gita, make bold to assert that although Balatama
Dasa generally passed for a Vaisnava, yet he was,

while in the court of Prataparudra Deva, but a

staunch champion of the doctrine of Cunya as

inculcated by the Madhyamika philosophy.

From the contemporary events of the times of

Raja Prataparudra we glean that jealousies of the

Brahmana-Pandits and persecutions by the king
soon turned the court into a bed of thorns for

Balararaa Dasa who, in consequence, retired

not only from it, but from society altogether.

This swelling tide of persecution soon drove the

Bathuris or Bauris and other kindred tribes into

dense jungles and tractless forests. This point

has, however, been already dealt with at some
length in connection with our treatment of the

Bathuri tribe ; so. we content ourselves here with
only a passing reference. It will now, we
hope, become clear after our repeated quotations

from the writings of Balarama Dasa, that the

sole burden of his religious and poetical effusions

was the doctrine of the Great- Void, as promul-

gated by Nagarjuna and forming the nucleus of
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the Madhyamika philosophy. In his works on

Advaita philosophy Cankara tried to refute the

doctrine of Cunya and to establish in its place

that of Brahman ; while Balarama Dasa, though

largely borrowing from the Vedanta, went against

the Advaitavadins and advocated the cause of

the Great Void. Now, we presume, on the

strength of these facts we may justly assert that

Balarama Dasa was really a veiled follower of

Buddhism, or a Vaisnava-Buddhist.

In the last chapter of his Gupta Gita,

Balarama Dasa discloses the centra

regulated his whole life—although
apparent in every ''line of his writings, if. one

would but look for it. Thus he says :

—

* 'Again Arjuna asked Vasudeva to tell him
the particulars about the Gupta Gita, .as there

were some who thought that it would again be
published in the world, (1). Gri Hari replied
*' Hear then Arjuna—In the twenty-seventh

anka of king Mukunda Deva, there will live a

man named Cani Patanayaka (2-3). The servant

of the meek and humble w411 call on him and
blessing him will sit by his side (4). Seeing him
carry the Gupta Gita under his armpit, Patanayaka
will address him thus (5). 'What book is there

imder your armpit and why do you travel about
with it ? (6). We are anxious to learn the^truths

that are discussed in it. So be pleased. Ye Dasa,

to tell us these wise instructions.' (7). Dasa said,

''It is Gupta-Gita.—Listen to me, if you are

curious." (8). He will just open the book, write

Om, touch it with his hand and placing under
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it a circle or Cunya-mandala, explain to him
its meaning (9-10). as consisting of the three

letters ^sr,"^ and^ with '#, h and ^ (11). The
satchakras (the six mystic circles) are placed in the

Om ; and,^ inside that are the fourteen worlds.

(12). WhejL he will learn thus far of the Grita, his

curiosity and ^eagerness will much increase
; (13).

and he will ask "Is there anything beyond this?

Be pleased to tell me again—I want to know
something more. (14). This Gita, so highly

pleasant and interesting, is a sealed book. So
I am anxious to hear it from your lips." (15)

Hearing him thus, Dasa will delight his soul by
saying, (16). 'It was I myself who wrote this

Gita in the previous birth. But then only the

first chapter was done. (17). I shall, however, go
on telling you the whole Gita now. So be all

attention.' (18). Upon these words, I thought
within myself, highly pleased with his great

devotion, ''I shall enter his heart and inspire

him with the knowledge of the Gita. (20).

Balarama Dasa will give that out in words ; and
(the book thus composed) will be complete in

thirty-five chapters." (21). But including the

piavious one, Balaram Dasa dealt exhaustively

with it in thirty-six chapters. (22). Hearing him
Cani Patnayaka, with his three sons, worship-

ped him and became his disciples." (23). (Gupta
Gita, Chap. 36.)^

^ "qfnr ^'^V «rT^t% ^^t ^^n ^^ ft^^iT
i

w^ viit ^^: ^q^i^cu % ^*€Tt f^ H^K II ^

%T% TTMIK ^m^^^ I ^^^^ 3TfiT q^i^TSt II 8
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After this there can be no room for doubt
that Balarama Dasa had, as his mystic symbol,

the words, ''Om, Cunya mandalaya namah " (Om,
adoration to the great circular void). Gane9a-
vibhuti is the name of his another Tvork. In

an old commentary on it, entitled Siddhdnta-

damhara, by the author himself, the mystic symbol
is given in the words ''Om Cunya BMimane
namah" (Om, adoration to the formless Brahman).
Although differently expressed, the two symbols

^miK gr*T?: ^ajfiT ftf^r i

qfcrf^ an?TT Oil ^r^wf ^r<i i
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refer but to one and the same thing. And it

goes without saying that the idea underlying
these mystic symbols is also the cardinal

doctrine of the Mahayana Buddhists.

Similarly, Achyutananda was also a follower

of esoteric Buddhism, though openly professing

Vaisnavism. Thus, in spite of his profession as a

follower of Cri Chaitanya and disciple of Sanatana
Gosvamin, he incurred the severe disj^leasure and
open hostility of the Brahmana Panditas of the

court of Raja Prataparudra for his openly up-
holding the doctrine of the Cunya before that

very monarch. To this he thus refers in his

Cunya Saihhita.

—

'Trataparudra Deva urged me strongly, and
pressure was also brought to bear upojn me in

the temple. I was asked ' Hear me, Dasa,

tell me from what mantra your hhajana-mantra
is derived. Of Anama (the nameless), Nama
(the name), the Kamavijas, and the revolving in

mind of the twenty-four-worded Gaj^atri, tell me
which one is your favourite ; and furnish me,
Dasa, with a clear exposition thereof.' The
ingenious arguments put forward by the Brah-
manas, though fallacious, made the king dubious
in mind. Pie added, 'The Brahmanas are known
to be well acquainted with the mantras. They are

supposed Ho possess Brahmajnana and to know
the mantras and the rules laid down in the Castras.

These Brahmanas have urged me strongly to ask

you to explain without delay, and clearly and
lucidly, the worship of the Cunya.' Then, there,

in a clearly visible place, I put down the thirty-
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two letters in the following manner. Nama was
placed under the Anama, and thus was Kamavija
written. The five classes (of consonants) and the

twelve matras were placed ; and also the yantra

w^as drawn and placed there. Having seen this

the Brahmanas were thunderstruck, and said 'Yes,

Dasa, yon know the real truth and the underlying

import of things. The knowledge of truth and
reality is very abstruse and mysterious. Therefore

do speak to us of tattva clearly and lucidly. You
have indeed placed very mysterious w^ords before

us, writing' Anama, Nama and the Kamavijas and
Om in a descending series. This is strange and
has never been observed before, and is in reality

such as has never been mentioned in the Pura-

nas. Where have you learnt this, Dasa, and
who are they that w^orship according to this ? And
who is there that worship Nama ? Conversant with

all these tattvas, as you seem to be, be pleased to

explain this to us.' Thus the Brahmanas did urge
me very strongly. The king also again said to me
' Hear me, Dasa, You have drawn the yantra.

Now be pleased to tell us the mantra, and the

manner in which you perform your worship with
that mantra. Furnish me (in short) with a clear

exposition of all these.' Hearing again this

peremptory request of the king, I felt rather

distressed in mind and said * Hear then King,,

my mantra is nirdkdra and I worship the Cunya.
Asana9uddhi (purification of the seat) and
Agganyasa (the touching of certain parts of the

body as enjoined by the Castras) are not needed,

nor have Sthanabhagga and Dikbandhana to be
observed. One has to sit in CuDya and worship,.
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to destroy death and go to Golaka (the place of

f^ternal bliss). The subject of this worship is only

Nama. Because, where is there anythin o^ beyond
it ? Then ' What does this Dasa say ?' saying
this the Brahmanas sprang up and prepared to

go away. They said further ' Let the king have
a test of how the worship of the Cunya is to be
performed. Even here this Dasa must submit to

this examination.' Again one of the Brahmanas
smiled and said ' Let him be dropped down into

the waters of a well and let's see how he draws
his yantra there and worships his Cunya.' Thus
confusion and disorder reigned there. The king
forgot all about the mantra and was carried

away by the desire for examining me. When
thus confusion and disorder prevailed, the

"God of the ocean of mercy took compassion on
me. The Brahmanas set up a loud uproar and
none cared to examine my mantra. Knowing
that if what the Lord has made a secret of, were
to be revealed by the king, there would be no
end of the terrible difficulties and dangers that

would beset him, my mind was rather set at

rest by this confusion. But the Great Lord who
is the healer of all troubled hearts again spread

a confusion (amonst the Brahmanas). At this

time when there was a loud clamour, the king

took me by the hand and went away to the widest

-street. Even here the crowd mustered so strong

that there was a loud uproar arising from the

people elbowing one another.

*'The king said 'Now commence your worship

just here near the empty well at Bankimuhana.
Let these Brahmanas see you submit to an
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examination of your secret worship before us.
''

Upon this I was greatly afraid in jnincl. I then

drew ni'y mind away from the numberless people

around me, placed the thirtj^-two letters upon my
heart and sitting straight up from the navel

became absorbed in meditation. Then w^ith up-

turned face, I annihilated the mind and concen-

trated myself upon the idea of the Nirakara.

Having thus lifted life up, I was soon sitting in

the void and lost in the idea of Paramaharhsa.
The king was startled to see this and the Brah-
nianas were thunderstruck. They were pondering
in silence—who it is that has thus revealed the

unrevealed !;—Having seen all this the king became
convinced, and mildly and sweetly said. " Come,
come, DUsa." He then embraced me and I was
pleased to hear these reassuring words, 'Hear me^
Achyuta Dasa. Go and live n^ax^ -Bagkimuhana.
It is because the name of Achyuta or Inseparable

w^s not disgraced that the worsliip of Nirakara

Cunya was made possible. Certainly it is a deep
mystery and , the manner in which you have
explained it has much pleased mei' ,The king
then went away from there,, and the tirahmanas
thus greatly mortified .and humiliated could say

nothing. Thus we five'''' came oyt of the great

and difficult ordeal we were made to undergo
and we got a good and secluded place where we
plunged into the meditation of Gnnfaf'^

* The live are Achyuta Dasa, Bala^ama^Dasa, jaganhatha Dasa, Yaco-
vanta^ Das^and Ananta Dasa. '

« - ' •

^ *'RcfTq^ f^ ^^if^^t I f^t ^f^ ^T^^ ton II
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The doctrines of the Cunyavada as discussed

above are akin to those which obtain amongst the

Buddhists of Nepal even now. The na'ture and
meaning of tlie ''Great Void" will be understood
from the explanation given by Mr. Hodgson on
the authority of the Buddhistic scriptures . of

Nepal :—

''Maha-Cunyata is, according to some,

Svabhava and; according to others iQvara. It is
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like the ethereal expanse, and self-sustained.

In that Maha-Cunyata, the letter A, with the

Vija Mantra of Upaya and the chief of all the

Vija Mantras of the letters, became manifest."

(Raksabhagavati.)

*'He whose image is Cunayta, w^ho is like a

cypher or point, infinite, nnsnstained (in Nivrtti),
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and sustained (in Pravrtti) whose essence is

(Nivrtti), of whom _all things are forms (in

Pravrtti), who is the I^vara, the first intellectnal

essence, the Adi Buddha, was revealed by his

own will. This self-existent is he whom all

know as the true Being ; and, though the state

of Nivrtti be his proper and enduring state, yet

for the sake of Pravritti (creation), having become
Pancha-jnanatmika, he produced the five Bud-
dhas thus :—from Suvi^uddha-dharmadhatuja-
jnana, Vairochana, the supremely wise, from whom
proceed the element of Akasa, the organ of sight

and colours ; and from Adarcana-jnana, Aksobhya,
from whom proceed the element of air, the organ
of hearing and all sound ; and from Pratyave-

ksana-jnana, Ratna-sambhavaj from Avhom pro-

ceed the element gf fire, the organ of smell, and
all odours ; and from Cantajnana, Amitabha, from
whom proceed the element of water, the organ of

taste and all savours; and from Krtyanustha-jnana,

Amogh^siddha, froin w^hom proceed the element

of earth, the organ of touch, and all the sensible

properties of outward things dependent thereon.

xm^ tfe'n ^K^ ^tj 51^ ^T^ aT^ ^}z ^f^% II

^fcif^ ^^ 5 ^^jei^T€ II cT^ft^ ^ r^ .^ft '^^^ ir
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All these five Buddhas are Pravrtti-karma-

nas, or the authors of creation. And these five

Buddhas each produced a Bodhisattva. The five

Bodhisattvas are Sristi-karmdnas or the imme-
diate agents of creation ; and each, in his turn

having become Sarvaguna^ produced all things

by his fiat." . . .

" Cuuyata, or the total abstraction of phfeno-
menal properties, is the result 61 the total

suspension of nature's activity. It is the XJhi,

and the modus, of the universal material

principal in its proper and enduring state of

nivritti or of rest. It is not nothingness,

except with the sceptical few. The opposite

of CuQj'ata is Avidya, which is the mundane
affection of the universal principle, or the

universal principle in a state of activity;...

in other words, it represents phaenomenal
entities or the sum of phasnomena, which
are regarded as wholly unreal, and hence
their existence is ascribed to ignorance or

Avidya."'-'*

This interpretation holds good equally in the

cases of the crypto-Buddhists of Utkal outwardly
professing the Yaisnava creed, and of the

Buddhist Newars. The theory of the void is

identical with that of an all-pervading Brah-
man as will be seen from the above quotation.

Needless to say that this theory belongs to the

Mahayana school.

* Hodgsbn's Nepal, p. 74, 75, 77, 105.
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In his Visnu-garbha Ohaitanya Dasa was
the first to raise the question

—

'' People in

general know only of one Visnii. How then are

we to account for the belief in five more?"
And then he attempts at a solution of the

cjnestion, as will be found from the following long
extract''' :—

^' He is an invisible, imperceptible being,

devoid of all forms and colours. He has no
dwelling place and is in reality the Maha-Cunj^a.

199. Destitute of all forms and colours, his body
is all formless, and mixed up with Cunya he is

as good as Cunya. 200. It was beyond the

power of any one to describe his form and colour

when he assumed these. Even the Veda-Brahma
failed to sing his glories. 201. He was form-

less and colourless, and even amongst the

millions of gods there was none comparable
with him. One might search throughout the

fourteen universes yet one would not find his

. equal. 202. Nowhere is his equal to be found

—

qfg fT *r^fTg m?: ^? ^^T^*?T II ?^tt

^ciwnr •? f'tt % ^^q f^W ef% I

^5^T^^?t ^ 71^ Ttt ^it II
^oo

^TfTT *rttii?T «^ff«r T aufrf te^m ii ^^^
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SO great is the greatness and glory of AleMia.

203. One and the same with Cunya, he is himself

all Cunya and Cunya is his form. And identi-

fied with Cunya, he is pervading all space. 204.

Cunya itself is his dwelling place.' 205.

Having heard this from the lips of Caunaka and
others, Sanaka had not yet his doubts settled and
asked again, 206. '' You have spoken, great

and mighty viuiii (sage), of the omniscient

origin ol" all. But the character you have
described before me seems to be enveloped
in mystery. 207. You say that Alekha is de-

void of all forms and colours, that he has no
beginning and no end, and that he is in reality

Maha§unya. 208. How then were the six Visniis

born ? Be pleased, high-minded sage, to ex-

plain this to me. 209. Branches, flowers and

^*^ ^^^ fflfai '^fe ^W^^TTsqiq^ H ^p8

^fi5 ^n^ f^^ g^T ^€^ ^*Tw M oc^

tt««j[ '^fc^ '511'^^ '^T^t ^^Tt>^ IM=0

^^ f'^'^jg ^jf^^ ^^^ ^cTqfcf
I
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fruits are possible only when the tree has its

roots; and it rains only after the clonds have
been formed. 210. How then can the tree

grow without the seed ? This is utterly beyond
my comprehension. 211. Even after seeds have
been sown, trees do not .sfrow without the help
of water ; and without friction, no fire can
be kindled. 212. Hence your assertion that

Alekha has no form has raised doubts in my
mind. Be pleased somehow to disperse these,

213. ( Though Alekha has no form yet
)
you say

that from his body sprang into existence the six

Visnus. Of the glories of one I have just now
heard. 214. If I can now hear of the respective

duties and functions of the remaining five, the

doubts of my mind ma}^ be set at rest." 215.

Upon these words of Sanaka, the sages headed by
Caunaka replied, ** The inexplicable glories and

ft^ ^T^ mm U^J ^^^ ^ Tt^ I

'Q[ ^fT ^'^?T ^^T ^% ^^ ^"^
I

i^if f^^T ^Tx^J ¥^1* ^w^% w \\^
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greatnesses of Alekha cannot l3e ( even partially )

understood with any extraneous aid. 216. Hear
lis, Sanaka ; the question that yon have raised

touches the origin and the end of the maya of

Alekha—which no one can" ever know\ 217. No
one can fully explain his origin and end. No
speaker, no words, can express his plays of

pleasure. 218. At liis own sweet will and
pleasure he makes his greatness manifest, and
though formless, reveals himself. 219. If he likes,

he can assume many forms ; and, if it pleases his

mind, he can create many forms. 220. He plays

at pleasure, lives at pleasure and assumes many
forms at pleasure. 221. His first and own ( real )

form is Nirakara. And from his body the form of

Dharma is developed. 222. Then living in

^^ ^^ ^ff ^t ^^^'l 'Tl^T It R^O

'^^^ ft? -««f<:% ^^^ jt^tsi? ii ^^<

«^f t^ ^'T cTK ^^* ^q ^^ II ^^o
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imagination only he begins to create ; and
then again he diverts himself by assuming the
form of the good of the Avorkh 223. Hear, Sanaka,
of the glories of Alekha. We shall describe to yovi

the attributes and qualities that qualify him.
224. Flis body, itself devoid of all colours,

developed the six colours of Avhite, yellow,
red, orange, and of the waterfall and dloud.

And out of these six colours were the six

Visnns born. 225 22G. One of these Visnns
was located by Alekha in the eastern Cunya,
one in the western, one in the southern and
one in the northern. 227-228. These four
Gunyas are called four Nirakaras ; and in realitj'

these Visnus are located just as described here.

Having reached the upper Cunya he became un-

conscious in the sleep of Yoga and there did spring

^^jfT H^«r ftii gfw ^fe ^t ^T?f I

f^sf ^^q i]\ ^^ %^^ 5!lcf II '^'^^

^^T ^'T^ gf'w '<it^ f^T^m I

^m 'in^ ^t ^fif^Tf '[I'^^Iht n ^^8

^f{ qtcf ^Un ^^^ ^ifT^^T II ^^u

1!^^ ^^^^^ f^'^ ^m ^'^r II ^'^^

^fk^ ^^t ^^ f^^ii ^fii^ II ^^'O
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from liim the Brahmas. 229-230. Having been
thus born, these gods created the universe con-

sisting of the twenty-one regions of Alekha and
the nine parts of the world. 231.

''Each of these universes was an independent
entity and for each of these, one Brahma with

his colleagues was created. 233. Having been
born, each set of these gods again created a uni-

verse, consisting of the twenty-one regions of

Alekha and the nine parts of the w^orld. 234.

And thus the Brahmas with their subordinates

created three Brahmandas.

''These are known to none but Alekha. 236.

The x\lekha Purusa is present everywhere, yet

??^ ^l^f ^g^g vtcT ffll^T^ II ^^^

'l^^^ I^ ^^^ "i^ ^^?3W II ^^t

fff'SIT'^qT^'T ^Tf^ ^^^ ^fif ^T^ II ^^^

^-^ ^r^T'lI^TT^T ^fcT T?fcl g^ I

ffT'fl^^ ^i ^'SlTi!!^ ^TTcf -ft II f^^

q^ ^'siiw iii'f^^ ^* ^^ gt I
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none knows where and what he is, > and where
and what he is not. 237. Once upon ,^; time

one of the. Brahmas boasted, /'Jt ;was I who
created the whole universe." 288. ,. ;>= . . •;

Another thought within hiruself, *' It , was I who
created the world With all the 'movable arid immov-
able things in it." 242. Again another boasted
" It was I and none else that was the creator.'

^

And thus the four Brahmas created the four

Visnus whoare placed in the four vvorlds of D'eva,

man and serpent. 245. Upon this Sanaka looked

upon the faces of Caunaka and his companions
and said '' my lord, what an impossible thing

'

it is ihat you have j.ust said to nae. 245. I have

-_1—
,
—-,—:. . . .— '

'

,. .——J -. 1— i..,. '

;

"'4—. — '—^

^T^r?: ^t^^ qiTTT iTTw^ Tif^ i

'JW WWT V^1[^T 5 ^f^ ^f% «im I

* * * *

^TT-^K mft » t ^f^% ^^'ft 0^8^

hN ^^ ?riii f5(^R^^% I

^f^ ^f[t 3lTf^Tf^ 5?^ ^ifi? I . r-
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;

heard of the glories of four Giinyas from yoyr
:

lips. And at the time of creation, you say, four;

Brahmas were born in the four Gunyas. 246, Bjut

the; world knows of only one Brahma and one,;

Visnu ; and this has again been confirmed by the^.

four Vedas. 247. How^ then do j^ou say that there;

are four Brahmas who are the four Nirakaras;

and who, from the foui" directions of the Cliriya,

created the universe ? 248. : This sounda^

impossible—so much so that even though I have
heard the story with my own ears, yet in^ my,
mind I am not yet convinced. 249. I do therq-,

fore request you to be so good again as to explain

this clearly to me.' Hearing him, Caunaka and
his companions said 250. ''Hear, Sanaka, of

the illusive tricks, of Alekha—of the innumei'-|

able colours and forms that he has assumed,
251. The glories of that Alekba are always

^ift^^^j '^ifrwrnT mf^T^ ^fs^w II ^8<

^iftf^^ n^t t ^f^^ 4mK II '^a^

q^«?T ^«1J^ ^ifil^T ^1^^ I . .,

^f^^ "^f^^ »rt^ ^f^ ^^ 'Sf^M - r<
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manifest—know that they have no beginning,
no middle, no end. 252. We shall try to

tell yon as clearly as we can, of the origin

and the end of him from whom have the
conntless Brahmandas sprnng. Bnt none can
know fullj^ the majesty and greatness of

him who is infinite and indefinable and who
is above all similarities and differences. 253-254.

The greatness of Alekha as described by the
Vedas may be compared to the fish in the

ocean. And jnst as when a stone is thrown down,
the ocean only knows how it goes bnt the fish

knows nothing of it, so Brahma and the other

gods know but little of the glory and greatness of

Alekha. Brahma speaks only of what he himself
has created. 255-257. Again, Visnu cannot say
whence he sprang ; and the Vedas do speak only

^ig i|e5j ^5tr ciK «»Tf^ ^fk ^T r'bi'.

'm^^ ^ifz ^Wtw ^iiTT^ T'ff 5n?T I

isTTiT ^ff«?Tf irf^ ^1^1?: H^ifi^ II ^^8

^^ ^ ^iq ^^ qij^ *!I»f n^ tf ^tt

m ^\ ^^\m m^^ ^^^k \

"^m ^jtx ^f«i ^}\ji % 'n^ni ^^f^ ii^^e
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of one Brahma and one Visnn. 258. . . 259 ;

while the}^ speak onl.y an iota of the greatness of

Alekha, because they cannot ascertain and mea-
sure his glory. 260. ^ ^ '••' * There are

many scriptures and many other works on the

subject but in none of these is to be found any
definition of Alekha. 265. But in the Visnugarbha
Purana thei-e is an exhaustive account of his

glories and greatnesses, though these have no-

beginning and no end and are really indefinable..

266. The four Cunya Nirakaras, assumed forms
and from their bodies produced the Brahmas. 267.'"

^ Again Sanaka turned his eyes towards Caunaka
and the rest and said "Would you again be

j)leased to tell me the doings of Visnu ? If

^T«i^ ^f w^ ^^m^ ft"^^rH ^t^^ I

"^^^K i»r^«TT ^^ fmf^ TmTm ^"^T^ i

^? «f * ^^#/

^^ ^ft «Tift mx ^Tf?^ ^^ ^m II ^<4
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I hear it from your lips, my doubts will disappear.

271-272. Be pleased to tell me clearly the natures,

of the various attributes,and qualities that were
manifested by him when he laid himself down oi;

water." 273. Caunaka and othej^s replie^d,

*'Hear, Sanaka, we shall give an account of the

greatnesses and glories of the Visniis, 274,

The sea of milk is in the east, in .the west isr

the sea of water; and in the south-sea there, are

-Qther varieties of water 275. .Dwelling on,the

shores of each of the seas, they received, each oi.

them, seven names. 276. They were then (iivided

and separated from one another, each a^ a whole
in itself. Again, however, did. they

.
receive the.

appelation of Sapta Sindhu (s.even seap).; 2/7,..

Then having laid themselves down on the seas, the

four Nirakaras became unconscious in the sleep ot*

««I^ ^^f'rf sftiT^ ^m ^}f% II ^^^

ci^ -^m ¥^§ f^f^^ ^^¥ II 5^^^ .-,

^^ q^ f^^^# ni# ^U,m^ i

gsf 5rm ^fig% ^^^ fB=«^ ^)1^ ii x«^
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Yoga. 278'. ' Meditating upon the Atixian, they
became absorbed in the dhyana of Alekha, whose
form was before their vision. 279. To perform
different ftinctions innumerable Visnus were
born from the hairs on their bodies. 280. In the

upper Ounya was Visnu placed and given the

name of Vaikunthanatha. 281. One Nirakara
was taken to and located in the Chandra Cunya

;

his glories are utterly unknowable. 282. He
dwells permanently in the sea of nectar and of

him all the Visnus are bat emanations." 283.

But, we hope, a little close observation

will convince any one that the five extra Visnus
referred to, here are but indentical with the five

Dhyani-Buddhas spoken of in the Buddhistic
Scriptures of Nepal, hi this manuscript we are

told that in the beginning there w^as only the

Great Void (Maha9unya), the five elements being

'^Tf'C f«T?:T^T?: cff^ ql-^ fl^T 1^ II
^^-^

^n^ ^V %^ ^^Tai ^^T?: II ^oe

fTT'fT^r ^^^ ^%^ f^-^^fTcT
I

^l4 "^g^q t ^t^f^ -^ITnfTfTT^T ||
^^o

^f^'Tm ^1% ^\X TUT t^T II ^^^

^^<T m^t ciTfiT f^m m^ I

m%m ^f f^^'^T^ ^^Prf Mmm ir' ^^^
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non-existent ; there existed only the formless,

attributeless, self-existent Visnu as the primor-
dial canse. He brought the universe into

existence, and in course of time a desire to do
good to this universe possessed his heart.

Though really formless, he did now assume a

form and was denominated Dharma. At the

instant of his conceiving the desire of creation,

five forms i.e. beings were produced who were
also called Visnus. They were white, blue,

yellow, red and green. Thus including Maha-
visnu (the primordial cause) there were now six

Visnus in all. The subordinate five were placed

in charge of the different celestial regions—thus,

one in the east, one in the west, one in the north

and one in the south, and the remaining one in

the upper celestial region, where he became
deeply absorbed in Dhyaaa. And from his

body each of the Visnus, again, produced, in

his turn, a Brahma, and to each of these Brahmas
Avas delegated the power and function of creat-

ing the universe. After the subordinate five

Visnus had created the Brahmas, they lost

themselves in the meditation of the Mahafunya.
The A'^isnu Avho was placed in charge of the

upper celestial region was known as the Lord of

Vaikuntha.

The description, of creation, as given above
by Chaitanya Dasa, is essentially different from
what is found in the Brahmanic scriptures. The
cosmogony discussed in the above text is exactly

what has been propounded by the Mahayana
Buddhists in their religious works. Let us now
try to discuss and explain the subject more fully.
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In reply to the question ' How and when was
the world created ?' the Mahayanists affirm that

in the beginnin^o^ there was nothing but Svayani-

bhu who is self-existent. Hun the^y call Adi
Buddha. In the beginning he created, '' for

the duration of the present systems of worlds,"

the Pancha Dhyani-Buddhas. This theory of

creation is exactly what is to be found in

Chaitanya Dasa's work, *Visnugarbha.' The
worship of Kdl Buddha and of the five Dhyani
Buddhas is still prevalent in Nepal. The fol-

lowing extract from Dr. Oldfield's Sketches

from Nipal will throw more ligiit on the

subject:

—

'' The Theistic system of Buddhism teaches

that one universal, all powerful, and immaterial

spirit has existed from before the commencement
of time, and that it will pervade the universe

throughout all eternity. This Spirit is God. He
is possessed of supreme power, and is endowed
Avith supreme intelligence, and is, therefore,

called Adi Buddha.

^' The majority of the Theistic Schools believe

that while Adi Buddha represents supreme
intelligence, or mind, there is associated with
and formino^ part of Him, ,yet at the same time

totally distinct form Him, another Being, divine

and eternal, who represents Matter, and who is

the sum of all the active powers of the material

universe. This Being or Spirit they call Adi
Dharma or Adi Prajna.
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*' These two divine Principles or Spirits, by
their union and joint operation form the One
Supreme Being, who not only originated the

universe, and has since preserved it, bat who^
by an act of His will, called into being the
celestial deities or Buddhas, as well as the lesser

Hindu deities, all of whom are looked upon as
emanations, more or less directly derived, from
this Supreme Intelligence or Adi Buddha. He is

called sometimes Svayambhu or the Self-

Existent."'-"

'' Adi Buddha is believed ever to be, and ever
to have been, in a state of perfect repose. The
only active part which he is represented ever

to have taken with reference to the universe

was the bringing into being, by five separate

acts of creation, the five Divine Buddhas, as

emanation from Himself. These Buddhas are

called "Divine," because they spring direct from
Adi Buddha, and they were brought by him into

existence merely as instruments through whose
agency he might effect the creation of the

universe,

*'The five Divine Buddhas are ranked in the

order in which they were created, 1st, Vairo-

chana ; 2nd, Aksobhya ; 3rd, Ratnasambhava
;

4th, Amitabha ; 5th, Amoghasiddha. They are

looked upon as brothers, and in that sense as

all holding exactlj^ the same rank ; but Vairo-

chana, as eldest brother, theoretically holds the

higUest position among them; while Amitabha,

I
* Dr, Oldfield's Nipal, Vol, II. pp. 89-9 \
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the fGarth brother,—as father to the Boclhi-

sattva Padmapaai, who is lord of the existing

nniverse,—theoretically receives the greatest

amount of worship.

^'Each of these Bnddhas w^as empowered by
Adi Buddha to produce a subordinate being or

Bodhisattva who stood in relation to the Divine
Buddha of son to father, and to whom each
Buddha delegated all his divine attributes and
powers, and having done so, relapsed, or was
reabsorbed into the Great First Cause from
which he had originally emanated. They have
ever since remained in an eternally quiescent

state, and are not believed to take the slightest

concern, in any mundane affairs."''*'

''The Divine Bodhisattvas having been
brought into being, by the association of the

(Divine) Buddhas with their Caktis, expressly

for the creation and government of the universe,

they are looked upon as types of the active and
creative powers of Nature."|

Reading together and comparing the account

given in Visnugarbha, and the Newar Buddhistic

version, of creation, w^e find that the infinite,

formless and omniscient Visnu of Chaitanya Dasa
was no other than the Svayambhu or the Adi
Buddha of the Mahayanist, and the subordinate

Visnus or celestial beings, created by Parama
Visnu, are but the five Dhyani Buddhas. Further,

theBrahmas prodnceH from their bodies bj^ these

* Oldfield, Vol. II. pp 111-llJ.
-j- Do. do. p. 115.

7
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lower Visnus, were in reality and essence but
the divine Bodhisattvas. We give below what
may be called a geneological table of the Dhyani-
Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas as found in the
Buddhistic scriptures of Nepal.

ADI BUDDHA
\

i I I II
2 Aksobhya. 3. Ratna 1. Vairochana. 4. Amitabha. 5. Amogha

•

I

Sambhava, I I Siddha.

I I
I I

I

2. Vajrapani. 3. Rabnapani. 1. Sarnanta- Padmapani, ViQvapani.
bhadra.

From the above list it will be clear and
evident to all that the subject-matter of Chaitanya
Dasa's work was borrowed from the literature

of the Mahayana Buddhists. The Divine Bodhi-
sattvas were believed by the Mahayana School
to have been the active authors of creation.

''One by one, in succession, they were appointed
as creators and governors of the then existing

systems of world;"'" three of them have since

passed away and the present world is the work
of the fourth Bodhisattva^Padmapani.

The Hindus regard Buddha as one of the
Avataras of Visnu—an opinion which is also

endorsed by the Buddhists of India. In the

10th century A.D. Ksemendra, a renowned
Kashmirian poet and author of the celebrated

work *Avadanakalpalata' discussed at length the

Mahayana Buddhism of the day and went so far

Dr. Oldfield's Nipal, Vol. II. p. 115,
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as to declare Buddha as an Avatara of Visnu.

No wonder therefore that the Vaisnavas of

Utkala, who are Buddhists in heart though not

so in profession, regard Buddha as Visnu himself

and the Bodhisattvas as Brahmas. In the

extract from Visnugarbha quoted above we find

that the author ascribed to the five subordinate

Visnu s the following five colours—white, yellow,

red, blue and green.

We learn from the literature of the Nepal
Buddhists that each of the Dhyani-Buddhas also

had a separate colour assigned to him. We give

below a list of the five Dhyani-Buddhas with
their respective colours :

—

1.
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in the west and Amoghasiddha in the north.^

In several of the Chaityas of Nepal also, the
Dhyani-Buddhas are assigned the same positions

as described here.

DHARMA.

Dharma performs an important part of Bud-
dhism, being the second of the Buddhist Trinity.

The religious workers, Ramai Pandita, Lausena,
and others, who flourished during the reign of

Dharmapala II in the 11th Century A.D., found
that this Dharma had lost much in the estimation

of the public, and devoted their lives to re-

establishing his glory and lost supremacy ; and
with this object in view they composed the

Cunya Purana and the several Dharma-maij galas.

In the course of our survey in Mayurabhanja,
we came across several (3riya Manuscripts deal-

ing with the subject " of Dharma. From these

Manuscripts we can ^ form some idea of the

influence which this cult once exercised upon
the minds of the people.

The following account of the origin of

Dharma and of the creation of the universe by
him is given in the Dharma-Gita of Mahadeva-
dasa :

—
''Whose graceful and majestic person is Cunya

^f^% T^H*w# ^r^rrnvr qf^^sf'? n

(A. Society's Edition, pp. 370—371.^
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and who is without any appetite or desire ; who
has no form and who is absolutely indescribable
and indefinable. 20.^

|''In that receptacle o£ world is the seat of

.that Lord ; and it is this which is the pnre and
absolute paradise sought by all. And that world
is the void of voids—the great void, created out
of naillions of worlds. 26-27. There is here no
sun, no moon, none of the eight tutelary deities

of the directions and neither birth nor death,

neither warmth nor cold. And in this state did
crores of ages elapse. Hear me, I shall tell

you how Dharma was born thereafter. 28-29,

After Mahaprabhu had destroyed the sins, the

glorious face of Dharma emanated from him.
^-^)0. After innumerable Kalpas had thus elapsed,

did the Lord yawn heavily, and out of that yawn

'*'*

''n^ ^^w ^i^f'c nnf M\j^ ^}li\ \

^^TR^ ^T^ ^gfw qiq ^t ^^ I
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through that glorious mouth was Pavana (wind or

space) born. Bowing down his head (at the feet

of the Lord) Pavana said ' Wherefore have you
brought me into existence ? Where shall I go T
The Lord replied 'Pavana, blow away quickly

and come back after you have created the

universe.' And in obedience to the directions

of his father, Pavana went away saying ' I shall

come back after I have created the world, as

asked by you/ On his way, however, he
reflected thus, 'If I were to create the world,

I should not be able to return after I have
seen the pleasures of it.' So he shrank back
from the task of creation, and by practising

yoga and dhyana, begot his son Yuga. 31-36.

And he asked Yuga, 'You are to go imme-
diately, and to come back only after you have
created the world.' Upon receiving the orders

^t ^^ ^T% vm '^^%^ M\\% I

% ^T^ ^5?g^ ^A^ arm ft ii ^t

^M\ ^« q^T ir ^t^? ll^T^ I

^tfii ftf^ m\^ ^t ^^ ^tf^ ^H 11 ^^

^mX "i^ ^r^'tJI ^Ifff ^Tf€f II ^51

f^^^ %\^\ m^ % r^t ^f^ ^t^t \

'^^^^T^ ^m\ ^Tm 'frftr ^ff t^t ii ^»

q '^^\\ ^fm^Tf q^T ^ft^r I
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of liis father, Ynga flew away quickly, saying
* I shall return only after I have done your
bidding.' But on his way he did thus deliberate,

'If I were to undertake the work of creation,

I should not be able to come out after I have
seen the pleasures of the world.' So he, too, was
greatly afraid to undertake the creation and pro-

duced out of his body a son named Niraiijana

and said to him 'Go immediately and come back
only after you have created the world.' 37-41.

Having been thus directed by his father Niranjana

did (in reality) go awaj^ but was highly afraid to

create the world. 42. He could not thus create

this world, but begot out of his own person a son

named Nirguna ; 43. and asked him to go

^JT^ ^t^\ ^U =gw f€?f I

%^T^^€t ^fff'a ^Tff? ^Tf^I II ^o

^if^ft ^€K "^m ftr^ ^"f^ ^^T I) ^^

^x^j g f«TT^iT ^f^ -mT^ fsi I

^^TK ^i\ ^\m^ ^Tfff '^Tr€I II 8 I
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away instantly and to return after finisliing tlie

task of creation. 44. Nirguna, too, failed to

create the world but produced from his body his

son Guna 45 ; and said 'You are immediately to

go away my child, and return only after yon
have created the universe.' 46. With these

instructions from his father, Guna went away
quickly but was highly afraid to undertake the

task of creation. 47. He thought within himself
'Were I to create the Tvorld, I should not be able

to come out of it after I have seen its pleasures.'

48. So Guna, too, failed to create the Avorld and
(in his turn) brought out of his person a son
named Thula (Sthula) ; 49. and told him to

go immediately and come back after he had
created the universe. 50. Thula flew away

^?^T ^ PT'fni qfi5 wna fgf I

^9^K 1^ ^Tmm m^J^ '^\f^^ ii »«

^^K i^l" ^f«f^ ^If ^^ ^Tf€^ II 8^

f^cIT ''IT^r m^ ^^ ^^ ^f^ 'J^T I

^ ^'giK ^/5[^Tlf ^^TW?I ^^T II 80

iT^ f^^Tft^T ^f^ ^^TT ^fmf^ I

5^ ^fe ^fc H^ t? ^Tci ^mj II 8e

B^f Cl^t ^TH t^f% ^"5 f^^ I
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speedily, having been thus directed by his father,

but was greatly afraid to undertake the task.

51. He shrank back from creating the uni-

verse in great fear and sat down on his way
heaving deep sighs. 52. He was absorved
in deep meditation and abstraction, and begot
of his own person a son named Dharma ; 53. and
said to him 'Go quickly, my child, and come
back after having (created and) experienced the

pleasures of the world.' 54. 'But you must be very

quick in going from and coming back to this place,

or else you will be overtaken by Moha on your
way and will never be able to come back at all.'

55. Unable to disobey the words of his father,

Dharma went away saying that he would return

as soon as he had done with the creation. 56.

But even he was afraid to create the world
though he had left his father with the above

^^i^^T^iT ^ft 5^ f% ^T^^\ I

"^^ ^ ^'^xw ^iH t5t it* T^z '

^KHtT ^fe*^ ^iiff '^Tf^i u a,8

^"^ i)x qf^ ^9 ^ife f mf^^T II ^t

fqcJK ^'^^ "^^ ^jTw f qift^l I

^rf«ft ^^K nTm ft% ^f^ ^^J II ^i
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words and sat down to think out (some way
whereby he could extricate himself). 57. He
said to himself 'Father's words are inviolable.

Were I to fall back from the task of creation,

I should meet with certain destruction. 58.

But what an insoluble riddle it is ! Even the

Rsis, when overtaken by Moha, come to destruc-

tion. How then am I to create moha and yet

live safe and secure ?' 59. Having thus reflected

within himself, Dharma sat down in extreme
anxiety and trouble of mind, and his body
began to perspire. 60. He then Aviped his

forehead with his hand and shook off the drops

of perspiration upon the ground ; and from
there a woman sprang up. 61. She was a young-

lady in full bloom with sweet and gentle smiles

(upon her lips) .... 62. Having seen

her, Dharma was amorously inclined, and he

fq?lT 1% ^1^ ^4i vnf^ ^ ^fe^T H yt^

^«% ^4l fqm ^T^I VUf^ ^ mf^f^ I

^^ vt^ qf% ^r^^T% ^t> mjT^ I

^T ^Rir ^% ftrf^ Tssfr w% i^iftr \\ ^^e

^T5 ^?T T^ ^iT fcjq^ "^^^T |

^ qif^ ^Hnt q^f ^ ^^r*^t ii <?

^r^% ^^q ^1? % >ftt ^^1^ II <^
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held in hand the seed that flowed ont. 66. Then
Dharma let the seed drop there, which fell in three

different parts. 71. And out of the seed Brahma,
Visnu and I^vara were born. Dharma was highly

pleased to see these three sons. 72. Then he said

to Brahma 'You are to go and create the world ;'

to Visnu _*You are to destroj^ the demons'
;

73. and to l9vara 'Because you occupy a junior

place to Brahma and Visnu, you are to go and
practise abstraction and meditation.' 74. T am
now going away to w^here my father is; (but) you,

three brothers, are to remain here and create the

the world.' 75. Then the goddess said ''Having

begotten me from your forehead, you are my
father. How then am I to live with the sons,

leaving their father?" 76. Dharma replied 'Why

fcT^ ?^^ X\J ft5f % 31? ^r^t II ^a?

x?fVw t 3rt ^sr % ^m f^^ ^Tc( I

fHf ^^ tRf ^^ Tt^t ^^cf li
vo^

'SfWW 'Ttl^t ^^ 1^ ^TcT ^^ I

i'y^ir ^t?t g n^^ ^x WIT f

?rmT U% %% HTf 3T^ g ^ ^^^ ii ^8

^T^ ^^^"^ ^ fqcTT 3Tli ^T I

g»^ ftif W? ^fsf^ "^*«K il ^at

fift Vtst Wqil ^Tcf ^^" ?ft% i

^\^ mT^ Her ^# Tf^f^ f« h^ ii ^<
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will you go with me ? With all the pleasures of

the world, all the people will conie to worship
you here. 77. Brahma, Visnu and Hara, my three

sons, will create here the play-house of the world.

78. (Though but one) you yourself will be
millions in form, as tutelary deities of villages

;

and every day will you have millions of worship
the wide world over.' 79. (Then) he added
'Brahma will create the world and fill this play-

house with great dolls (i.e., beings).' 80 . . .

And thus were they begotten of Dharma .

91. And thus the mother remained here with her
sons and having (thus) created the world Dharma
went back to the place of his father.' 92.

From the above account of creation quoted
in extenso we come clearly to know that both the

elements and the attributes sprang into existence

from the Supreme Lord of the universe, viz,^

^^ *ftn t«ft ^^ t^T 1 §fTI II >o^

^m^ ^Tm^ «*€TT. ^^g?; n 'o^

^^ ^5TT ^M^ fkf^X ^f^lt 5!T% II ^<!l

^^T ^^^ ^Tf*T ^ft^ €^ ^^ II ^o

qiT*r! fl^lt «^f' >?* ^Tcf %m I

^^}x ^Tm^ ^^ f^m z\^ it n <^''
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Maha^unya. In the beginning he was destitute

of all attributes ; then he came to develop attri-

butes and assumed a material form. Thereafter
he manifested himself as Dharma and from the
sweat of his brow created a beautiful w^oman
representing the primordial energy of the
universe. And from this did Brahma, Visnu and
MaheQvara spring ; and to them were made over
the charge and the care of the creation.

We meet with a similar description of creation

in the Cunya Puran|i^^i-,llamai Pandita. First

of all, Tie"~"~~TfeiTves the wiM—or-^paice, time
and the elements from the MahaQunya and then
frpm his body, which was Dharma itself, Nirafi-

jana. From the sweat of Niranjana's brow did

the primordial energy spring, from which again
did Brahma, Visnu and Mahe^vara have their

beings. The reader will now agree with us in

thinking, we may hope, that the influence of

the Dharma cult as expounded bj^ Ramai Pandita
is largely reflected in the Dharmagita of Mahadeva
Dasa. Just as one hears certain classes of the

people sing Dharma-Mangala in different places

of the Radha country, so one will hear, in some
parts of Mayurabhanja, the tribes known as

Pana, Bathuris, &c., to sing the Dharmagita by
Mahadeva Dasa.'*^'

MahSdeva Dasa has also adopted the same
theory of creation as has been promulgated

* For Dharma cult, See Bengal Census Repor!:, (1901Y Pf. 1. p. 204.

and Discovery of living Buddhism in Bengal, by M, M»- Haraprasad
Castri. .,
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by the Mahayana Buddhism. He has also

followed Ramai Pandita b}^ representing Dharma
as male, while the Buddhists of Nepal worship
Dharma as a female divinity, giving it the name
of Prajna or the primordial energy.

Balarama Dasa also, while designating

^Maha^unya' as 'Niranjana,' regarded 'Dharma'
as the primordial energy. Thus in his Ganeja-
Vibhuti-tika he says—

cT^ ^ft: ^f% ^^T %5 ^ft f^qr i'' I {x^Tj ^TmTj
)

*That goddess is the Adimata and that god is

Maha9unya. And that Adimata and Nirafijana

are related to]one another as friend. This is the

(real) secret, |but try to understand them more
particularly.'

In the Svayambhu Purana of Nepal Dharma
is represented as Prajna-Paramita or Buddha-

Mata Le. the mother of all Buddhas, who has no

beginning, no end

—

* Vide Brihat Svayambhu Parana (A. Society's Edition), pp. 1'9-18'\
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**Dharma is known thronglioiit the three

worlds as Daya (mercy) ; and is regarded as the

mother of all the Tathagatas. And having the
colour of the sky and the form of the Cunya,
she is named Khaganana.

'' Mother Cunyata is known as Buddha-Mata
and in the form of Prajna Paramita she is also

the mother of the Buddhists."

Just as here Cunyata or Prajna Paramita is

looked upon as the mother_of all the Tathagatas
or Buddhas i.e. as the Adimata, so in various

places of the Cunya-Samhita of Achyutananda,
Dharma, or for the matter of that, the void itself,

is treated as the mother of all the gods ; and
the Paramatman is used synonymously with the

Great Void, thus :

—

^^trnr-^OTciTTfe ^'fT-sr^ mf^ war i" ( :^:^^^t3tttt ) i

'* The primordial mother of the gods, the
bestower of boons upon Cunya, is herself

known as the Cunya." " Think of the Paramat-
man itself as the Maha-Cunya."

It is clear and evident from the Gitas of Maha-
deva Dasa and Balarama Dasa that the Buddhist
Vaisnavas of Utkala were divided between two
camps of faith. According to one, Dharma,
designated as Niranjana, was the first cause of the

universe and his form was Cunya or Void. Not
unlike the followers of the Dharma-cult of the

Radha country who have associated and mixed
ap the following description of Visnu with the
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dliydna of Malia-Canya—'' ^^itt^ttj^ ^of ^^rftfrg^f

"^^^ I n^^aT^ aTT^ri:, ^^fg?frxr3[jT5Ti$ li
" '' For

the alleviation of all troubles and distresses

one shonld call upon the four-handed god, clad in

a white piece of clotli and having the colour of

the moon and a graceful countenance"—they,

too, incorporated the description contained in

the above line with their mystic syllable "^
"srar^^^^^: " ''Om, salutation to the Gunya Brah-

man." The other camp regarded and worshipped
Dharma as a female divinity. Just as the image
of Dharma is a highly sacred object in Nepal and
is worshipped in every Chaitya there, so in the

Chaityas of Mayurabhanja; Dharma, was enshrined
and worshipped in the female form. In the;

beginning of the Eighteenth Century the Tibetan^

pilgrim, Buddhagupta Tathagatanatha, wit-

nessed this worship in that place. In the vici-

nity of Haribhanja Chaitya, visited by this

Tibetan pilgrim, we also discovered, in the

course of our exploration, a similar stone-figure

of Dharma.

NIRVANA.

"We have found in the long extract made above

from the Dharmagita that the author uged the

words Nirvana and MahaQunya as synonyms for

Vaikuntha.'-'' Now, the term Nirvana has been
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explained by many scholars as the complete
annihilation of being ; and this is also the

interpretation that obtains among the ' people.

But it is not corroborated by Dharmagita,
according to which the term is neither negative
nor privative bnt a positive one, denoting
no annihilation of being but the essence of it.

And this is just the view that Mr. Suzuki adopts
in his Mahayana Buddhism. Thus he says.

—

'' The Mahayana Buddhism was the first reli-

gious teaching in India that contradicted the
doctrine of Nirvana as conceived by other Hindu
thinkers who sa^v in it a complete annihilation of

being ; for they thought that existence is evil, and
evil is misery, and the only way to escape misery
is to destroy the root of existence, which is nothing
less than the total cessation of human desires

and activities in Nirvanic unconsciousness. The
Yoga taught self-forgetfulness in deep meditation,

the Saiiikhya, the absolute separation of Puiusa
from Prakriti, which means undisturbed self-con-

templation ; the Vedanta, absorption in the
Brahman, which is the total suppression of all

j)articiilars ; and thus all of them considered
emancipation from human desires and asi>irations

to be a heavenly bliss, that is Nirvana.
"'•''

In his Nirakara-Saiiihita Achyutananda Dasa
declares Nirvana to be the last stage of the
religious life. He says

—

* D. T. Suzuki's Mahiiyana Buddhism, p. 340,

8
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'^ Know him who is Brahmanancla (who finds

delight in the Brahman) to be the unrevealed
Divyananda. The name of his Guru is Satchida-
nanda, who is no less than the Anadi (without
beginning or end) Nirvana."

In fact, the several prominent Vaisnava poets

of Orissa, such as Balarama Dasa, Jagannatha
Dasa, Chaitanya Dasa, Achyuta Dasa, and Maha-
deva Dasa, in their respective works, use the

terms 'Maha^unya' 'Cunya Brahma,' 'Vaikuntha'

and 'Nirvana' as conveying one and the same

ANUTTARA YOGA.

Abundant materials are on record to prove
sufficiently that Anuttara Yoga or Hatha Yoga
obtained largely among the crypto Buddhists of

Orissa. According to Lama Taranatha, Tan-
trism, which was only a popular but degraded
form of Yoga, was transmitted from the time

of Asarjga and Dharma-kirti. While endorsing

the above view Dr. Kern writes, ^' After Dharma-
kirti's time the Anuttara Yoga became more and
more general and influential." The religious

works by Balarama Dasa and others furnish

proofs in favour of this opinion. The Buddhists
as well as the Caivas regard Goraksanatha as the

founder of the Hatha-Yoga system. The Vais-

nava-Buddhistic work, entitled Amara-patala

opens with a prologue containing a dialogue

between Goraksanatha and Mallikanatha. The
works by Achyutananda and Balarama, too, pay
a sufficient homage to Guru Minanatha, Guru
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Goraksanatha,'** Mallikanatha, Virasiihha, Lohi-
dasa, Baliga-dasa and others.

BHAKTI AND BRAHMAVADA.

Dr. Kern justly observes

—

^'Mahayanism lays a great stress on devotion,

in this respect as in many others harmonising
with the current of feeling in India which led to

the growing importance of Bhakti. It is by the

feeling of fervent devotion combined with the

preaching of active compassion that the creed
has enlisted the sympathy of numerous millions

of people and has become a factor in the history

of mankind, of much greater importance than
orthodox Buddhism,"f

The Oriya works of Balarama Dasa, Jagan-
natha Dasa, Chaitanya Dasa and Achyuta Dasa
are permeated with a spirit of devotion ; and there

are many songs in these which display a high
spiritual emotion. Besides, the Mahayana School
indicates a conception of the Brahman which is

based on the lines of the Vedanta Philosophy. ^'It

would perhaps be more accurate to say that it is a

pantheistic doctrine with a theistic tinge ; Buddha
takes the place of the personified masculine
Brahman of the Vedanta. "J

* Pag-sam-jon-zang (by Sumpo Khampo), a renowned Buddhist Scholar

of Tibet) says "About this time {} c. the 18th Century A D.) foolish

Yogis who were followers of Buddhist Yogi Goraksanatha became Civaite

Sannyasis." Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, for 1898, pt. 1,

w 5 .

t Dr. Kern's Buddhism, p, 12J:.

J Do. do. p. 121 note.
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The works of the aboA^e- mentioned authors

abound with passages substantiating this con-
struction. Tliey show how Buddhism developed
the idea of the Brahman, and how this Buddhistic
ideal lastly evolved itself out in the creed of the

later Vaisnavas. The following extract from the

Cunj^a-Samhita of Achyuta Dasa will sufl&ciently

illustrate this

—

^r%^5^ ^^^ xrT^*Tr f^ai^d H?f %ftsr ii

Tiirfi-frr^^ ^«r¥5T%rrT to^cH f^^ ^t" ii

IS^ ^^ ^'^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^ x^ % ^% \

iR^T^ tjW ng f^^r ^rff ^fe^ xrT^ir n

t^or^ir ^tcT f%^T ^€rr ^% ^r^ n^r ftrftj i

^^r ^^ ftif^T^T f^rTtnr m^t qfr^rfe ft^ftr ii

( 5^^ 5^WnT )

''The essence is hidden in the primordial

essence, the part is absorbed in the eternal whole.

On the spotless Alekhapura is imprinted a divine

form. On the bank of the Kalindi, under the

Kadambfi tree, the gods begin to shed lusters

from their bodies. Hearing the sweet voice of
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Champaka-lalita and Prema-lata, Rama is mad
with love. The voice is as sweet as music,

and as delicious as nector. In the Great Void
where there is no day and no night, millions of suns

begin to shine. I saw the animated world lost

in the inanimate, water mixed with water,

fire with fire, and air with air. The five senses

made up of the five substances—earth, water, fire,

air, and sky—became merged in the great eternal

void without form and without name in my
presence. The Great Void is effulgent, it has no
sense of sight or hearing, there is not a single

line or form in it. That brilliant Fire becomes
the Great Void and is called Jyotirananda (bliss-

ful light.)"

CRYPTO BUDDHISTS OF THE 16TH CENTURY.

The Madhyamikas were absolute Anatma-
vadins (champions of the doctrine of non-

egoism) ;'•••' ivhile the aforesaid devout poets were
all of them Atmavadins (followers of the doctrine

of egoism) though they supported the doctrine

of the void, for Paramatman, the great Ego or the

Great Void, was, as the Brahman, the central idea

about which all the effervescense of their devout
poetic inspirations gathered. How then can
these poets be regarded as Crypto-Buddhists ?

It has been shewn in the beginning of this

treatise that the ancient Buddhistic community
came to be divided, in couise of time, into

various sects. Of these the Yogachara School
believed in the existence of the soul or Ego,

* Fide Suzuki's Mahayana Buddhism,
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but the others did not subscribe to this belief.

We have also found tliat the Madhyamikas
looked with some disfavour and suspicion upon
the Bodhisattvayanas or Cravakayanas, closely

following the footsteps of the Sthavira Sect,

because many of them were found to believe in

the existence of the soul or Ego. It has farther

been noted almost at the outset that the sect of

the Mantrayanas which sprang into existence

about the fourth Centurj^ A.D. believed in the

imification of the Jivatman (individual soul) and
the Paramatman (the universal soul). Nagarjuna
the expounder of the doctrine of the void and.

after him Dignaga, the great Buddhistic logi-

cian, had exercised great influences in Utkala.

Even so late as the seventh Century when the

Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang ( Yuan Chuang

)

came to visit India, he found here many rem-
nants of their influences. Though in Odra he
had found the Mahayanists in all their glory and
greatness, what he saw in Kaligga was but the

Mahayana Sthavira Sect. The sect of the

Hinayanas sprang from the primitive Sthavira

cult, and it is very likely that the Maha-
yana Sthavira Sect which came into existence

in later times was simply the outcome of the

union of these two into one. For long the

voice of the Hinayanas was the predominant
one in Northern Bengal, and though in the time

of the Pala Dynasty many of them were forced

to embrace the creed of the Mahayanists, yet their

original doctrines, ideas and beliefs were not

altogether effaced ; rather, they grew and were
mixed up with their new acquisitions. We
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have already said that Nagarjuna had accepted

the theories and doctrines of the Gita and the

Upanisads. No wonder, therefore, that the

Mantrayanas, who followed his creed, also

accepted and tried to assimilate the Atmavada,
doctrine of egoism, as expounded in the Gita.

Nepal was the chief abode of the Mahayanists.
After the principal Buddhist College of Nalanda
w^as destroyed and razed to the ground on the

conquest of the country bj' the Muhammadans,
many of the Buddhist Cramanas of the place went
to and took refuge in Nepal with their religious

scriptures. The relics of these sacred writings

are even now to be met with there. It was with
the help of these and with the assistance rendered
by one of Vajracharyas of the present Vajrayana
sect of Nepal, which is only a debased form of

the Mantrayana cult, derived in its turn from the

Mahayana School, that Mr. Hodgson has been
able to detect four different sects dividing

amongst themselves the Buddhistic commuuity
of the place. The names of these four schools

are Svabhavikas, Ai^varikas, Karmikas and
Yatnikas. Mr. Hodgson's remarks may be
thus summed up

—

The Svabhavikas, apparently the oldest of

the four schools, is again subdivided into two
sects, viz.^ Svabhavikas simple and Prajnika
Svabhavikas. The former hold that nature or

matter alone exists, engaged in an eternal

evolution of entity and non-entity ; while,

according to the latter, matter in two modes,
abstract or proper and concrete or contingent, is

the 3ole substance. All the active and intelli-
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gent powers are imitised in the first mode, as

inherent in matter, which is here deified and
held to be unity, immutability, rest and bliss.

The actual and visible nature, the scene ot*

action, multiplicity, change and pain, is the

result of the second mode. The first is called

Mvrtti and the second Pravrtti. The powers
of matter in their unity are indescribable ; but
in their concrete forms, ie,, as nature, 'they are

symbolised by the yoni and personified as a

female divinity called Adi-Prajna and Adi-
Dharnia.' Transmigrations are due to Pravrtti,

Nivrtti producing eternal bliss. To attain this

is the siimmum bonum (the highest good) of

man.

In their interpretation of Nivrtti, there is a

division amongst the Ai9varikas, some holding
that ^Buddha represents intellectual essence
and i^ the sole entity,' and others that VDharma
or material essence exists with Buddha in

Nivrtti,' the two being inseparable there.

When the essential principle of matter passes
into the state of Pravrtti, Buddha, the type of

active power, first proceeds from it and then
associates with it; and from that association

results the actual visible world. The principle
is feigned tu be a female, first the matter and
then the wife of Buddha.

The Karmika School is so called from the
word Karma, ' meaning moral action,' and the
ydtnika from the word yatna, signifying in-

tellectual force, skilful efforts.' They are simply
later developments of and supplements to the
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iirst two schools. Both the Svabhavikas and the

Ai9varikas had in their own ways ' assigned that

•eternal necessary connection of virtue and
felicity in which they alike believed.' The
Karmikas and the Yatnikas did not raise this

question but confined themselves ' to the pheno-

mena of human nature, its free-will, its sense

of right and wrong and its mental power—to the

wisdom of Svabhava or Prajna or Adi-Buddha.'

There were two questions here—Is that connec-

tion to be realized by man by ' the just conduct

of his understanding?' or, is it to be realized

by ' the proper cultivation of his moral sense ?

'

In reply, the Yatnikas stood for the understand-

ing and the Karmikas for the moral sense, and
thus they removed '' the obloquy so justly attach-

ing to the ancient Prajnika and even to the

Ai9varika School, because of the want of pro-

vidence and of dominion in their first cause."

Oakya gives the following descriptions of Karma
and Y'^atna in Divyavadana, " The Union of

TJpaya and Prajna is Karma, while Yatna is

produced by iQvara (i.e., Adi-Buddha) from
PrajSa or Nivrtti, and all the difficulties that

occur in the affairs of this world or of the next

are rendered easy by Yatna." Impersonality

and quiescence of the first cause with which the

Svabhavikas and the Ai9varikas were charged
were removed by these two schools by attri-

buting free-will to man and moral attributes to

God. The Karmikas believe that fate is their

own creation '' ^<^^Hifh ^ HfarfirfrT ^^jt.
"

Just as in Nepal the whole Buddhistic com-
munity is found at present to have been divided
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into four different sects, so in Utkala, after the

destruction of Nalanda, tlie resident Buddhists

were divided into several prominent sects, all

springing up as results of the contact they

successively came in with the different phases

of Buddhism. Even so late as the 16th Century
traces of their quondam influence and relics of

their scriptures Avere discernible in Utkala.

Achyutananda Dasa has thus referred to these

schools in his Ounya-Samhita

—

^%*T^m^ v^ w^^ nfn^r ii

^"^f%?w ^ftj^^ Hif^wg %# I

^%% % ihR^ % vt^W ^xr^ ii'' (ao ^wi^)

•' The Nagantaka (folloAvers of Nagarjuna), the

Vedantaka, (or Sautrantika Schools) and the Yo-
gantaka (or Yogachara School)—all these have
laid down, with all the sincerity of their faiths,

various laws and bye-laws of conduct. The
system of religious observances and practices

inaugurated by Gorakganatha and the command
of Vira Simha, the Yoga system of Mallikanatha,
the doctrine of the Bauli or Baula Sect, and the
Saksimantras of Lohidasa and Kapila—all these
have been buried in secrecy."

Now, on the strength of these lines we can
safely assert that Nagantaka or the Madhyamika.
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Philosophy introduced by Nagarjuna, the Yoga-
chara or the system of rites and observances
closely akin to those of Yoga as introduced and
enjoined by Asaijga and others, and the time-

honoured school of Buddhism, called Sautantrika,

dealing with ancient Sutras or Buddhistic dogmas
based upon the Upanisads—these three schools

of thought ; and the Hatha-Yoga systems in-

troduced and propagated by Goraksanatha''*

and Mallikanatha who flourished in later times,

the doctrines of the Baula sect, and the mantras
introduced by Lohidasa,"|" and Kapila—all these

were all along alive and active, though driven

underground by the force of many antagonistic

circumstances. We take the Ai9varika, Karmika
or Yatnika School of thought which obtains among
the Buddhistic community of Nepal, to be but

the latest phases of the Yogantaka- School of

philosophy (which is in reality an attempt

at a compromise between the ancient Yogachara

* Guru Goraksanatha was a disciple of Minanatha otherwise known
as Matsyendra. The memory of the latter is worshipped by the Newai*
Buddhists as being the tutelary deity of Nepal. In the histor}- of

Tibetan Buddhism Goraksanatha occupies a very prominent place, being
honoured and worshipped as one of the principal Buddhist sages. Wo
learn from the pen of Lama Taranatha, historian of Buddhism, that the
whole sect of the disciples and followers of Goraksanatha embraced the
cult of Caivism in the thirteenth century A D. Even now he is held
in great esteem and deified as Civa by the Yogi class. It has been
hinted at in Cunya-Samhita that both he and Mallikanatha were Toffa-
rui'Jias, i.e. staunch adherents of the system-of Yogachara.

t In the religious books of the Dharma cult of Rarha, Lohidasa has
been referred to as Lohichandra or Luhichandra. In Cunyapurana we
find an allusion to the worship of Dharma or Cunya by Kaja Hari-

chandra, father of Lohichandra, and Madana his mother. Mention is

made in Cunya-Samhita also of the pvavrajyd^ matha and Nirakara-
Dhyana resorted to by Loliidasa, and the reverse mode of Sadhana
(devotion and praj^er) after the principles of ' Nagantaka ' or Naga-
rjuna.
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and the Vedanta PhilosoiDhy), and the

Svabhavika or Prajnika Svabhavika School,

also to be met with there, survived as the

Nagantaka School of Orissa—being a later deve-

lopment of the Madhyamika School inaugurated
by Nagarjuna. It also becomes clear and
evident even from Cunya-samhita that in the 16th
Century A.D., Utkala was largely under the in-

fluence of the Mahayana School in its two
branches of Yogachara and Madhyamika. Be-
sides, it has been clearly established from the

Visnugarbha of Chaitanya Dasa and the Dharma-
gita of Mahadeva Dasa that the worship of the

Panclia-Dhyani Buddha which even now obtains

among the Newar Buddhists and the worship and
narration of the traditional story of Dharma
introduced by Ramai Pandit in the time of the

Pala Kings, were in vogue in Utkala at the time.

To escape the persecution and oppression which
followed in the reign of Raja Prataparudra,
upon the Buddhists of all sects and schools,

Si large majority of them embraced the Gaudiya
phase of Vaisnavism of Lord Cri Chaitanya.

But it does not seem likely nor is it reasonable

to expect, that all of them were earnest and
sincere converts to the later Vaisnavism of

Cauda. On the contrary, we hope, it would not

be too much to infer and assert that though many
of them gave themselves out to be devout Vais-

navas and staunch and loyal devotees of Maha-
prabhu, yet they were, in their heart of hearts, but
votaries of Buddha. And we can safely count
Achyutananda, Balarama Dasa, Jagannatha and
Chaitanya Dasa, referred to before, among this
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class of Vaisnavas. AchyutanaDda has himself

thrown a flood of side light upon this in his Cunya-
samhita. It is related in his Nirakara-Samhita

that implicitly obeying the direction of Gri Chai-

tanya, Achnytananda first became a conA^ert toVais-

navism under Sanatana Gosvami and following

the custom and practice of this sect, he put on all

their ontward marks. Referring to himself in his

work he says that shortly after his conversion to-

Vaisnavism, he could in no w^ay bring his mind
to take any the least interest in mundane matters.

With the lapse of time this tendency became
more and more marked, and his parents grew
more and more dissatisfied and disgusted witb
him. Thus the only bonds that tried to tie

him down to the concerns of the world, broke
asunder of themselves, making him quite loose

and free to follow the dictates of his own soul.

In course of time the Nirguna made Himself
manifest to him, illuminiug the innermost recesses

of his heart and calming and pacifying the

storm of passion and desire. At length, ten

years and ten months after his conversion, at the

foot of the western banian tree and in the village

of Tripura on the bank of the river Patana,,

he was graced by the presence of his Guru
Brahma in his naked and untrimmed sublimity.

His name was 'Mahauanda'. The mighty precep-

tor initiated him into the secrets and mysteries

of religion and explained to him that the ulti-

mate object of devotion, upon which alone the

mind w^as to be concentrated, with reference to

the attainment of which the whole life was to

be regulated, and which was greater than the
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greatest of the preceptors, was ' Saclichidananda'

'Anadi Nirvana.''"'—a stage where it is all

eternal life, eternal bliss and consciousness.

A short while after this Achyuta came to the

forest of Dandaka, on the eastern bank of the
Prachi and visited many Rsis and Tapasvins (her-

mits, sages and ascetics). The misunderstandings
and dissensions, which prevailed among these,

i have not been passed over in silence in Cunya
Samhita. About a week after this, at dead of

night and in the heart of a dense forest, he was
graced with the presence of Lord Buddha.
Achyuta has thus alluded to him in his Cunya

: Samhita :

—

'*For five or seven days I walked into the

dense forest in search of my Lord. One day at

dead of night when I was deeply absorbed
in studying the details of those who have
met him and who have not, I was graced
with His presence. He said ' Long and
tedious has been the separation between myself
and the five souls of my life. I would not

rest till I met you.' Having heard this, I

fell prostrate at His feet, cried aloud '' Saved,

I am saved now !', and informed Him of

all the thoughts and ideas of my mind.
Having heard me, the Lord burst into a fit of

laughter and said 'Listen, Achyuta, to what I say.

In the Kaliynga, I have made myself manifest

again as Buddha. It is desirable, however, for you
in the Kaliyuga to hide your Buddhistic frames
of mind away from view. You (five) are indeed

* Vide Nirakara Samhita,
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my five souls, my five lives. Having undergone
incarnation, I have found you back. All troubles

and calamities will now be put an end to by
means of the Nirakara-mantra (devotion to form-

less Brahman or Cunya). Having saved yourselves

first by this, j^ou will save others afterwards.

I tell you, take refuge in Buddha,—in

mother Adi-^akti or the first primordial energy
(i.e, Dharma) and in the Saijgha'''' (congregation).

By devoting yourself to the Nirakara, you will be
chastened and purified with an influx of piety, all

pure and transparent. Having said all this. He
initiated me into the religion of the Niradhara,

(self-sustained) and instructed me to go back into

the world and propagate this religion (as the

means of salvation) in this Kaliyuga. The Lord
said also "Ejiow that Buddha is none else but
Brahma Himself. And in this form do I dwell

inside all bodies. Go, Ye Achyuta, Ananta,
Ja90vanta, Balarama and Jagannatha, go and
publish what I say to you." Having been thus
ordered, we five, instead of going to Manayana
entered the forest when Rsis and Tapasvins,
the Sannyasins, the followers of Vira Simha, Rohi-
dasa and Kapila, and the Baula sect, all these

bodies gathered together in an assembly, and
there made known the wishes and directions of

the Lord. I explained to them the Mantra, Yantra
and Karanyasa, appropriate to the Cunya or Void.
Upon this all the sages blessed themselves and
blessed the name of the Lord. They then under-

* By many of the later ill-informed writers Sangha was changed
into Sanhha,
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stood that Cunya Brahma, devoid of all forms^

Himself resides as light, inside all bodies. The
moving and the stationary, the insect and the

fly, inside all these are the Cunya Purnsa, and the

Cunya Yantra. The Nirakara (formless) Yantra
which is the essence (emblem ?) of the Cunya-
purusa, who is a helpmate of the meek in spirit,

has revealed all this out of great kindness/'t

% qi^^T 'T mJMJ 1?^ fiT^^lI
(I

^)j.% ^'\ T\m q^ ^mi mf% T^m \

ff^tl ^ ^^ ^^ l^«T 1«^ II

%T(\^ ^fe«r TT^ 3^ z^ i)^ II

^f5ig5r fti^^ iMm^^ ^ftw i

g^ ift? q^ ^TriTT ^^ q^ irr^ I

^^^K ^"'ft tl^ g^W q^ H<9 U

%m'^ ^Km t tr q^ c[K\\^ n
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There can now be no shadow of a doubt
about the fact that the five great souls, viz,

Jagannatha, Balararaa, Achyuta, Ananta and
Ja90vanta Dasa, who have up till now generallj-

passed for devout Vaisnava poets, were in the
sixteenth century the ^five lives' of the Buddhists
ie. mighty pillars of the great structure of the

crypto Buddhistic community of Utkal. They
acknowledged and sang the glory of the Trinity.

We have already quoted, in connection with the

f^f^^ mf^% n^ ^Q WW ^T^s I

gft ifT ^^ ^f^ «^ ^t ^Tw I)

^tfl^T^ Wmg^ ^fc?^ 5^ ^T II

^fi;f^ g' ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^''^TB I

?ffq5RT^ af^ ^^ ^% ^ w^iai II

^fwt ^ ^*^ wm ^4 s«rtfeT i?1t I

^^^T^T ?3;^^5^ fq% ^S ^3^ II

Kimj ^m ^^ ^'f ^'Tl^ 'Bl^^ 11

'*
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history of the Bathiiri tribe the Ciinya or Dharma
Gayatri that is to be found in the 'Siddhanta-

dambara' of Balarama Dasa. There also the

m(3ditation upon or the mental recitation of, this

trinity of Buddha, Dharma and Saggha are

hinted at, as the means of salvation. The
Manayana that is alluded to in Cunya Samhita,

seems to be but another form of the name,
'Mantrayana.' Achyutyananda said that in his

time the influence of the Manayana or Mantrayana
sect had considerably dwindled ; and it was for

this that the images of gods which were originally

all of the mind, or to be realised from the

mantras, had been reduced to images of wood,
stone or earth, rendering it impossible to realise

any longer their true natures and characteristics.

And it was for this degeneration that Bhagavat
propagated through the medium of these five

men, the doctrine of the Cunya Brahman putt-

ing on the guise of Buddha, for the salvation

of the sinner and the sufferer of the Kali-yuga.

Though they were sincere Buddhists, being

votaries of Buddha, yet they found it necessary,

nay unavoidable, to keep their Buddhistic

frames of mind hidden under the guise of

Vaisnavism—for fear of the persecutions by
the Brahmanas and Kings. It is for this that

we find the following line in Achyutananda's
Cunya Samhita

—

^'^%^5t ^g^^ ftr^w Tfta^'' I

*' It is desirable in the Kaliyuga that the

followers of Buddha should be disguised."
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INCARNATION OF BUDDHA.

Not only Achyuta Dasa but almost all the
ancient poets of tJtkala when singing of the ten
incarnations, have referred to Jagannatha or the
Daru-Brahma as being one and the same with
the incarnation of Buddha, the saviour of men
in the Kali-yuga.*

Vyasa also expressed in his Bhagavata
Purana (1.3.24)—

'' Then on the advent of Kaliyuga, for the

purpose of misleading the Asuras, the Lord will

be born in Kikata as son to Anjana, and named
Buddha."

But the devout poet Jagannath Dasa did not
subscribe to this ; he affirmed, on the contrary,

in ihe fifth skandha of his Bhagavata :

—

"af5 f5 ^r^WT I "^T^fa^nft: ^ ht^tt* ii

t^T Tj^ i^Tf1

1

ftrifTIT nw n^fftt II

55T ^?7H ^^^^ I f%g ^-^ f-g TXT ^ II

^m^ ^m ^^ 5TT I ^fw ^%^ l^HT 11"

* Thus the poet Saraladasa says in his Mahabharata,

''^m^ ^^w ^%^ ^^BK I

'* In the ninth I pay my humble respects to the incarnation of
Buddha' who in the form of Buddha dwelt in the Nilachala i.e. Puri."
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" Coming down to the world as the all-wise-

Buddha, the Lord will diffuse knowledge, give up-

the religion inculcated in the Vedas and promul-
gate the doctrine of the Nirguna. None will then
worship maya again. And at this time, all the

different castes will again sit together when,
partaking of boiled rice."

The purport of the lines is this. For the

diffusion of real knowledge, for the setting aside

of the vedic forms of worship and for the

introduction and promulgation of the worship
of the Nirguna Brahma—Buddha's incarnation

will take place. Would any Pauranika Hindu
save a pious and sincere follower of Buddha,
acknowledge that it was Buddha who diffused

real knowledge and introduced the Avorship of

the Nirguna ? Chaitanya Dasa in his Nirguna-
mahatmya while singing of the glories of the

twelve Avataras has found more or less fault

with all the other eleven incarnations. It was
only Buddha whom he found all pure and stainless.

Thus he says of Buddha

—

^^^ ^^ ^-4^ cR'sr \
^"9 ^^ ^cf T^m iio^

«T^ crq^ ^T^ ^^ I q ?i^ ^^ g^ ^ft ii^o^

^m^ >^* ^r^ ^ft i
^t^* W'si^tt -^Tk iivoa.
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q «TT% iTt K^\ ^R I ^II^H^ ^t ^ft ll^c:

'^Incarnated as many Baddhas, Hari came
down into the world. He found fault with the

jajjaa-dharma, i.e. religion based npon sacrifices,

offerings and oblations, and expressed himself
highly in favour of (the attainment of) the

knowledge of Brahman (as the basis and essence

of religion ). Holding works, religions j)ractices,

sacrifices, austerities, religious vows, tarpanas
&c., equally useless with respect to the fruits

they are expected to yield, he followed simply
the sequence of actions accepting their results

unaffected in the least.

''The Kali-yuga is like a tree of religion of

iprhich the knowledge of Brahma is the only root.

Discarding all the other religions, he clung

to the root, viz. knowledge of Brahman. Those
who have not attained this knowledge, will

wander from door to door in ignorance. So one
(craving for salvation) will have to uproot all other

decaying trees and all the other evil practices

which have struck root in his mind. In this

way only can he save himself, concentrating his

mind all the while upon the knowledge of

Brahman. Buddha discarded all the other forms
of religion and only attempted, heart and soul,

to attain the knowledge of Brahman, settling

down his mind by practising yoga and dJiydna

and concentrating it upon the knowledge of

Brahman."
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We ean very thorouglily understand from the
above extract in what light Jagannatha or Bud-
dha was held by these devout poets.

SANGHA OR THE CONGREGATION.

From the Cunya Saihhita we have gleaned
the names of the places where these crypto

Buddhists dwelt, as also the names of their leaders

and their numbers as stated below :^—
Names of Places. Names of Chiefs Number of

disciples.

Anantapur Casana on the

bank of the Prachi ... Dvija Krisnadasa Mahapatra ... 1000
On the banks of the

Madhura ... Bhagavan of the Yadu Dynasty,
and Gopa Daitari ...

About Kuntinagara, Ka9i-
pura, Kalagni, and
Rukuna Chaura ... ,.. 140'

KaQi Muktigvara (a vil-

lage near Bate^vara) ...

The village of Nembala
on the Chitrotpala ... AchyutSnanda ... ... 255

'

North to the (place of ( Ananta, Dvija Gane^a Pati, j 200 (Dasas)
the) Pandavas ... ( Kantha Ganak and Dvija | 300 of the

Saranga Yadu dynasty.
On' the bank of Brah-

mani ... ... 300^

Yajanagara on the Vaita-

rani ... Bandhu Mahanti ... 300^

Varaha-mandala on the
Vaitarani ... Jagadananda Agnihotri ... 300

Achyutananda says that thus veiling them-
selves in innumerable waj^-s three thousand"!"

* Ciinya Samhita, Chaps. XVII-XX. •

t We find in Chapter XIX of Clinya Samhita :

—

*' From Padmatika you will know the names of the remaining votaries-
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votaries of Buddha were passing their days.

Afraid of Kali, they were eagerly and anxiously
waiting for the day when their Lord would again
come down and reveal himself in all his glory.

One and all of these Buddhists firmly believed

that for the propagation of the religion based
upon the knowledge of Brahman, Bhagavat Bud-
dha would again be incarnated. This belief is

expressed by Achyutananda in the following
lines ;

—

''In the Kali-yuga a part of Kamalagka will

come down into, and be born in, the world.

After incarnation. He and His devotees will

recognise one another. In the Kali-yuga Brahman
will first of all come to Madhura, as Buddha,
and will leave behind Him three thousand parts

{i.e. faithful and devoted followers) of Himself.
''

of mine. For certain reasons known to nayself, the names of just 500
devotees are kept concealed."

We are sorry, however, that the Padmatika work referred to above has

not been found by us. It is very likely that further glimpses into the

history of the crypto Buddhists of the 16th Century will be obtained

wlien this work will be brought to light.



CHAPTER IV.

BUDDHISM IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

Many facts have recently come to light

Avliich will go far to prove that though in the

17th Century Buddhism was generally considered

to have fallen below the horizon, yet its setting

beams were still lingering over and illumining

many parts of the country. Lt. Col. Waddel
the wellknown historian of Lamaism has brought
out an English translation of the accounts of the

travels of Buddha Gupta Tathagatanatha, written

in the Tibetan tongue. It was early in the

beginning of the 17th Century i.e. in 1608 that

this great Buddhistic pilgrim came on a visit to

India. We cannot do better than quote the

following, two passages from the English tran-

slation of his account :

—

" Thence {i.e. from Sambuddha) he went to

Bengala via Jagannath and Trilinga : thence

to Pundravartagarasalini from which in twenty
days he reached the shrines Kasramagaram and
Devikotta in the upper part of Tripura where he
remained in the monastery formerly built by the

great Siddha Kronakara. He also visited Hari-

bhanja, Phukrad and Palgar. In these countries

the clergy and the books were numerous and the

religion prosperous. While there, he heard a

variety of esoteric teachings from the life (lips ?)

of a great Pundit named Dharma of the Hari-
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fehanja Chaitya and believed to be a pupil of

great Siddha, and also found a Pandita Upasika
Hetagarbaghanna. He also visited

. chaitya and he saw the magic circles

of Janakaya and Siddhanya Kadaka.
'' On returning to India proper, Buddha Gupta

visited Trilinga Vidyanagar, Karnataka and
Bhanidoor. At the latter place he met the great

Siddha Santagupta. Henceforth the pilgrim Bud-
dhagupta is known as Buddhaguptanath and he
was especially empowered by the Jogin Dinakara
and the great Guru Gambhiramati and he had
taken instructions from the superior Uttara Sud-
dhigarva and Gantapa, Belatikshana Bhirabandhu
and Ghaghopa all of whom were followers of

the aforesaid great Siddha Santagupta. He then

went to Mahabodhi in the middle country and
made a small house for meditation close to the

north of Vajrasana. Afterwards he visited the

eight great shrines and Gridhrakuta Girigupha
and Prayaga. Forty-six years had now elapsed

since his last meeting with Tirthanath. Then he
built an assembly house on Khagendra hill to

which many Yogis resorted and he received royal

rpatronage."

Thus we find that even in the Seventeenth
Century there were to be seen a large number
of the ministers of Buddhism, of both sexes,

and possessing great supernatural powers,—at

Haribhanja, Phukrad and Palgarh ; and many
Buddhistic scriptures of importance were also,

to be met with there. Let us now try to find

out the exact situations of these places.
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We learn from the aforesaid account that
from Tipperah. Buddhaguptanath went to Hari-
bhanja. When he came here in the 17th Century,
the capital of Mayurabhanja was located at Hari-
harapur or Haripur. We are afraid there has been
a confusion of names here, the name of the capital

having been taken for the name of the whole coun-
try. Thus Haribhanja of the Tibetan traveller was
no other than the old Mayurabhanja. It had for

a long time been the centre of Buddhistic influ-

ence. Here it was that Buddhaguptanath visited

the Haribhanja-chaitya ; and it was here also that

he learned many an esoteric truth from the lips

of a great Dharma Pandit and also from a Bud-
dhistic Upasika named Hitagarbhaghana.

Phukrad or Phugrad.—The Tibetan word
Phitg means the solitary dwelling place of the

Lamas for the purpose of meditation ; and Phugpa
means ^' a recess in a rock, a cave." Hence
Phugrad means a Radha ^country' abounding in

recesses or caves for the meditation of the Siddhas.

As the entire province of Mayurabhanja or for

the matter of that, the hilly parts of it are known
as RSdha to the people, it may not be unsafe to

infer that Phukrad, in the above account, refers

to the hilly tracts of Mayurabhanja interspersed

with Siddha-guhas.

It is very likely that Palgada was but another

name of the modern Pallahara, one of the eighteen

Gradajats or Feudatory States of Orissa. It is

said that at one time the descendants. of the Pala

Kings reigned here ; and the ruins of Buddhism
are still to be met with there in large numbers.
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DISCOVERY OF A MODERN CHAITYA.

We should now try to find out the exact

locality of the Haribhanja Chaitya, where Hita-

garbha-Ghana, the Buddhist Upasika, presided,

where a vast number of Buddhist Cramanas lived

and moved and many a religious book was read

and taught, and where from far-off countries,

students and observers flocked in large numbers
to be initiated into the mysteries of the religion.

Both from the small Chaitya that has recently

been discovered near Bodhipukhur in the village

of Badasai, and the materials that can be gathered
from the place, it appears to be very likely that

the ancient Haribhanja Chaitya must have been
situated somewhere near it. One will invariably

see in Nepal that wherever there was a big

chaitya, there was also a large number of smaller

ones about it and built in imitation of it. In
Nepal the images of Adi Buddha, Pancha Dhyani
Buddha and Triratna {i.e. Buddha, Dharma and
Saijgha) are to be found enshrined in every

Chaitya and by the side of each Chaitya are to be
met with the statues of Hariti and Citala: The
small Chaitya discovered near Badasai is known to

the Hindus as Chandrasena. It is considered to

have been either the prototype or the foundation

of a larger one. The following lines well express

the general import of the chaityas :—

•

'' The chaitya may be regarded as the foimda-
tion on which the ecclesiastical architecture of

the Buddhists is based, and as supplying the

model from which nearly all their principal
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temples whether they be dedicatory, memorial or

funeral, have been constructed."

Thus writes Dr. Oldfield about the Buddhistic
chaityas of Nepal

—

''In almost all chaityas of whatever size,

small as well as large, round the base of the

hemisphere there are four niches or shrines

—

one opposite to each of the four cardinal points

—

in which are placed seated figures of four out of

the five Divine Buddhas—Aksobhya is enshrined

in the eastern niche, Ratnasambhava in the

southern, Amitabha in the western and Amogha-
siddha in the northern. There is always a

shrine to Vairochana."

In this model chaitya are to be found four

figures in the four niches. They represent

Aksobhya and three other Dhyani Buddhas with

their Vahanas and Bodhisattvas. By the side of

this chaitya is an image of Dharma. Similar

figures are also to be met with by the side of the

majority of the chaityas in Nepal. In the follow-

ing passages the reader will find an accurate

description of this figure of Dharma :

—

" Dharma's figure is always that of a female

with prominent bosoms, two of her hands are

brought together in front of her chest with the

points of the fore fingers and thumbs in contact

as in the Dharmachakramudra of Vairochana

;

in a third hand she holds either a lotus flower

or else a book containing the scriptures or law

of Buddha ; and in her fourth hand she has a

Mala or rosary of beads.''
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Chajidrasena or a modern chaitya from BcuUdi
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''In a shrine at the Chillandeo temple, Kirti-

pur, the figure of Dharma, on the left of Buddha,
has four hands of which two are empty, in the
third is a book and in the fourth a rosarj\""''-

This description of Dharma is exactly ap-
plicable in the case of the figure found at Badasai.

Another figure of a similar description—but with
two hands,—was also found in the Maha Bodhi at

Gaya, bearing inscriptions of the 12th Century
A. D. In his Virata Gita, Balarama Dasa is found
to have said '^'VTR^s^^^ -sofffi

" i.e, 'Cakti or the

creative power took the form of Dharma.' In
Nepal she is also known as GuhyeQvari. At
Badasai the figure of Citala is to be seen close by
the image of Dharma. This practice of enshrin-

ing the figure of Citala in close proximity of

that of Dharma is also followed in Nepal. '' The
goddess Citala was universally believed to afford

necessary protection to all Avho sought her aid.

The Buddhists accordingly recognised her divi-

nity and besought her protection ; they enrolled

her among the list of their subordinate deities

and erected a temple to her honour beneath the

very shadow of the temple of Adi Buddha at

Cambhunatb."

The existence of the model chaitya and the

figures of Dharma and Citala afford us strong

grounds for believing that at one time there was
also a larger chaitya in the vicinity. These
images had formerly been located in the close

proximity of a tank, known as Bodhipukur, pro-

* Dr, Oldfield's Nipal,|Vol. IL
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bably from the Buddhistic chaitya, and have only

:been recently brought into the village. Extensive
corn-fields only are, however, to be seen now, rolling

far and away from the embankments of the tank
on all sides—no relics of the supposed ancient

chaitya, no, not even a faint shadow of them,
will now satisfy the longing gaze of the

antiquary.

When the Tibetan pilgrim visited the country,

the Bhanja Rajas had their capital at Haripur.

From here Bodhipukur was only five miles off.

Excepting the small chaitya and the image of

Dharma that we came upon in the course of our

exploration and antiquarian researches, no
Buddhistic relics of any kind, of a modern
chaitya were to be found in the locality. So it

will not be very wide of the mark to infer, we
presume, that the Haribhanja chaitya referred

to by the Tibetan pilgrim, existed somewhere
near Badasai,—and here it was that he met
with a Dharma Pandita and received many
esoteric instructions. In the course of our

researches in the village we came across also some
Oriya Mss. such as Siddhanta-dambara, Anakara
Saihhita, Amarapatala, and songs of Govinda
Chandra, the great mendicant King of Bengal.

Thus these facts cannot but convince the most
casual thinker that this place was once the centre

of Buddhistic thought and activity.

Dr. Oldfield thus explains the views of the

Buddhist Newars :

—

*' The- Materialists ( i. e. the follower of the-

ancient Mahayana system) assign the first place
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in their Trinity to Bharma, as the spirit re-

presenting matter, from which everything in

heaven or earth originally sprung.

"They deify Dharma as a goddess, under the
names of Adi-Dharma, Prajna Devi, Dharma Devi,
Arya-TSra ; using any or all of these epithets

as synonyms to signify the supreme, self-existent

powers of Nature, whom they worship as the

universal Mother, not only of all mankind, but of

all the heavenly deities. All Buddhists are her
children, and, therefore, all are brothers.

" The Materialists make Buddha subordinate
to Dharma, and give him the second place in

their trinity. They look on him as derived from
Dharma, springing from her as a son from a
parent, and then reacting upon her in some
mysterious way, the result of which was the

production of the Buddhas and of all other ani-

mated beings.

" Saijgha, the Materialists regard as the type
of all the forms of visible nature, which are

produced by the creative power inherent to

matter and which spontaneously result from the
union and association of Dharma with Buddha."'*''

In the course of our sojourn at Badasaif we
came to learn that once there lived a caste known
as 'Yogis' there. They had in their possession-

several Mss. treating of the Dharma cult. Their
professional duty was to sing songs relating

to Raja Govinda Chandra and the praises of

• Dr. Oldfield's Nipal, Vol. II. p. 95-97.

t Vide Report on Badasai.
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Dhanna. From Badasai they migrated to the Nil^
giri where they are even now to be found.
We happened to find here in the house of a poor
rustic a Ms. entitled ''The Songs of Raja Govinda
Chandra " by Kalabharati. Formerly it was the

the property of an old Yogi resident of the place.

We do strongly believe that if a thorough and
sifting search be instituted for the purpose at

Badasai and the surrounding places, similar im-
portant manuscripts can be recovered from obli-

vion and impending destruction.

We have said above that in the course of our
exploration in Badasai we have found the figures

of Dharma and Citala only. Now it may reason-

ably be asked—How is it that the images of Buddha
and Saijgha are not included in the group, if the

phice was, as asserted, a centre of Buddhistic in-

liueuce ? On this point, some are of opinion

that these were removed or destroyed by the

Alahomedans or the Marathas. What, however,
appears to us to be a more reasonable exphm ation

is that in course of time a greater importance
came to be attached to Dharma, and Buddha
and Sangha happened to be relegated to less

important places. When Dharma came to be wor-
shipped in form, she was considered to be supe-

rior to Buddha and Saijgha hj a sect of the

Buddhists. Thus in Svayambhu-Purana she is

addressed as follows

—

*' The mother, the void of the great void is

spoken of as the Buddhamata.''
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In the Uriya Ms. of Cunya Saiiihita by Achyu-
tananda Dasa it is said

—

"^^ Trrm ^grf^frir h^^ ^?^ ^% i" (a© ^0

" Thus I say, take refuge in Buddha, in Mata
Adi9akti i.e, the primodial energy (Dharma) and
in the Saijgha."

Why Dharma is still worshipped and whj^

Buddha and Saggha have been entirely cast in

the shade, are sufficiently explained in these

passages. Brahmanas are not allowed to officiate

in the worship of the above Dharma, Citala or

Chaitya ; but worship is offered to these deities

by the lower class of Dehuries. Formerly, only

the Bathuries were in enjoyment of this privilege

and even now they are sometimes seen to officiate

as priests at the pujas of these deities. The day
of the full moon in Vai9akha is a sacred day of

the Buddhists. Throughout the whole Buddhis-
tic world, it is observed in connection with the

nativity, the spiritual enlightenment and the

Mahaparinirvana of Buddha. And on this Vai-

gakhi-Purnima day worship is also offered to the

abovementioned Buddhistic Chaitya, Chandra-
Sena,'-'- and a great festival is held. This practice

has obtained for a long time past and is kuown
in the locality as Udaparva. Some twenty to

twenty-five thousand low class people muster
there on the occasion, the Bathuris, of course,

forming the majority. Dressed asBhakats, they

• That Chandra-sena is associated with Buddhism is unmistakably
)x)rne out by the Oriya poet Manohara Dasa in his Amarkosa Gita. See
p. ccxxxvi.

10
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celebrate tlie ceremoH}^ of the Chaitya-Puja, suffer

tliemselves to be pierced without a murmur with

a hook, and merrily and lustily swing on the

Chadaka.

A very great enthusiasm prevails on the

occasion. Sometimes even so large a number
as two hundred Bhakats vie with one another

to have their bodies pierced with hooks—impell-

ed by a strong and irresistible desire to have
their vows to the effect literally fulfilled ; a piece

of cloth is then tied round their bodies over the

pierced parts, and lustily do they enjoy swings

on the Chadaka post planted for the purpose.

Even the public in general regard this festival

held once annuallj^, as a highly holy and dignified

one. Even the Brahmanas are second to no other

castes in their regard and enthusiasm for this

festival. Including, as it did, the worship of the

imas:es of the five divine Buddhas and the Bodhi-

sattvas, it was an object of great sunctity and
veneration to the Buddhists. In Nepal too, a

similar worship is offered in the places in which
similar figures have been enshrined.^&^

At Badasai the Chaitya is worshipped only

once a year viz,, on the Vai^akhi-Purnima day
when the Udaparva is celebrated ; but the case

of Citala is quite different. For long she has been
frequently receiving the worship of the Hindus
and the Buddhists alike. The figure of Citala now
passes there for that of Kab'ka, and for. this

reason even the Brahmanas feel no scruples in

worshipping her. But generally the worship of

this 'deity is entrusted to the low class 'Dclniris,
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who have been in return for this service long
enjoying the benefits derived from the property

endowed and set apart for the performance of the

worship.

Beside this chaitya and the images of Dharma
and Citala, there are also to be fonnd near Rani-
bandh only 3 miles off from Badasai, beautiful

figures of Khasarpana Lokefvara (Avalokite^vara)

and Arya Tara, and also an image of Jagguli Tara,

near Haripur. These are the only remnants, that

have been recovered, of Buddhism, and in a place

where only two centuries and a half before there

flourished manj^ a Buddhistic upasaka and upa-
sika, where there flocked Buddhist priests and
laymen even from Tibet and other distant places

to have a view of the famous chaitya which once
stood towering there, and where many a student

came to obtain esoteric instructions, undeterred
by the difficulties and obstacles that would en-

counter him on his way.

We have remarked, while dealing with Dharma
Gita, that its author, Mahadeva Dasa, flourished

in the 17th Century. As one of the results of a
critical study of his work, one has to come to

the irresistible conclusion that like Ramai Pandit
of Bengal, he also set his mind upon the extolla-

tion and promulgation of the glories and great-

nesses, powders and potencies of Dharma as the
sole object of his life. Though some minor
differences may be observed in the histories of

religious development in Radha and Utkal due
to differences in the natural constitutions of the

two countries, the changes wrought upon them
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by time and the differences in the mental consti-

tution of the people of the two provinces,

extending over centuries, yet there can but be
little doubt that originally these histories are but

one and the same, just as much as the two
branches of the same tree. And it seems to us

that the Tibetan pilgrim referred to some such
Pandit as this Mahadeva Dasa the author of

Dharma Gita. Further, it also seems very likely

to us that the esoteric works, referred to by the

Tibetan pilgrim are nothing but the religious

books composed hy Balarama, Jagannatha,

Achyutananda, Ananta, Ya^ovanta, Chaitanya^

Mahadeva and others of their stamp.

We find sufficient traces of the great sway
which the doctrine of Cunya, discussed above at

some length, once exercised upon the minds of

men in the religious literature of the poets and
gentlemen who hallowed and sanctified Utkala in

this century or the century after. A study of such

works as the Mahimandala Gita of Araksita Dasa,

the Cunyarasa of Narana Dasa, the Brahma-
jnana-Gita of Para9urama Dasa and the Nama-
Brahma Gita of Dinakrsna Dasa will clearly

convince any one of the truth of our assertion.



CHAPTER V.

THE REVIVAL OF BUDDHISM,

We have learnt from the various religious

books of Utkala of the 16th, the 17th and even

of the 18th century, that many crypto Buddhists

were then residing in various parts of the

country. In the hills and the forests of the Gada-
jats, they cherished the loving mem.ory of their

religion and made no secret of it amongst
themselves, though, in society, they passed for

devout Vaisnavas. The Buddhist pilgrims of

Tibbet and other far-off places who came on
visits to India did, however, see through their

veils and acknowledged them to be their co-

religionists.

On this point, we have in the last Census
Report, "'In the 17th century Buddha-Guptanatha
wandered in various parts of India and found
Buddhism flourishing in many places. Then it

is lost altogether. For two or three centuries

Buddhism was absolutely unknown in India."'*'*

We cannot, however, fully subscribe to the

above statement. There is ample evidence to

show that even after the 18th century Buddhism

* Census Report of Bengal, 1901, Pt. I., p. 203.
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was not altogether a lost creed—the much-
honoured memory of Buddha was not altogether

a forgotten thing in India. We find in the

Amarakosa of Manohara Dasa written only hun-
dred years back, the following line :

—
'"^^''^ w§ %% €^ XI5OT %% fw i"

''Arjuna i,e, Buddha is Jiva ( the individual
soul ) and Krsna is parama ( ie. the universal

soul).''

While dealing with the Buddhist relics at

Badasai, we have noticed that there is a model
Chaitya there, which is generally known by the
name of ' Chandrasena.' Of this Chandrasena
the same author says

—

^^^^HHT 5TT^ ^^ f^^ft^ * '^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^Tafr u

'*A door-keeper named Chandrasena, who is

also a tol-collector, is keeping watch upon the

door. Any one, desirous of entering it, must
make himself known to him. And if he be con-

vinced that the visitor is a Buddhist, then and
then only will he allow him admission."

Hence do we clearly see, that only so far as

a centurj^ back the holy name of Buddha was on
the lips of many crypto Buddhists who outwardly
j)rofessed the Vaisnava creed ; nay, they even re-

cognised Buddha as Jivatman or the individual

soul.

From a careful studj^ of the Buddhistic
scriptures, whether of ancient or of much later
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times, we do learn that the Buddhists never
passed themselves for such, nor did they ever

designate their faith as Buddhism. In every

jDage of the history of their religion, they are

found to have called it simply Dharma or at most
'Saddharma' or 'Sadharma', and to have styled

themselves as 'Dharmin' or 'Saddharmin'. Fol-

lowing suit, the Utkala community of the veiled

Buddhists has given the name 'Mahima-dharma'
to its creed and styles itself as 'Mahima-dharmin.'
Under the benign spirit of religious toleration

and the noble and fostering spirit of freedom
of thought inaugurated and scrupulously adhered
to by the British Government, this communitj^
has begun, for over 40 years, to rouse itself up,

to throw off its masks and to re-assert itself

duly. We shall attempt to give below a brief

history of its struggle for renascence.

For long these Utkala Buddhists had been
cherishing the happj^ belief, handed down from
generation to generation, that Buddha Avould

again grace the world in flesh and blood for the

diffusion of knowledge and the propagation of

true religion. For over four hundred years such
devout souls as Achyutananda, YaQovanta, and
others had been singing of this. And we have
it on the authority of the subsequent writers that

their prediction has been literally fulfilled.

We have come to learn from 'Alekha-lila,'*'" a

•• I make my obeisance to Alekha Brahman wli ) dwells in the great
void and at whose feet lies prostrate the Great Lord Para-Brahman."
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religious book and also from the lips of many
Mahantas of this sect that about 50 years ago
Bhagavat Buddha came down into the world. The
subject of his worship was the Alekha-Brahma or

the Great Void, and his object, the deliverance of

the world. At first Bhagavat Buddha blessed the

village of Golasiijga in the State of Baud. Cri

Jagannatha also left Nilachala and came down
to join him there. When Jagannatha was grant-

ed the interview he sought for, he asked of Bud-
dha, *'Would you please enlighten me on the

points which have filled my heart w^ith mis-

givings ? Under whose direction and why have
you come down as Guru f And he replied

'' Then hear me, Jagannatha (Lord of the

Avorld)—Under orders of Alekha, the Formless, I

have come here. He, and none else, is the Great
Void—the Formless One without a begining— the

Highest of Gurus. The Kali has manifested
itself everywhere. It is to destroy sin of the Kali-

yuga that T have undergone incarnation.'-'' Per-

- "§t t^ uplift iT^J f^^ ^t I

Il[^q t, ^"^^^ tai ^% iitqflt II i

'ft^T^^ tfoTW ? 5rT?i^;g J\%
I
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mit me, please, to initiate you into the doctrines of

the true religion
; then for the good of humanity,

go to Kapilasa and remain stock-still in a trance"

Upon this, he delegated all his powers to lord

rlagannatha who, then, went away, as directed, to

Kapilasa in the Dhenkanal State. Here he came
to be known by the name of Govinda. And here,

for the good of humanitj^, he remained deeply

absorbed in a trance for a period of full twelve

years. His staple food, then, was simply a

very small quantity of milk and fresh water.

At the expiration of the trance, he descended
from Kapilasa, and for the propagation of the
'' Mahima Dharma," blessed Bhima Bhoi with
* the eye of knowledge ' i.e. insight and self-

consciousness. Then he disappeared, none
knew whither, after having initiated into the

true religion, many pious souls in Kapilasa,

Khandagiri, Maninaga, and many other places.''

It is in many of the ancient religious books
of Utkala that Jagannatha himself has been

* According to some Buddha Svamin again started the religions cycle

inA.D. 186L
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described as the incarnation of Buddha. In
view of this, the above quotation may well

lead one to question, how is it that Jagannatha,
who was himself Buddha, was initiated by
Buddha ? Tlie answer is not far to seek, if we
will only take the trouble for it. Holders of

this faith do never say that there was only one
Buddha. Like the Mahayanists of yore they also

admit of a multiplicity of the incarnations of

Buddha. And in support of their view they quote
the following lines, quoted by us previously,

from the Nirgnna-mahatnij^a of Chaitanya

Dasa

—

'^
^i-rf w^ ^gmc • ^ft ^=^% ^ ^^ir T'

*' Many were the incarnations of Hari as Buddha."

We find a detailed narration of this in the

Buddhist Jatakas. We have shewn before, in

connection with our treatment of the Paiicha-

dhyani Buddhas, that out of the lustre of the

self-existent first Buddha came the Dhyani
Buddha ; and out of the latter's came Bodhi-
sattva. Dhyani Buddha is engaged in a trance

which is free from, and above, all illusions

and doubts and it is Bodhisattva who fulfils

and brings to realization all his w^ishes and
desires for the good of humanity. So we
ma.y accept the Buddhasvamin of Alekha-lila

as Dhyani Buddha, and Jagannatha as Bodhi-
sattva or Padmapani.

And just as Cakya Buddha entrusted Ananda
with the task of propagating his ' Saddharma,' so

Bodhisattva in the form of Govinda (Jagannatha)
left the duty of propagating his Mahima-dharma
to his favourite disciple, Bhima Blioi.
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Some of the adherents of this creed even
hold that after Jagannatha had left Nilachala,
he gave up his individual existence, and becom-
ing one and the same with Buddhasvamin in

body and soul, went on with the task of more
and more widening the circle of this religious

movement. We find a detailed account in one of

the scriptures of this sect, entitled YaQomati-
malika, as to when, why and how this movement
was set on foot and carried on by Buddha ; and
we give just a glimpse of it to our readers by
quoting at random from the same''*' :

—

(Garuda is addressing Jagannatha—

)

'' When wilt Thou that art the four-handed
(Visnu) incarnate Thyself in the form of Buddha
of whom you have just spoken ?

''Hearing these words of Garuda the Lord
replied, ' Hear me, Lord of birds, I shall

explain this to you in detail. But, bear in mind,
what I am going to tell you is a very great

secret, and you must not open your lips to any
body about it.' 4-6.

''Hear my child, I shall tell you all. I

am anxiously waiting for the time when Kali-

yuga will come to its close. In the forty-first j'Car

( of the reign ) of Mukunda Deva, I shall give up
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this life as Buddha and disappear altogether.

And when I shall renounce this body, all the

gods will follow suit, for Hari, Hara, Brahma
and myself are but one ; and my soul will live

in that of the Alekha. 133-136. Then assuming a

form with the help of may a, I shall pass for an
avadhuta and be worshipping the lord Alekha.

Then Kali will arrive there, complete in its four

parts, and Brahman of great lustre, though nothing

but the void, will assume a form and be born in

the world. And this new god, the realiser of the

wishes and desires of men, will visit Khanda-
giri, Maninaga and Kapilasa. And satisfying

his hunger and thirst with fruits, leaves of trees,

milk and water, will be playing his various illu-

sive tricks, the wide world over. But none, man
or god, will be able to know when he will be

^^^ ^^5T ^m P^ ^# ^^ I

^^ cTI^T l^T^ ^r^^T crH^T II «^

'^fcifi? ^^c^ m^i ^f^ ^^J ^^ \

^tfT *T ^f^l qi5T ^T^ ^T^ f^^ II
4"

^f%^^ ^^ ^^ fnji ^jz ^1^5 II ? 9^

^i^" §% it ft?^ 7s^fm^t i« I

^^^ tWcfT ^}^! ft ^t i?fr II ^^yt

ff^T m?JU fij^ »rtT ^ti^T cfff w m^i
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born. 137-141. With the intention in his mind of

playing a part with men upon the stage of the

world, the Cunyapurusa will undergo this incarna-

tion—because the world will then be a hot-bed of

vice and sin. Under my orders, many of his

devotees have long been undergoing the pains of

birth. In the incarnation as Buddlia, he wall play
the role of Guru, preceptor, and will impart know-
ledge to and enlighten the minds of his dis-

ciples who will be known by the kumbhipata
(bark of a Kumbhi tree) they will put on. . .

. . . 142-144. But veiled as he will then be,

few but Bhima Bhoi, his quondam follower, will

be able to recognise him. He will first sing

^^^ fl^v ^^^ ^^^ ^f^ ftif I l^^

'^g^ ^t| ^ftr «i% ir^^T^ «?fti

^"m^m w^ h| t% ar^fift \\ \^^

^^Sf^rft ^pDfTJT ^Pl^TH Hli II I ^e

snPT f mjTk^ ^% n^ir ^^ iu»t

^K ^^' i?% %^T ^ftf 11% II ^8^
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the praises of the Lord and will attain the

position and honour of becoming one and the

same with Cunya of the Alekha-mandala. And
thereafter, under the precepts of the Guru, pious

men will sing the praises of the name of Mahima
—to their hearts' content." 145-147.

From the above quotation it is clear and
evident that Jagannatha generally passed
for Buddha till the 41st aijka

(
year ) of the reign

of Mukunda Deva of TJtkala. And we have
learnt from the pen of the Tibetan Lama Tara-

natha, a historian of Buddhism, that this

Mukunda Deva was in reality a staunch and
faithful worshipper of Buddha and was generally

known by the name of ''Dharma-raja." It was dur-

ing his time that the notorious Kalapahada carried

on his formidable crusade against Hinduism and
Buddhism ; and it w^as w^ith the close of his long-

reign that the Buddhists began to pass their

lives in concealment and seclusion. Behind the

temple w^hich now generally passes as the Temple
of Surya Narayana, and situated within the very

precincts of the famous temple of Jagannatha,

is a gigantic statue in stone of Buddha sitting

in the BhumisparQa-mudra. Strange to say,

WW ^% TT^ cTTtT ^l^ ^^t I :-
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a massive wall has been built up just in front of

this statue, completely obstructing the view of

it from outside. This statue, which could other-

wise have spoken volumes of past history, has all

along remained a sealed book to the majority of

observers and visitors. We have, however, come
to know, as the result of a very sifting investiga-

tion, that this temple dedicated to Buddha is

much older than the chief temple of Jagannatha
itself. It is not at all improbable that upon the

close of the career of Raja Mukunda Deva, the

obstructing wall was built up to hide the statue

from the public ej'e ; and it may also be the case

that the tradition of the image of Jagannatha as

Buddha being hidden from view dates its origin

from this time.

MAHIMADHARMA OR NEW BUDDHISM.

The Brahmanic theory that when the pan of

virtue is quickly kicked up, Bhagavat under-

goes incarnation and comes down into the

world to lighten the heavy burden of sin and
vice, is also shared by the Mahayana Buddhists.

So the belief in the birth and life of a Buddha is

in no respect absurd or incongruous. The
followers of the Mahima-dharma creed do indeed
consider themselves blessed when they point to

Khandagiri, Maninaga and Kapilasa as being
the places where this new Buddha displayed
himself in all his glory and splendour.

In answer to any query as to the date of. the

commencement of this new religious movement
•under the name of ;Mahi^la-dh^ oiv'ilSFew
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Buddhism, the followers of the creed recite the

following few lines from YaQomati-malika :

—

^^f^n ^w^ ^ ^«ii ^1^ fl^ I

'^I^T t gT q^w ^^ II u^
'R^ liS «T|l ^^ fqfrr t ^Tcl I

'' In the twenty-first aijka
(
year) of the reign

of Divj^a-Simha Deva, will a very sad event
occur in the Kali-yuga, and in the tw^enty-ninth

year a very terrible war will break out, as sure

as anything, and will end only in the forty-first

year—re-establishing the only true religion

The devotee of this new^ creed, though of mean
extraction, will, we hear, be in the special good
graces of Alekha."

Thus we learn that the revival of Buddhism
in the name of Mahima-dharma took place in the
twenty-first year of the reign of Divya-Simha,
late King of Puri, i.e. in 1875. It was in this

year that the devout Bhima Bhoi,whose w^ords

were inspired, most solemnly declared to the

w'orld the truth and greatness of the Mahima-
dharma. And we have heard from the lips of

the preceptors of this sect that it was about this

time also that a large number of books, evidently

written to establish the truth and high character
of the religion, was discovered underground
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inside a large closed cojjper vessel. Chief

amongst these are the works of Jagannatha.
Balarama, Achyutananda, YaQovanta and Chai-

tanya Dasa.

THE SCRIPTURES OF MAHIMA DHARMA.

The reader will surely be interested to learn,

in this connection, the names of the books that

are held as the greatest scriptures by these

followers of the Mahima-Dharma. These are—1,

Visnugarbhapurana and Xirguna Mahatmya by
Chaitanya Dasa : 2, Chhattisa or Gupta Gita by
Balarama Dasa ; 3, Tulabhina by Jagannatha
Dasa and 4, Cunya-iSamhita and Anadi-Samhita
by Achyutananda Dasa.

BHIMA-BHOI ARAKSITADASA.

We are conscious that before proceeding
further, our first and foremost duty is to give

here a brief account of Bhima Bhoi, who is not
only the leader but is almost the propagator
of this renascence. We find the following

autobiograi)hical sketch in his own Kali
Bhaofavata :

—

*^c

Born blind, Bhima Bhoi came of the low
Kanda family and first saw the light of the day
in the village of Juranda in the Dhenkanai
State. His full name was Bhima Sena Bhoi
Araksitadasa. He managed to earn his livelihood

by husking the corn and doing other menial
works for his neighbours, but he always uttered

the name of the Lord, and had his mind concen-

11
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trated upon His thought. And thus were passed
about the first twenty- five years of his life. At
length, tired of the heaviness of his life, and ex-

tremely grieved that the Lord had not yet taken
pity upon his wretchedness, he determined to

put an end to his life. AVith this end in view, he
set out from his cottage and in the course of his

wanderings dropped down into a well. Here he
passed three days and three nights. Hearing of

this, the villagers flocked to the scene of

occurrence and tried to pursuade him by all the

means in their power to give up the determina-
tion of sacrificing his life ; but he turned a deaf
ear to all their entreaties. At length the Lord
took pity upon him and at the end of the third

night He assumed His own form and standing
upon the brink of the well addressed Bhima Bhoi
in an affectionate tone. The latter told him of the

griefs that were gnawing at his heart ; whereupon
the Lord asked him to look up and behold Him.
And when in obedience to this, he turned his

eyes up, the born blind saw above his head, in

flesh and blood, the object of his loving adoration

standing in all His glory J His whole heart was
overflowing with veneration. The Lord extended

His hand towards him ; he seized it firmly and in

the twinkling of an eye he found himself standing-

side by side with his god. The Lord said, ''You

have obtained this interview by virtiie of your
prayers to me. Now I ask you to go abroad,

and to publish and spread my favourite religion

Alekha Dharma." He then gave him a long-

flowing garment called 'Kaupina' and a belt with

the following instructions, ''You are to accept
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only alms of boiled rice for yourself. Take care

that you never ask for or accept rice or anything
else. And thus keeping together your body and
soul with the boiled rice that you will get,

you are to propagate the Mahima-dharma." Then
scrupulously following the directions of his Lord,
he put on the kaupina, went to an adjacent
village and begged alms. The owner of the house
came out rice in hand, but he declined to accept

this, and said '' Just give me boiled rice sufficient

for myself alone." The villagers heard of this,

laughed at the queer idea and thought ''What
religion is this that aims at the abolition of the
time-honoured caste-system, by making its

followers live upon alms of boiled rice, irrespec-

tive of the caste or creed of the giver !" They
then conferred together and determined that this

new religion, a much dreaded leveller of castes,

should be allowed no room whatsoever in the
village. And they translated their resolution into

practice by beating him off the village. Bhima
Bhoi got enraged at this, cast off his kaupina
and belt, and proceeded towards Kapilasa.
When he had gone half way, he met with his

Lord. On hearing of the intentions of Bhima
Bhoi, the latter got extremely offended and
exclaimed, ''You have not as yet attained siddhi^

I suspect, or why should you take to your heels
after you have been beaten ?" He then hound
him fast with ropes and brought him back to

Juranda ; and shut him in a temple. Then all

the openings were closed and he said aloud '.' I
shall clap thrice, Bhima Bhoi, and, if you have
attained Siddhi, you witl be able to come out."
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The Loi'd i,li<ii >at down at the foot of a tree closo

by. He clapped thrice, and lo ! Bhima Avas stand-

ing before his preceptor again. At this the latter

grew imicli pleased and said ^^I am satisfied now
thatyov! have aliained siddhi. Now then 1 ask yon?

to stay on in tliis place, to write verses about my
religion and thus to spread it. You have no-

further need of wandering over the world/'

Bhima l^hoi I hen married in compliance with

the wjslies <>!' his preceptor and attended to all

the hoiisphohl duties of man ; but the under-

lying prinriph^ of his life was the proi)agatioii

of his relii^:ion. To effect this he wrote several

poetical work^, the foremost being his Kali

Bhagavata, and composed many charming hymn;^
(Bha]ana-pada\ali). In connection with our

detailed trealruent of the Mahimadharma here-

after, a few ol; these poems have been quoted ///

extenso, m> we abstain from reproducing any

here.

Ere hnig the fame of Bhima Bhoi spread

far and wirh-. Hearing his immortal instruction

helping in ilie attainment of real knowledge and
illumining the head and the heart, the mighty
pillars of ihe (^aste system forgot themselves and

stooped ai hi> feet, though the blood of the low

Kanda ran in his veins. They considered him to

be a spark from the Internal Flame of truth and
knowledge aiid flocked around him like flies

around a burning lamp. And then, before several

years had elapsed, the Mahima-dharma could

count its followers by thousands. Bhima Bhoi

had heard a voice from heaven to the effect that

with the revival of the Mahima-dharma the
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liidden state of Jagannatha as BiuMlia would
again be brought to light. To have iliis state-

ment realised and firmly believing in ii. lie did

now call upon his numerous disciples to come
and join their forces with him. I'ired wifch the

zeal of devotion and piety, they luadly obeyed
his call and mustered strong under Ivis siandard.

Indeed the most prominent pan in the war, of

\rhich we read so much in YaQomall-nialika and
^vhich, we are told, occurred in the i^lHh anka, of

the reign of Divyasiiiiha Deva of Pnri,—the
most prominent part in these wars whs phiyed by
Uhima Bhoi himself. Having e(]iii])ped them-
selves, as best as they could, willi tlu^ \veapons
of war, the people of about 30 viJUt^es marched
upon Puri under the leadership of their pre-

ceptor. The news of their advance lui<| already

reached Puri, and the Raja wiili hi^; personal

guards, was waiting to receive them duly. It

Avas rumoured that the object of the Kumbha-
patia invaders was to burn the inmues of -lagan-

tiatha, Balarama and Subhadra and spread the

<loctrine of Nirakara among the people of Puri.

No little consternation was cause^l b\- this. But
the Raja was determined to fif>ht to the last

;

<\nd he was reinforced by a bod\7^ oT police

officers from Pipli. No sooner had Bhirna Bhoi
set his foot within the limits of Pnii than both
the parties fell upon one anothei*. and :i fierce

tight ensued. The holy city of INiri became
polluted with the blood of the liei'oes of both
sides. At length Bhima Bhoi became con-

vinced of the unrealizable character of his

ambition, and so proclaimed among
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disciples that tlie avoidance from doing any
harm to others was the first principle of religion

;

and so they shoidd not commit sin by injuring

others. He did further announce that Jagan-
natha had already left Puri in the guise

of Buddha and he now understood that it was
not Buddha's intention that his image be brought
to light again. What, then, was the necessity

for continuing this bloody and sinful fight ?

Upon this instruction falling from the lips of

their leader, the Mahima-dharmins took to flight.

Some of them were, however, captured hj the

enemj^ and imprisoned, and some were trans-

ported for life on charges of murder by the

British Government. '•'• At this juncture Bhima
Bhoi declared that no true religion had ever

been established without self-renunciation and
self-sacrifice. So the followers of Mahima-
dharma should not mourn the loss of those who
had suffered persecutions at the hands of the

infidels ; they should rather bless and ennoble
themselves by cherishing their stainless me-
mories.

After this, for fear of persecutions by the

Government they took shelter in the hills and
forests of the Gadajats of Utkala.

In YaQomatimalika we find the following

reference to those followers of the Mahima-
dharma that were the first to embrace it or that

in any way helped in propagating it :

—

* Various false statements about this sect were made by the English
and Vernacular papers of the time.
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'* I shall tell you, my son, the names of some
of those followers who lived in the south. There
is a trader in the circle of Padmapur, whose
name is Hari Sahu. He has married two girls

of his own caste. Yon will know him easily ; he is

a devoted follower of mine. 193-195. In the east is

Kuntibhoja bearing the name of Yogaraja. He
will at first marry a girl of the Gargara line,

but she will soon pass off to that heaven which is

the region of the Gandharvas. He will then marry
a girl of the Siiiiha family of Dhala-bhuma. 196-

197. Inside her womb will be found, in the form of

a lily, the footprints of Laksmi and out of that lily

will be born the girl Visnupriya. When her father

Yogaraja will be inspired with religious fervour,

all the other devotees will also be so inspired

—

so great is the attachment between him and the

souls of the devotees. When he will give up the

ghost, he will lose himself in Brahman and will

be unified with the west. The number of his

" ^f^W f^^rt ^frf 9^W VrflBcT
I

^ft^lf ^f%^ t f^^ cfT'C «TT^ II ^ ^8

T^r^f^^ g^ HW %il % '?IT'WT II KSL
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followers has completed two lacs. 198-201. I shall

uow tell yoii of him who dwells in the north.

His name is Enparaja, and he has sprung from
the Ksatriya line. 202. And now I tell you of

those who live in the east. There is only one in

Bengal. But there is also a king named Sabha-
nanda. He has married five wives with eyes

like those of the gazelle. When he Avill marry
.igain a girl of the Gai]ga family, he will be a

devout follower of my religion and firm in his

faith. 203-205. Both he and Jaya Sahu, a Teli

of the Ghaya class, will live about the borders of

Prayaga. And there are in Gandaki the great

g^^^ ^^r^¥ mJi ^^ fti«r I

t '^ftlt ^fflt ^Tfft ii^iTTT llte<l

fifST mm ^# vffR ^z% ^ zm I

T^^f^t ^n ^^ wH t<ii ^^ I

qN ^ft f^^T VtffiJ^ t ^TT'^ ir>«8
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hero Bhiija Sena and the devout Kamalia Malik,

a Pathan by caste. 205-207.

'' These seven have linked together two hun-
dreds of thousand devoted followers. To hear
this, my child, makes the mind pure and free (from

lust and passion). 208. Cridhara of the imclean

caste, Crikantha of the Bhoja lineage, and Ke§a-
va, Nitai, Gunanidhi, Markanda and Crichandana
of other castes—these seven devotees have
brought together two hundreds of thousand

devoted followers. 209-211. These devotees

will assemble themselves, male and female,

in the presence of the lord, and there divert

themselves by playing eternal plays with

him, and their voices will be ringing in the

ff^^ ^*ft ^fnr m^t 'T'^ II ^®«

^sfif^ aim ^^ ^^^ ^^^X t ^o^
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twenty-one regions. 212-213. The lord will place

the four Vedas in Patala (the infernal regions)

and will introduce and establish the Cunyadharma
based upon anasadhana.'^ 214.

The author of YaQomatimalika has, no doubt,

been lavish in his praises of the heroes of his

sect, but the persons, he speaks of, are not all

fictitious, as is testified to by one and all of this

sect. Such a hint as this has also fallen from the

lips of many that there are now not only descen-

dants of some of these great men, but that they

are practically helping, though iii secret, the pro-

motion and propagation of this creed. The pioneer

and leader of this sect, Bhima Bhoi, breathed his

last only ten years back. His sons are now
occupying the gadi at Juranda. In various

parts of the Gadajats one will meet with members
of this community even now. But the chief

gadi is at Juranda near the Kapilasa hill in the

Dhenkanal State (Bhima Bhoi used to sit here
;

and now it is in the occupation of his sons).

The next important place is the Badamatha in

the village of Gola^iijga within the Baud terri-

tory. It is the local belief that after he had left

^^'rf #^ ^f^t 1?W^ ^^x I

'^^Tx %^ ^^ 17W qicni ^ifq^ I
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the Nilachala, Jagannatha lived here as Buddha.
Beside these, Mayurabhanja is interspersed with
mathas of this sect. In the villages of Knlogi,
Koipur, Jaypur, Purnapani, Kendari and Purnia
in the subdivision of Bamanghati ; at Mernghati
in Uparabhaga, in the village of Kesnain Panch
Pir, in Upper Dihi and in the village of Gandu
in Joshipur ; in Navapura, Purana Baripada,
Talapada and others in the Mayurabhanja
Proper, there is a large number of monas-
teries, big and small, of this sect. These
mathas are also to be found in a large number
outside Mayurabhanja. In about 20 to 25
villages in Keonjhar, viz,, Silda, Padampur,
Raggamatia, Pukhuria, Sarai &c, in almost all the

Gadajats such as Dhenkanal, Baud, Dasapalla,

Talcher, Conapur, Gaggpur, Palalahara, Raira-

khol, Athamalik, Padampur, Saraggagada, Raya-
gada, Kalahandi, and in almost all the Killajatas,

more especiallj^ in Ali, Kanika, Banki, Adang,
Kujang, Sambalpur,—in all these places monas-
teries of this sect are to be found. The follo^vers

of this creed are divided into tw^o classes

viz,, Grhi (house-holder) and Bhiksu or Sannya-
sin. Almost wherever any large number of

the followers of this sect have settled together,

a small but neat and clean viatha will attract

the notice of the traveller. Amongst the Uda-
sinas (those who are indifferent to the ups
and downs of life) only the most advanced are

entitled to be the Mahanta i.e. the head
of the monastery. Common Udasinas or Bhiksus
find shelter in these monasteries. Amongst the

members of this community, numbering not less
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than 25,000, there are to be found people both of

the higher and lower ranks of society.

MONASTIC LIFE,

The rules that regulate their monastic life

are defined with some degree of clearness in the

foliowin o- lines
:*''••"

—

-^^

''The Sujati (well-born Bhiksu) will discard
all family usages and give up all (religious) prac-

tices and observances, such as the performance of

sacrifices and the making of burnt offerings.

148. Cutting off all connection with his wife

and children, leaving behind his property and
doing away with all religious vows and cere-

monies, he will put on barks of kumbhi trees

(kumbhipata)^ and wander about with matted
hair. 149. He wdl sow^ the seed of (the religion

of) Mahima in Jambu-dvipa and wall himself be
l)lessed by finding his spiritual preceptor, Brah-
man. 150. Learning the name of Anakara Mahima
(and singing His glories) he wall maintain himself

by begging alms of the Nava Cudras. 151. From

fT^r WW ^^ ^^% ^ti'^ 'siftrt n u*

^^ '^"^ ^t ^iftr t^^^% fw^T u u!
<1) Hence they are called Kvmhha-Patiya,
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Telis, Tantris, Bhatas, Keras, Rajakas, Kula-
rakas, Brahmanas, Ksatrij^as and Chandalas,

no alms are to be taken. They liave been
described before in the Castras as impure.
152—153. These are of low origin and so

have been marked ont. 154. Bnt the Nava
Cudras are really faithful followers of the

Lord. So it is no sin to accept alms of boiled

rice at their house. 155. Bj' the great fire

of the spirit of Brahman all (sins) are reduced
to ashes {i.e. sinners are absolved)

;
(so) he who

begs alms from the house of a Cudra, commits
no sin 156. ^ ^ ^ '•'

'•'
.

''No other alms (than boiled rice) are to be
taken from the house of the nine Cudras. And
sleep has to be enjoyed in the proper time out-

side the town. 160. Death resides in the sleej.)

which is slept in the day ; and boiled rice par-

^# ^^ ^^ iJlTT TSf^ -^^Kw 1

im i(^ %izpr\ ir^^ f^w ^T^ I

«rw Jl^ ^t ^^ f«^Tli ^* I
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taken at night is productive of evil. 161. The
devotee of the Lord will take his food at day-

time and pass the night withont food and keep
awake at dead of night. 162. ^ '••'*

" Keeping awake at dead of night, you will

kindle the dhuni ( fire-pit ) and thus you will be
able to destroy the twenty-five causes ( of crea-

tion ). 230. Mutterings of prayers and set forms
of meditation are useless. Only try to be in-

different ( to the w^orldly concerns ) and contem-
plate only the name of Mahima." 231.

These ascetic rules
( quoted from YaQomati-

malika) for regulating the monastic life among
the follow^ers of Mahima-dharma are also found
to have obtained in the Buddhistic Saggha from
very early times.

Of the twelve or thirteen ascetic rules men-
tioned in the Buddhistic scriptures the Mahima-
dharmin m.onk has even up till now been observ-

ing the rules of Pindapatika,^ Sapadana-

^T^ ^q^T^ ??iT^T^^ 9rfTt II \^\

^r^^ Rflifff ^% qt^ ^f^I II ^^o

1. This is " the rule to liA^e on food obtained by begging from door

to door."
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cliarika,'^ Ekasanika,'^ Pattapindika/ and
Khalu-paQchadbhaktika f but these are never
found to have ever been observed by Vaisnava
monks or ascetics or those of any other sect.

Besides, the injunction of taking alms of boiled

rice from the Nava Cudras clearly marks these

Mahima-dharmins out as quite distinct and aloof

from the Vaisnava or any other Hindu sect. The
latter will, on no account, partake of boiled rice

which has been cooked by Cudras or other low
caste people.

Although Mahayanists of the middle ages
had yielded to the worship of a number of gods
and goddesses, yet the Adi Buddhists or the

Hinayanists had no faith whatsoever in the effi-

cacy of these worships. And such is also the

case with the modern Revivalists or Mahima-
dharmins. Nay, they follow the Hinayanists more
closely. As a sequel to the introduction of the

worships of the sun and fire into the primitive

Buddhist society, the Hinayanists have not been
able to throw off these deities altogether, though
they have done away with the worships of others.

And it is very interesting to note that in the

YaQomati-malika of the Mahima-dharmins, linger-

2. A rule, enjoining "a proceeding from door to door in.due order

when begging."

3. It enjoins "eating at one sitting."

1. It enjoins " eating from one vessel only."

5. It prohibits " the taking of a meal after it has become improper

to do so ; this has been interpreted as partaking of food already refused

and superfluous."

Dr. Kern's Manual of Buddhism, p. 75-76,
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ing traces of this faith are also to be met with.'''-

And just as the Buddhists of the middle agCvS

regarded Buddha or Bodhi-sattvas as being
T>evatideva' L e. God of gods, the Mahima-
dharmins also look up to Jagannatha or Buddha
as being the greatest and most supreme object of

worship!

We have also heard with no small surprise

the essential principles of the instructions of

Lord Buddha that are known in the Buddhistic

circle as Dhammapada, fall from the lips of the

greatest Sannyasins of this sect. To satisfy the

curiosity of the reader, let us quote here a few

^ '*%<d> ^ff 'm ^]^ ^1^ ^^t^t I

ni^ ^% %f% ^T\ ^^ ?Ricr m^ i

'Tii^K ^^fqw ^'^fjlk ^1? II ^^0^

^f-yf^cuii ftfftf ^^" m^f^-^ i

'•A little before dawn you will take your batli and see both tiu;

ri.viug and the setting of the snn. 171. Just after sunset you will fix

your mind upon and bow to the iVstagiri ( the mountain behind which the
sun ^as supposed to set.) 172, You should have some respect for the gc>d

of fire but not any the least respect for any other god or goddess. 173."

"All the gods also fell down at the feet of Bodhi-sattva. The king
Ouddhodana said "This Bodhi-sattva is the God of gods" and thus the
name Devatideva was given to Bodhi-sattva."

Divyavadana, p. 391.
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couplets from the Padavali of Bhima Bhoi, the

principal scripture of this sect.

The following song was sung by him ad-

dressing the Cunyapurusa^

—

''Though Thy body is Ounya being destitute

of all forms and colours, yet Thou hast revealed

Thyself. There is there no trace of a cloud, still

there are showers of water (from above) ; no wind^
but all the forty-nine kinds of it are blow^ing

furiously and frequently. Water is (found) flow-

ing, though there are no rivers, and there are (also)

meteoric showers. 1. There are there frequent

flashes of lightning, but no one closes his eyes.

In such a place is the abode of the unboi-h

Brahman. There is here no rising or setting (of

^f gf^ ^^, iTif^ ^^%^y ^^^^^^ ^kj %\^ t n ^

m^ ^w ^^r ^flR^T i)%T^, ^^jz 1 ^z ^^? f^^ft,

^Rt^ ;g^fe T iff^ ^fei, XT^ H^ ftf^ ''Ti t II ^

T^^\ZT ^^ fsf^^T^ f«T^^, ^^^T ^ ^ft >?T q^qi^,

5r ^ifs^cT ^f^ T ^^T ^H 3I^"\ ^TUT i^?:^T T tfip i II , iJ.

^JT qff^fl? TTf^ ¥^^^, H^ 'if '^Tf^, qjf^^ft qf^»

^fefe qci?: tf*q iTTf¥ m^ ^^r^'fi ifiJi qi? * a h.^ - -f^

12
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the sun. ) 2. There is here no sand or earth and
the waters of the Gagga are overflowing. But if

I can worship (Him) even with the waters of a

well, I shall obtain salvation without losing the

caste which I have come to possess through the

merits of the previous life. 3. Without conceiv-

ing the Eternal Feet as attainable ( only ) through
works done without any thought of or desire for

the results and indifference ( to the world ), cling-

to the lotus-like feet ( of Brahman ). No need of

condemning wishes and desires, no need of

making one's self destitute ( of all hopes and
passions ) and no need of giving up all hopes and
expectations. 4. Shade without the tree, the fruit

without the bud, and the flower and the leaf

without the stalk—all these are talks of ( people

who follow ) the way of Asadhana ( non-worship )

.

5. He manifests Himself by creating the couple of

the husband and the wife, and puts on barks of

trees having no end of the senses. And so Bhima
Sena Bhoi requests all, always to worship the feet

of the Lord who is so great. 6."

These lines were addressed by Bhima Bhoi to

his Guru or preceptor Buddha-svamin.^

—

" Thou, that art the formless and imageless

Brahman, Thou art now revealing Thyself having
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assumed a form. Though the Formless Person,

You are now possessed of a form and have come
down to the world to do good to Your devotees,

being full of kindness and mercy. Now be
pleased to save the pindaprana from the ocean
of maya and fill it with devotion. 1.

''Though the Unknowable Purusa, You are

now bearing a name for the purpose of saving
the world. When a man will live upon the juice

of Mahima-diksa (initiation into the Mahima-
dharma) brought about by indifi:erence ( to the

world) and thus will free himself from the sins

of his previous births, then will he attain, my
Lord, salvation—the end of the Virtuous. 2.

"The Indefinable Purusa has made himself
known by coming down as a guest (as it were,

into the world). The glory of Alekha is simply
indefinable ; He, who is the Lord of the twenty-
one worlds, can be reached only through
the kindness and favour of the Preceptor. 3.

''The Unimaginable Purusa through His imagi-

nation had limbs grown to Him. You see

Him with your eyes
;
yet by despising Him who

^t^ ^^ *f tf% ^ ft? tl, n^ ^W H^fiJ ^eP?T If^T^TTf

,
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is it that you are worshipping ? Know that

this world is still existing only because there is

the Mahima-dharma. 4.

''The Imperishable Purusa, He is never to

perish ; and not only He, but Guruvija and the

disciple, these two also are never to perish.

All the days do pass in great bliss, the very sight

of Guru destroying all evils. 5.

"In this dark Kaliyuga He has revealed Him-
self to the world, having assumed a form.

Save this there is not a single word, so

grand, so sweet and so capable of redemption.
With great humility does Bhima Araksita

bow down at the feet of the Lord, which can
coufer emancipation. 6."

INCARNATION OF BUDDHA.

We have now been able, we hope, to establish

the fact that the Mahima-dharmins of the Gadajats

of Orifesa are simply Buddhists. Like other

Buddhists of the Mahayana School, they are

also passing their days in the firm belief and
hope that Buddha will again be incarnated. We

qC ?if^?l|-'%f^ %lft fqfcfq % II 8
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<30uld not do better than quote the following few
lines from their Ya^omatimalika to show their

belief in the incarnation of Buddha and the real

nature of their creed

—

WH^pr f^ wrfi ^rftt T[\% ii aa^"

''In the Kaliyuga the devotees are passing their

lives in disguise, though they have not yet seen

the form of the incarnation of Buddha, in the hope
that the gadi (seat) of the Cunya will be estab-

lished in the province of Behar and there the

Lord Alekha will lie concealed in the Dhuni-
kunda (fire-pit). The Alekha will through His

creative power, assume the form of a human
being in the incarnation of Buddha for the good
of His devotee, who will thus attain emancipa-

tion".
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Vedinta 42, 62, 64 f 71, 113,
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Vedanta Philosophy 115, 124

Vedas 10, 12, 18, 33, 57, 59ff,
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97, 99, 124
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Vitthala 26

Void 40, 44, 59, III, 127
Vraja 56
Vrajasuta for Vajrasuta 53,57
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Vy^sa 131
Waddel, Dr. 3, 7, €
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NOTICE.

ViCVakOSa ( in Bengali

)

(THE ENCYCLOP>eDICA INDICA

)

BY

NAGENDRA NATH VASU Prachyavidyamaharnava, m.r.a.s.

This Encyclopaedic lexicon contains the results of up to

date European and first hand Oriental researches. It is

the most comprehensive work on all matters touching

Oriental history and other departments o£ knowledge.

The Statesman says.—"It is an undertaking of which an advanced
nation might be proud, and the ability shewn in its execution

would do honour to the literatures of any country. The Vicva-
kosa fully deserves the high encomiums it has earned from English

and vernacular newspapers all over the country. We hope that

its success will be such as to reward the scholarship and the enter-

prise of its author."

Complete in 32 volumes. Price Rs. 280/- including

costs of binding, postal and other charges. Out side

India £-20.

BANGER JATIYA ITIHASA

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

( Social history of the different castes and sub-castes of

Bengal—based on copper- plate grants, inscri]3tions, old

genealogical records, rare and authentic MSS. and first-

hand researches in various other fields,—these results

published for the first time.) Each Part Rs. 2-8.
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Part I. Ro/jal 8vo, ahoid 400 pages,

( Contains a social and historical account of the Rarhiya
Brahmin family with special reference to the early history

of Bengal.)

Part II. Contains an account of the Yarendra
Brahmins (in the Press.)

Parts III—V. [Bound in one volume) Royal 8vo. about

600 pages.

Contains the social history of the Paschatya, Daksinatya
and Srihatta Vaidikas, S^kadvipins or Scythian Brahmins
and of the Jijhotiy^ Brahmins of Bengal.

Part VI. {Royal 8vo, about 500 jmges.)

Contains an historical account of the earliest Brahmin
settlement in Bengal^ with descriptive account of Pirali

Brahmins in Bengal.

Part VII. {Kayastlia ethnology') [Royal 8vo. about 200
pages,)—an introduction on the History of the Bengal
Kayasthas—contains the origin, and social status of

Kayasthas of India, from Smritis, Puranas, Tantras, early

grants, royal charts, inscriptions, genealogical records and
from other ancient sources.

Part VIII. (Vaicya-Jcdnda) {Royal 8vo. about 400 pages,)

Contains an account of the maritime and commercial

history of ancient India, from B.C. 2000 to the first century

B. C. with special reference to the Vaicya or mercantile

community, their origin, social status and early history.

i^" To be had at the Vicvakosa Office,

20 Xdntapuhcr Lane, Bagbazar, Calcutta,
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